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WE DON'T KNOW OF ANOTHER TRANSCEIVER OFFERING ALL THESE FEATURES AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT

- Hybrid digital frequency presentation...built-in
- AC and DC VDC power supplies...built-in
- CW filter...built-in
- High performance noise-blanker...built-in
- VOX and semi-break in CW keying...built-in
- Speaker...built-in
- Cooling fan...built-in
- Microphone...included

When you buy the Tempo 2020 you don’t have to spend a bundle on accessories...just hook up to a power source and an antenna and you’re on the air. A truly fine transceiver at a modest price.

The Tempo 2020 features a phase lock-loop (PLL) oscillator circuit that minimizes unwanted spurious responses. It is an advanced solid-state unit with only 3 tubes, including 2 rugged 6146-B final amplifier tubes. It covers all bands 80 through 10 meters, USB, LSB, CW and AM. Additional features worth noting is the 2020’s crystal calibrator and WWV receiving capability, dual RIT control, fixed channel crystal control on two available positions, RF attenuator, adjustable ALC action, phone patch in and out jacks, separate PTT jack for foot switch, extraordinary receiver sensitivity (.3uS/N 10 db) and oscillator stability (100 Hz 30 min. after warm-up).

The TEMPO 2020 ..................... $759.00
Model 8120 external speaker. $29.95
Model 8010 remote VFO. $139.00

Send for descriptive information on the fine transceiver, or on the time proven Tempo ONE transceiver which continues to offer reliable, low cost performance. Both are available at select dealers throughout the U S
Get all this transceiver for under $500.

Available Options Include:

- 100 kHz/10 kHz Dual Crystal Calibrator
- Noise Blanker
- Portable or Heavy Duty Power Supply

Microphone and mobile mount included.

ALDA 103 is completely manufactured in the U.S.A.

ALDA 103 is a totally solid state SSB Transceiver • 80 through 20 meters • 250 watts

ALDA Communications Inc., 214 Via El Centro, Oceanside, CA 92054 • (714) 433-6123
Call toll-free 800-647-8660 for products by MFJ ENTERPRISES

MFJ-16010 ST Super Antenna Tuner
This NEW MFJ Super Antenna Tuner matches everything from 160 thru 10 Meters: dipoles, inverted vees, long wires, verticals, mobile whips, beams, balance lines, coax lines. Up to 200 watts RF OUTPUT. Built-in balun, too!
- Operate all bands with one antenna
- Works with all solid state and tube rigs
- Ultra compact 5 x 2 x 6 inches
- Uses toroid cores

Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling.

MFJ-16010 Antenna Tuner
Now you can operate all bands — 160 thru 10 Meters — with a single random wire and run your full transceiver power output — up to 200 watts RF power output.
- Small enough to carry in your hip pocket. 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches
- Matches low and high impedance by interchanging input and output
- SO-239 coaxial connectors
- 12 position tapped inductor. Stacked toroid cores
- At 1.8 MHz tuner matches 25 to 200 ohms.

MFJ-8043 IC Deluxe Electronic Keyer
This NEW MFJ Deluxe Keyer gives you more features per dollar than any other keyer available.
- Uses Curtis-8043 keyer chip.
- Sends alternate, semi-alternate, manual, Use squeeze, single lever, or straight key
- Dot memory, self-completing dots and dashes, jam proof spacing, instant start, RF proof
- Solid state keying. 3300 V max
- Weight, tone, volume, speed controls
- Uses 4 C-cells, external power pack
- 6 x 6 x 2 inches
- Sidetone and speaker
- Optional squeeze key. $29.95

SBF-2BX SSB Filter
Dramatically improves readability.
- Optimizes your audio to reduce sideband splatter, remove low and high pitched QRM, noise, static crashes, background noise, 60 and 120 Hz hum.
- Reduces fatigue during contest, DX, and ragchewing.
- Plugs between phone and receiver or connect between audio stage for speaker operation.
- Selectable bandwidth IC active audio filter
- Uses 9 volt battery.
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches

CWF-2BX Super CW Filter
This MFJ Super CW Filter gives you 80 Hz bandwidth, and extremely steep skirts with no ringing for razor sharp selectivity that lets you pull signals out of heavy QRM. Plugs between receiver and phones or connect between audio stage for speaker operation.
- Selectable BW: 80, 110, 180, Hz.
- 60 dB down one octave from center frequency of 750 Hz for 80 Hz BW
- Reduces noise 15 dB
- 9 V battery
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches
- CWF-2PC, wired PC board.

MFJ-22008X Frequency Standard
Provides strong, precise markers every 100, 50, or 25 kHz well into VHF region.
- Exclusive circuitry suppresses all unwanted markers
- Markers are ganged for positive identification
- CMOS IC's with transistor output
- No direct connection necessary
- Uses 9 volt battery
- Adjustable trimmer for zero beating to WWV
- Switch selects 100, 50, 25 kHz or OFF
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches

CMOS-8043 Electronic Keyer
State of the art design uses CURTIS-8043 keyer-on-a-chip.
- Built-in Key
- Dot memory, semi-alternate operation with external squeeze key.
- 8 to 50 WPM
- Sidetone and Speaker
- Speed, volume, tone, weight controls
- Ultra reliable solid state keying.
- 300 volts max
- 4 position switch for TUNE, ON, SIDE TONE, OFF.
- Uses 4 penlight cells.
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches

MFJ-407 QRP Transmitter
Work the world with 5 watts on 40 Meter CW.
- No tuning
- Matches 50 ohm load
- Clean output with low harmonic content
- Power amplifier transistor protected against burnout
- Switch selects 3 crystals or VFO input
- 2 DAC
- 3-1/4 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches

MFJ-1030BX Receiver Preselector
Clears copy weak unreadable signals (increases signal to 5-5 "S" units).
- More than 20 dB low noise gain.
- Separate input and output tuning circuits give maximum gain and RF selectivity to significantly reject out-of-band signals.
- Dual gate MOS FET for low noise, strong signal handling ability.
- Completely stable.
- Optimized for 10 thru 30 MHz.
- 9 V battery
- 2-3/16 x 3-5/8 x 5-9/16 inches

CPO-555 Code Oscillator
For the Newcomer to learn the Morse code.
- For the Code Instructor to teach his classes.
- Send clear code with plenty of volume for class room use.
- Self contained speaker, volume, tone controls.
- 9 V battery
- Top quality crystal
- Send 555 IC timer
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches
- TK-555, Optional Telephone Key $1.95

MFJ-16010 Receiver Preselector
This NEW MFJ Deluxe Preselector gives you the full transceiver power output — up to 200 watts of RF power output.
- Small enough to carry in your hip pocket.
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches
- Uses 9 volt battery
- 2-3/16 x 3-1/4 x 4 inches
- CWF-2PC, wired PC board.

C-500 Digital Alarm Clock
This digital alarm clock is also an ID Timer. Assembled. too!
- Gives ID buzz every 9 minutes automatically, or after tapping ID/daze button.
- Pressing ID/daze button displays seconds.
- Large 63 inch digits.
- Easily zeroed to WWV/AM and PM LED indicators.
- Power out indicator.
- Fast set, slow set buttons.
- 110 VAC.
- 60 Hz.
- 2-3/16 x 3-3/4 x 3-3/8 inches.
- One year warranty by Fairchild.

Order any product from MFJ and try it. If not delighted, return within 30 days for a prompt refund (less shipping).

Order today. Money back if not delighted. One year unconditional guarantee. Add $2.00 shipping/handling.

Order By Mail or Call TOLL FREE 800-647-8660 and Charge It On

MFJ ENTERPRISES P. O. BOX 494 MISSISSIPPI STATE, MISSISSIPPI 39762
In Europe contact: ING I. STERN, Lohkoppelsstrasse 27, 2000 Hamburg 76, West Germany. Tel: (040) 299-6110, Telex: 216180 STEX D
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During the holiday season it's customary to take stock, to look back over the past year, and to make our resolutions for the next — resolutions, no doubt, which will be forgotten by the time the snow melts from the landscape and the trees begin to show their buds. The long winter nights are also a good time to plan that new antenna system or to dream about some new station equipment. With the snow swirling up to the window sills and the cold winds howling down from the north, perhaps it's a good idea to take some time to think about where amateur radio has been, and where it's going.

With the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) of 1979 now less than two years away, I can't help wondering what our amateur bands will look like in the 1980s. Will amateurs be given some of the additional high-frequency bands requested by the WARC planning committees, will the width of the amateur bands be pared down, or will we lose much or all of our high-frequency allocations? Nobody will know the answer to that until the final votes are tallied in 1979, but I suspect it will fall somewhere between the two extremes.

There are some who would have you believe there will be no high-frequency amateur bands after 1980, and very little vhf spectrum either, but I'm more optimistic than that. Optimism, unfortunately, leads to apathy and that, my friends, is our worst enemy. Perhaps it's best to prepare for the worst and approach WARC '79 with cautious optimism.

It must be remembered that the last international conference which had much effect on the high-frequency spectrum was held in 1947 when the United States and our Allies had considerable influence on the 50 member countries of the United Nations. Radio amateurs were highly regarded by our government for the part they played in war-time communications — not as amateurs, but because they provided a pool of trained technicians and communicators. To a lesser extent the same thing was true in Britain and the Soviet Union. Radio Amateurs were also the backbone of the communication networks set up by the resistance movement in Europe, and of the coast watchers in the South Pacific.

Governments which had severely curtailed amateur radio before the war now recognized its great potential as a national resource. Amateur radio was no longer considered a nuisance to be tolerated, but an activity which should be encouraged. Part of that encouragement was a new, exclusive 15-meter band. Old timers will hasten to point out that bits were shaved off the top ends of 10 and 20 meters, and 160 meters was dominated by Loran, but most amateurs agreed that 15 meters more than made up for the losses.

By the time the next ITU conference on high-frequency allocations was convened in 1959, the United States' sphere of influence had decreased and it looked like amateur radio was in serious trouble; the foreign broadcasters wanted big chunks of 40 and 80 as well as portions of 20 and it was uncertain if we could rally enough votes to save amateur radio. Fortunately some of the nations who weren't particularly friendly toward the United States but supported amateur radio came to the rescue, with the result that the amateur bands in the Western Hemisphere came through unscathed (amateurs in other parts of the world lost 50 kHz of shared space on 40 meters).

In general, the United States and other governments which were supportive of amateur radio in 1959 still are, but in the 20 years since that last conference the balance of power has changed; the emerging nations are now in the majority and they are not altogether in favor of amateur radio — a few ban it outright. Many of these nations have few amateurs, so to them the amateur bands represent wasted space — space they feel should be allocated to a radio service that better serves their national interest. These are the same countries which often oppose the policies of the rich western nations simply because it's in the vogue to do so.

Nevertheless, there's still hope, because many of the questions to be asked at WARC '79 will be answered on the basis of their scientific merits. There's bound to be a certain amount of political arm twisting, but if the delegates from the emerging nations can be made to see the value of an amateur radio service to the technological development of their nation, perhaps they can be persuaded to vote in favor of increased amateur spectrum.

Jim Fisk, W1HR
editor-in-chief
That's all, Folks!

All you need for All Mode Mobile, that is.

All Mode Mobile is now yours in a superior ICOM radio that is a generation ahead of all others. The new, fully synthesized IC-245/SSB puts you into FM, SSB and CW operation with a very compact dash-mounted transceiver like none you've ever seen.

- **Variable offset:** Any offset from 10 KHz through 4 MHz in multiples of 10 KHz can be programmed with the LSI Synthesizer.

- **Remote programming:** The IC-245/SSB LSI chip provides for the input of programming digits from a remote key pad which can be combined with Touch Tone* circuitry to provide simultaneous remote program and tone. Computer control from a PIA interface is also possible.

- **FM stability on SSB and CW:** The IC-245/SSB synthesis of 100 Hz steps make mobile SSB as stable as FM. This extended range of operation is attracting many FM'ers who have been operating on the direct channels and have discovered SSB.

The IC-245/SSB is the very best and most versatile mobile radio made: that's all. For more information and your own hands-on demonstration see your ICOM dealer. When you mount your IC-245/SSB you'll have all you need for All Mode Mobile.
ARRL's "CODE OF ETHICS" has been challenged in a formal written complaint filed with the Federal Trade Commission's Bureau of Competition.

Specific Complaints are that the Code will violate anti-trust laws by restraining trade, constitutes a "deceptive practice" as defined by the FTC, violates the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution, and that vendors who sign the ARRL pledge will become accessories after the fact in the above violations.

FCC'S DROPPING OF DOCKET 19759, the proposal that the 220-MHz Amateur band provide a home for a new CB service, doesn't mean that the band won't still become the new CB home. It does remove the immediate threat to the band, however, and many opinions have it that the longer the decision on where CB should go is delayed, the less likely 220 becomes as a choice.

In announcing its Termination of Docket 19759 the Commission pointed out that so many changes in related circumstances have occurred since several thousand comments were filed on it back in 1973, those comments were now obsolete. However, the question of a new CB band and where to put it is still very much alive, and 220 will undoubtedly be one of the options when the Commission considers the issue again in a future rulemaking.

A PETITION FOR RECONSIDERATION of the FCC's Report and Order on repeater deregulation (Docket 21033, Pressstop, November), is being prepared by the ARRL. In it three issues will be emphasized: restoration of the WR-prefixed callsigns for repeaters, restoration of repeater licenses, and the need for formal consideration of the needs of the so-called "weak signal" vhf/uhf operations.

Plenty Of Support for the League position appears likely, as many repeater groups already oppose the dropping of repeater callsigns and licenses. In addition, reservations over the repeater sub-band expansion and even the proposed new bandplan for 144.5 - 144.5 MHz is starting to build among FM users as well as various SWOT and other VHF/UHF user groups.

AMATEUR LICENSING IRREGULARITIES will receive a full-fledged investigation run by an FCC Administrative Law Judge. The decision to go all-out on such a probe was reached at a closed meeting of the Commission, when information was presented that some Amateurs had apparently paid for the issuance or upgrading of their licenses or for special callsigns; that some of the same abuses may have occurred without payment; and that some Amateur callsigns have been issued inconsistent with normal FCC procedures.

ARTHUR C. CLARK, the noted science-fiction writer, was made an honorary AMSAT member in ceremonies attended by most of the AMSAT brass — Clark's honor came in recognition of his predictions of communications satellites and synchronous satellites in a 1945 Wireless World article.

1978 Orbital Prediction Booklets for OSCAR 7 only will be available shortly from W6PAJ, W6PAJ, Box 374, San Dimas, California 91773. They're free to AMSAT Life members who request them, $3 to AMSAT Annual members, and $5 to non-members — be sure to include AMSAT membership number and an self-addressed label with orders.

OSCAR 7's Mode Schedule will be changed effective January 1 to two days in Mode B for every day in Mode A, and the new schedule will be shown in W6PAJ's orbital calendar coming out in December. Ample Mode A operations will be provided by the Russian's "RS" spacecraft and AO-D, and OSCAR 7 is considerably more sensitive in Mode B than it is in Mode A.

A New Satellite Bandplan is also going into effect January 1 which will place CW only on the bottom third of the satellite downlink, mixed CW/SSB in the center third, and SSB only operation on the top third — the reverse of current practice.

OSCAR 6's Fifth Birthday was October 15, but revival efforts from VE3SAT failed to bring any response from it. RIP.

The Amateur Space Program made the Congressional Record in October when K7UGA lauded it during a Senate discussion of Sputnik's 20th anniversary.

THOSE PACIFIC AND CARIBBEAN prefix changes may not be as drastic as originally announced. FCC's news release announcing the change has now been "cancelled, " and while it appears that prefix changes will still be made they'll be done in such a way that the resulting callsigns should identify the individual islands or island groups (Pressstop, November).

FCC'S "GAG" ON DISCUSSIONS of current matters will remain in place as a result of the Supreme Court's decision not to review the Court of Appeals decision in the "Home Box Office" case (Pressstop, June).

WESTINGHOUSE SCIENCE TALENT SEARCH is open to any high school student in the United States and Puerto Rico who'll graduate before October 1, 1978. Teachers who have an outstanding student who'd qualify for one of the many scholarships and awards must request entry materials from Science Service, 1719 N. Street, Washington, D.C. 20036 — entries are due by December 17, 1977.
If they copy the style, they can't match the quality.

The original DenTron Super Tuner. The original Super Super Tuner. The original MT-3000A. And now DenTron brings you the original MT-2000A, an economical, full-power tuner designed to handle virtually any type of antenna.

The sleek styling and low profile of the MT-2000A is beautiful, but be assured that is only a part of the excitement you'll derive from the MT-2000A. The MT-2000A is designed and engineered using heavy-duty all-metal cabinetry, and high quality American components throughout.

When you consider the MT-2000A's unique features: 5½" H x 14" D x 14" W, front panel coax bypass switching, front panel lightning protection antenna grounding switch, 3KW PEP, and the ability to match coax, random wire and balanced feedline, we're sure you'll decide to buy an American original and stay with DenTron.

MT-2000A $199.50 at your favorite dealer.

DenTron Radio Co., Inc.
2100 Enterprise Parkway
Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
216 425-3173
Cushcraft engineers have incorporated more than 30 years of design experience into the best 3 band HF beam available today. ATB-34 has superb performance with three active elements on each band, the convenience of easy assembly and modest dimensions. Value through heavy duty all aluminum construction and a price complete with 1-1 balun.

Enjoy a new world of DX communications with ATB-34!

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **FORWARD GAIN** - 7.5 dBi
- **F/B RATIO** - 30 dB
- **VSWR** - 1.5-1
- **POWER HANDLING** - 2000 WATTS PEP
- **BOOM LENGTH/DIA.** - 18' x 2 1/8"
- **LONGEST ELEMENT** - 32 8"'
- **TURNING RADIUS** - 18 9"

**$239.95**

COMPLETE NO EXTRAS TO BUY

**UPS SHIPPABLE**

IN STOCK WITH DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

Cushcraft Corporation

BOX 4680, MANCHESTER, N.H. 03108
**VHF DX**

*FM —*
Enjoy the thrill of dependable long distance contacts on simplex or thru remote repeaters. The 20 element colinear DX-Array offers a precise pattern with large capture area. This vertically polarized, horizontally stacked array provides a narrow beamwidth for the discriminating FM user. Wide impedance and gain bandwidths make the DX-Array a natural choice for the serious FM'er. A vertical polarization bracket, model DX-VPB, is required (support boom and mast not supplied). Seek out new horizons with DX-Array!

**SSB/CW —**
Discover reliability in long-haul communications with VHF SSB and CW. The Cush Craft DX-Array also gives low angle, high gain performance for many exotic propagation modes — tropo, aurora, sporadic-E, and meteor scatter. Horizontally polarized DX-Arrays may be used singly or combined in pairs (twice Effective Radiated Power) or quads (4 x ERP). Each DXK stacking kit is complete with stacking frame and phasing harness (vertical mast not supplied). This year has seen some spectacular VHF band openings — Don’t miss the next one!

![Dave Olean, K1WHS, with his 160 Element DX-Array and Polar Mount EME System](image)

**EME —**
Many VHF experimenters have found excitement in conquering the formidable Earth-Moon-Earth (EME) path. 2-meter moonbouncers have achieved outstanding success using eight stacked DX-Arrays. Impedance and gain characteristics of this antenna permit stacking without the critical detuning problems inherent in large arrays of Yagis. Enlarging system size will yield a more uniform gain increase with DX-Arrays than with many other large antennas. The physical configuration alleviates mounting and phased/tuning problems. EME enthusiasts are setting new records — So can you!

**DX-ARRAY LEADS THE WAY!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>144 MHz</th>
<th>220 MHz</th>
<th>432 MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td><strong>Price</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Element DX-Array</td>
<td>DX-120</td>
<td>$42.95</td>
<td>DX-220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame &amp; Harness (40 E.)</td>
<td>DXK-140</td>
<td>$59.95</td>
<td>DXK-240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame &amp; Harness (80 E.)</td>
<td>DXK-180</td>
<td>$109.95</td>
<td>DXK-280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-152 ohm Balun</td>
<td>DX-18N</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td>DX-28N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vert. Pol. Bracket (20 E.)</td>
<td>DX-VPB</td>
<td>$9.95</td>
<td>DX-VPB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IN STOCK WITH DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE

[Image of Cushcraft logo]

THE ANTENNA COMPANY
P.O. BOX 4680, MANCHESTER, N.H. 03108

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
present-day receivers
— some problems and cures

Some thoughts on and cures for problems encountered in modern amateur communications receivers

The modern-day communications receiver is going through a continuous evolution that has brought about significant improvement in certain operating features. Among these are greatly improved frequency stability and setability, better selectivity, a slow and consistent tuning rate from band to band, and a wide-range automatic gain control system that functions on CW and single side-band. At the same time, unfortunately, the design philosophies which have made the above advances possible have also reduced the typical receiver’s ability to simultaneously handle weak desired and strong undesired signals. This absolute reduction in receiver dynamic range has occurred at the same time the number of high-power signals on the amateur bands has been increasing.

Insufficient dynamic range in a receiver can result in one or more stages being over-driven into nonlinearity by undesired strong signals. The result is internally-generated intermodulation distortion (IMD) products. These undesired products can occur in any mode of operation, but are easiest to identify on CW. Two CW signals which are overdriving a receiver will generate IMD products, but only when both stations are transmitting simultaneously. In the extreme situation, not only may IMD occur, but one signal alone can block, deaden, or desensitize the receiver.

In a pileup or contest situation, many strong CW stations can cause serious receiver overload, intermodulating with each other, and resulting in multiple phantom signals; it will appear as if several operators are randomly tapping their keys, or that you are listening to the Novice band with a diode detector without a BFO.

Two or more ssb signals with the correct frequency relationship can also intermodulate with each other and result in IMD products on top of the station you are listening to. The interference, however, will be unintelligible. IMD can also occur from a single ssb station on an adjacent channel as the individual speech frequencies mix with their own harmonics. Generally speaking, transmitted IMD from an rf power amplifier will be worse than that internally generated in the receiver, with the result that the transmitted IMD may cover up a receiver’s shortcomings. An operator may never be certain whether the unintelligible signals he hears are being generated within his receiver, or coming from the outside — there is enough rf interference to contend with without the receiver creating its own!

The improvements mentioned in the first paragraph have been generally obtained by using a double- or triple-conversion scheme, plus a non-bandswitched master oscillator (PTO or VFO). Depending on the design technique, the first i-f may have a bandwidth of as much as 500 kHz, as in the Heath SB-104, or as narrow as 6 kHz in the Drake R-4B. Assuming that most of a receiver’s selectivity occurs at the second intermediate frequency, you might think that the wider the bandwidth of the first i-f, the greater the chance of picking up more strong signals which could overload the second mixer. Of greater importance than this bandwidth, however, is the net gain between the antenna and the mixer that drives the narrow crystal or mechanical filter.

The Collins R-390A, for example, has three mixers and two separate gain stages ahead of its mechanical 

By J. Robert Sherwood, WB0JGP, and George B. Heidelman, K8RRH, Sherwood Engineering, Incorporated, 1268 South Ogden Street, Denver, Colorado 80210
One topic that has received considerable attention by amateurs in recent years has been that of receiver performance and design. Many approaches have been covered, from the initial design of the “super receiver” to modification of existing equipment; but to the person with just a casual interest, the reasons behind some designs may not be readily apparent. In fact, the problems themselves may not be noticeable to the ordinary amateur. This article is another in a continuing series that shows you how to recognize the problems in typical modern receivers; in addition, it discusses modifications applied to one receiver and the motives behind these changes.

Of major importance is the reason for the modification. The intent of this article is not to prove that one particular receiver is superior to another for whimsical reasons, but to realistically and fairly compare different receivers by presenting test results on comparable circuits. On the basis of the test results, design changes were made in one receiver in an attempt to improve overall performance. You will notice while reading the article that the results are given in very specific terms; this will help you to better understand the basics of receiver performance standards. With this knowledge, you will be able to judge the merits of the different receivers on the market and choose one according to your own needs.

Another receiver, the Heath SB-303, has a 500-kHz wide first i-f window, but unlike the R-390A, it has little selectivity ahead of its narrow filters and too much gain. This results in higher susceptibility to overload from strong signals anywhere in the band, which then cause undesired IMD products to be generated within the receiver.

At the opposite end of the bandwidth scale is the Drake R-4C with its 8-kHz wide first i-f filter at 5645 kHz. This four-pole crystal filter does an excellent job of keeping most of the undesired signals in the band from passing on to a second high-gain mixer. However, any undesired strong signals that do pass through this 8-kHz window can proceed to the second mixer with disastrous results. The net gain from the antenna to the narrow second i-f crystal filter can be as high as 50 dB when a desired weak signal \((S1)\) is being received; this puts an impossible demand on the i-f stages, since the 1-dB compression point of the second mixer output has occurred with any signal 30 dB over \(S9\). An undesired signal, outside the narrow selectivity but inside the first i-f window, that is \(S9 + 40\) dB \((-33\) dBm or 5 mV across the 50-ohm antenna input) for example, would have to be linearly amplified to a level of +17 dBm (1.58 volts across the 50-ohm narrow-filter input) and then be rejected by the filter. To supply this power level to the filter, the high-impedance plate of the second mixer would have to linearly swing more than 40 volts to yield a signal that is as great as 15 dB over \(S9\).
volts rms; even if this level could be produced in a low noise mixer, which is highly unlikely, the filter could be damaged.

What actually results when there are two undesired signals at S9 + 40 dB with the correct frequency relationship, over loading the second mixer, is a spurious third-order IMD signal that is greater than S9 in strength. This would certainly be strong enough to obliterate the desired weak signal!

One possible reason why such net-gain design errors are overlooked in our present method of testing receiver dynamic range. This subject has received considerable attention lately in *Ham Radio*¹,²,³ and *QST*⁴. An increasingly popular method of testing for dynamic range has been developed by Wes Hayward, W7ZOI, and is used by the ARRL.⁵ Basically, it consists of applying two *well-isolated*, equal-strength signals, 20-kHz apart, to a receiver's input and then adjusting their level so that the undesired third-order IMD products generated within the receiver are just equal to the noise floor of the receiver. The difference in level between the noise floor and the test signals gives the receiver's dynamic range. The higher the receiver's dynamic range, the better it can handle both desired weak and undesired strong signals at the same time.

The choice of 20-kHz spacing for the two test signals is arbitrary and in many cases satisfactory. In a receiver which has all its significant selectivity far down the i-f chain, this signal spacing is relatively unimportant. If the early-stage bandwidth is narrower than the test signal spacing, however, its selectivity will partially or completely reject one or both of the test signals, resulting in a highly inflated dynamic range reading. We feel these measurements should cover worst-case conditions since real-life interference on the amateur bands may be spaced less than 20 kHz.

Third-order IMD products, with 20-kHz spacing, will occur 20 kHz below the low frequency test signal and 20 kHz above the high frequency test signal. When the receiver is tuned to a third-order internally-generated spurious IMD signal, the test signals are 20 and 40 kHz up or down the band. The 25-kHz-wide crystal filter in the first i-f of the Signal-One transceiver, to name just one example, will greatly attenuate the test signals before they can reach the following stages. Thus, 20-kHz spacing will test only the front end and first mixer. What is needed is spacing narrow enough so that both test signals can pass through any selectivity prior to the narrow filter. We feel a spacing of 2 kHz will satisfy this requirement, and at the same time be wide enough so the narrow filter will adequately reject the test signals when the receiver is tuned to an IMD product.*

The Drake R-4C, with its 8-kHz-wide first i-f filter, shows an inflated 20-kHz dynamic range of 83 dB. This reading has remained quite consistent over several receivers, including one we tested at the ARRL laboratory.¹ When the test signals are placed 2 kHz apart, however, so they both pass through the 8-kHz filter, the dynamic range drops to around 58 dB.

**improving receiver performance**

There are three ways to improve a receiver's dynamic range. If the second mixer cannot handle the required level, one option is to replace it with a mixer that will do the job. Unfortunately, as WB4ZNV discovered,⁶ the process of replacing an active mixer with the superior passive double-balanced mixer is a laborious task, even if it does improve the receiver's overload characteristics. Oscillator injection levels and impedances are usually not compatible with existing circuitry.

Another remedy is to redistribute the gain in the receiver, reducing it ahead of the overloaded stage and building it up again after the narrow filter. A third method is to insert more early-stage selectivity into the receiver so strong interfering signals are not as likely to get past the first mixer. We chose to inves-

*When performing a 2-kHz IMD test, one very important factor must be taken into consideration: the noise sidebands of the signal generators. General test equipment, oscillators, or VFOs are more than adequate for testing, until a receiver's dynamic range nears 100 dB. At this point it will be impossible to accurately measure true receiver IMD products if the signal generators are producing excessive low-level spurs and noise. At this time there are only two or three generators that have the necessary sideband suppression; one manufactured by Hewlett-Packard and another by Rohde and Schwarz.¹ The ARRL laboratory uses a pair of AN/URM-25 signal generators to perform IMD tests. A 2-kHz IMD test produced results within 2 dB of those obtained by the authors while using the high quality, low-noise sideband Rohde and Schwarz XUA signal generator.
tigate the latter two options, using our own R-4Cs.

The initial gain redistribution began with a 20-dB reduction of the signal level as seen by the second mixer. This gain loss was then restored after the narrow filters at the high-impedance grid of the third mixer. The original amplifier used a single jfet plus a step-up transformer to provide the necessary gain, but the circuit suffered from instability problems and noise. It was then decided to relocate the added gain outboard from the receiver and insert it at a convenient 50-ohm point, the output of the switchable second i-f crystal filters (see fig. 1).

A cascode jfet amplifier, with 50-ohm input and output impedances (fig. 2), was built and inserted into the i-f chain just prior to T-6. The coax cable that connects T-6 and the mode switch was lifted at the switch end; two lengths of miniature coax (RG-174/U) were then run out through a slot in the rear of the receiver. The first length is connected to the lugs on the mode-switch wafer, while the second is spliced into the cable that feeds the transformer.

This amplifier can possibly be located inside the receiver. Regardless of its location, it should be mounted in a metal box or other well-shielded enclosure. Two toroidal transformers provide the necessary impedance changes, their associated trimmer capacitors forming resonant circuits. While both trimmers can simply be peaked for maximum signal, the input may be fine-tuned for the best compromise signal-to-noise ratio among the switchable narrow filters. (The 2N5950 and 2N5953 jfets may be purchased from G. R. Whitehouse Company, Amherst, New Hampshire 03031). We found the best way to attenuate the signal level into the second mixer was to swamp the output of the first i-f amplifier Q1 (V3/6BZ6 in early receivers). A miniature 5000-ohm multi-turn trimmer, from noise blanker socket pin 4 to ground, made a convenient way to adjust this level. Simply adjust the trimmer to drop the calibrator signal 20 dB on the S-meter; then adjust the gain pot on the cascode amplifier to restore the S-meter to its previous level. On certain receivers it may be necessary to peak T-6 to obtain 20 dB of gain from the cascode amplifier; always readjust both cascode trimmers after making a gain change.

If the noise blanker is installed in the receiver, significant IMD products can occur in its stages, too. Due to noise limitations, however, the blanker cannot be starved a full 20 dB. Instead, after replacing blanker resistor R1 with a 0.001 μF disc capacitor, reduce the gain to the blanker about 12 dB, and then turn down the blanker output pot 8 dB to achieve the 20 dB reduction at the second mixer. Alternately, the gain of blanker transistor Q2 can be decreased by reducing its emitter resistor bypass capacitor, rather than readjusting the blanker output pot.

Take care not to use too much cascode amplifier or blanker gain; otherwise amplified 5645-kHz oscillator leakage can degrade system performance. With the antenna disconnected and the top and bottom covers of the receiver in place, make sure the S-meter does not kick upward more than one-quarter S-unit when the passband tuning is slowly turned through its range. In some receivers it may be necessary to jumper the cable-braid ground point of the Q4 oscillator board with a short clip lead to the shield tray on which the blanker board rests to reduce this oscillator leakage to an acceptable level. It might also be necessary to insulate the frame of the rear carrier-oscillator jack from the chassis ground.

The new product detector is installed next to the audio transformer and behind the variable capacitor used for passband tuning. The entire assembly is mounted on a 1-3/4 x 1-5/8 inch (4.5x4.1cm) board.

Also, if the cascode amplifier breaks into oscillation when the mode switch is between detent positions, reverse the leads of a high impedance winding of one of the toroids.

Proper operation of the gain redistribution circuits provided greatly reduced susceptibility to IMD overload problems on both CW and ssb, as was visibly demonstrated with strong nearby DX contest signals; yet the receiver was still able to meet its sensitivity specification. Agc attack distortion was also reduced somewhat. Dynamic range improved from 58 dB to around 70 dB, while using our 2-kHz spacing test method.

i-f filters
As an additional CW remedy we chose to increase the selectivity (possibly on a switchable basis) following the output of the first mixer; the bandwidth is presently determined by an 8-kHz wide four-pole crystal filter. This bandwidth is needed on phone to pass an upper and/or lower sideband signal. A bandwidth of at least this magnitude is also required to pass undistorted noise pulses to the blanker. A noise blanker's usefulness, however, is marginal at best with one or more strong nearby signals, due to its agc greatly increasing the blanking threshold, or possible false triggering. Thus, the need for narrowing first i-f selectivity ahead of the noise blanker,
which reduces blanker effectiveness, occurs under conditions which are usually unfavorable to blanking in the first place.

Circumstances could occur where blanking would be necessary at all times, such as when you suffer from a continuous very high level of blankable noise. In these cases, the 8-kHz first i-f filter must remain ahead of the blanker. Then a properly-terminated narrow filter could be inserted just after the blanker, but before the second mixer. The signal path can be switched between the narrow filter and an attenuator equal to its loss. While the chance of second mixer overload is greatly reduced with this arrangement, there is no such narrow bandwidth IMD protection for the blanker; this limits the receiver’s potential dynamic range considerably below what is otherwise obtainable. It is therefore mandatory to use the cascode gain redistribution system with this special, optional filter arrangement. With this arrangement close-in dynamic range will be in the high 70s.

We decided that the first i-f CW selectivity should be equal to the widest desirable under contest conditions. We then designed a new 600-Hz six-pole filter, keeping in mind package size limitations and insertion loss requirements. We’ve also developed a miniature relay system which allows instant interchange of our internally-mounted, CW-bandwidth, first i-f filter with the existing 8-kHz phone unit.

The project of minimizing overload in the R-4C was now complete and totally successful. When measured using our worst-case 2-kHz test method, the receiver’s dynamic range jumped from an original unacceptable 58 dB to a final excellent 85 dB. This value ranks with the best of the commercially-available amateur gear on the market today, and should be more than adequate for most practical situations. As a side note, a similar arrangement of first i-f filter switching can be used on ssb by inserting a set of 2.6 or 2.3-kHz phone filters in the first i-f for improved phone selectivity.

**simple receiver testing**

While we made use of a considerable amount of test equipment during this project to measure dynamic range, you can make comparative tests using only a crystal calibrator and transmitter vfo, *loosely* coupled into the receiver. Comparative noise floor measurements, with no antenna connected, can be made by measuring the preselector noise peak (above later stage noise) with an ac voltmeter connected to the audio output line.

When making gain redistribution or selectivity changes, adjust the receiver to maintain its original net gain by measuring the calibrator level on some specific frequency. We use 7.2 MHz as our reference frequency. Here the calibrator level should read about 15 to 20 dB over S9 with nothing connected to the antenna input. (Don’t readjust the S-meter sensitivity pot.) Two strong test signals, accurately set to a specific S-meter level, will produce a repeatable reference IMD that can also be measured on the S-meter. As improvements are made the IMD, read on the S-meter, will drop. We made our 2-kHz tests at S9 + 40 dB, and ended up reducing the IMD from greater than S9 to less than S3.

**filter rejection**

The 600-Hz first i-f filter, in addition to greatly reducing the chance of overload, had the extra benefit of eliminating the annoying signal leakage around the narrow second i-f filters. This problem of not being able to realize the ultimate rejection capabilities of a well-designed filter is one that plagues all equipment that, to our knowledge, is presently on the market. It is really quite difficult to even design a test fixture to correctly measure the ultimate rejection of a filter. Obtaining adequate ultimate attenuation, which should be in excess of 100 dB for an eight-pole filter in a receiver or transceiver, requires tedious attention to detail. Current ground loops and stray capacitive coupling are the main problems that must be eliminated. We have had many frustrated amateurs ask us to provide a filter for their receiver or transceiver which would not leak like the factory installed units. Unfortunately, some of the limitations were in the receiver and not the filter. Although replacing or adding to an existing *late* narrow filter can often considerably improve skirt selectivity, the only way to eliminate the last traces of these leakage problems, in existing popular receivers, is to add a filter earlier in the set with a

---

**fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the cascode amplifier used for the gain redistribution. There is only one ground return on the circuit, through the input coax cable. The braid on the output coax cable goes to the primary of T6 which is not grounded at that point. T1 and T2 are wound on Micrometals T50-2 toroidal cores. The high-impedance windings are 80 turns of no. 30 AWG (0.25mm) while the low-impedance windings are 5 turns of no. 24 AWG (0.5mm).**
bandwidth closer to that of the main filter. The early filter should preferably be on a different frequency from the later one, such as in the R-4C or 2B.

We tested one all-solid-state American transceiver that had so much leakage around the CW filter that a 2-kHz dynamic range test could barely be made. The IMD was masked by the test signal leakage until special audio filtering was employed.

While discussing filters, we would like to emphasize the importance of a great variety of bandwidths being available to the operator. Most of the equipment on the market has just one standard phone bandwidth, with one CW filter available as an option, and when installed it must be used at all times for that mode. Many of the imported rigs are examples of these limitations. The Yaesu FT-101B has only a six-pole 600-Hz filter, and the Kenwood TS-820 is limited to only a six-pole 500-Hz unit.

By today's standards a six-pole 500-Hz filter is quite broad and has a poor shape factor. One possible reason for offering only these filters is that the design of the equipment was based on the use of an ssb filter having an insertion loss of only 2 to 4 dB. Unless a manufacturer employs special technology in building, say, an eight-pole 350-Hz filter that is more advanced than required for a phone filter, the insertion loss will rise to an unacceptable 14 to 16 dB. It is quite undesirable to have the signal drop 12 dB when the CW filter is used; a compromise is made, and the six-pole filters mentioned above are offered. Even with this trade-off, there is an additional insertion loss of 5 to 7 dB compared to the phone filter, and relatively poor skirt selectivity.

As a minimum, the receiver net gain should be designed around the lossiest filter, with the losses of the other filters increased to that constant level. Another school of thought suggests that the noise integrated by each of the filters should be the same, requiring increasing gain (or decreasing insertion loss) as narrower filters are selected. To our knowledge, no amateur equipment manufacturer is currently keeping the integrated noise constant, and only the R-4C provides for constant insertion loss with narrow bandwidth filters.

We have noted with interest the comments from some of our Japanese and German filter customers about American rigs such as the R-4C and T-4XC. The cost of these units in their home countries, due to import duties, is 30 to 50 per cent higher than here in the United States, but the discriminating foreign amateur is willing to pay that premium partly because of the excellent filters which are available. Compared with the typical filter in the average set, the Drake eight-pole 250-Hz and the Sherwood eight-pole 125-Hz CW filters are valuable assets. Similarly, an optional 1500 to 1800-Hz ssb filter* can make the dif-

*Drake also offers the FL1500, a 1500-Hz filter. Though publicized as an RTTY filter, it provides exceptional performance, especially under difficult phone contest conditions.
Cascode amplifier used for gain redistribution is installed in a small enclosure. The shield must be in place between the stages of the amplifier.

ference in being able to hold a contact under heavy interference and contest conditions.

It takes some practice to become proficient at using a narrow i-f filter, just as in learning to tune with the wide-skirted audio filters. But during crowded band conditions a 250-Hz filter can often be too broad! One CW operator used the 125-Hz filter in his R-4C almost exclusively during the hectic 160-meter contests.

The entire line of filters for the R-4C is excellent and can be adapted to any receiver or transceiver. A construction article in the 1977 ARRL Handbook describes a method of adding bandpass tuning to a receiver lacking this feature. This circuit uses 455-kHz filters and is inserted in the receiver i-f chain by converting down to 455 kHz and back up again. This basic idea can be used with any pair of filter and receiver intermediate frequencies.

You could convert from 3395 kHz up to 5695 kHz and back down again, for example, or down from 9 and up again. As the difference between the two i-f frequencies becomes smaller, the difficulty of the conversion process increases. A Drake R-4B owner who wishes to add R-4C filters to his receiver has to cope with a conversion frequency difference of only 50 kHz. Howard Sartori, W5DA, has developed a circuit for use in his R-4B which can be adapted to any i-f by simply changing one crystal oscillator. It has been used on intermediate frequencies as low as 50 kHz and as high as 30 MHz with excellent results. His circuit is described on page 20 of this issue of ham radio. One precaution, when adapting the Handbook circuit or W5DA’s i-f converter to a transceiver: make sure the transmitted signal does not have to pass through the added filters. Otherwise, with use of the two narrowest filters (the FL-250 and CF-125/8), the transmitter carrier offset frequency adjustment would become quite critical, and keying on the transmitted signal could be too soft.

The Kenwood TS-820, which we have in the lab, has a noise floor and dynamic range in the ssb mode that is virtually identical to that of the Drake R-4C. Both units perform very well on phone; when you want to dig out a weak CW signal on a quiet band, however, the R-4C is significantly better. The R-4C’s gain remains constant when a CW filter is switched in, but the TS-820’s drops off 5 to 6 dB. Even if a weak received signal is above the noise floor, this gain reduction increases the agc threshold to the point where it may become necessary to manually ride the gain control. The Yaesu FT-101B we tested had a dynamic range, at any test signal spacing, as bad as the unmodified R-4C when measured with the worst-case 2-kHz test method. The bulk of the problems in the FT-101B were caused by a bipolar transistor in the noise blanker which was being over-driven.

A receiver’s maximum net gain from the antenna to the detector can change significantly from band to band without having much effect on the measured sensitivity. Two sets with similar signal requirements for a given signal-to-noise ratio can have vastly different capabilities in handling weak, fluctuating signals, especially on the 10- and 15-meter bands. As the net gain falls off, more and more signals will fall below the agc threshold. The R-4C, for instance, holds a much more consistent net gain from 80 to 10 meters than the TR-4C. The TS-820 increases the net gain on 10 meters compared to 20 and 15 by changing a capacitive tap on the rf amplifier drain. Its gain, however, is too high on 160 meters, resulting in a higher susceptibility to overload by broadcast stations. When connected to a nearly self-resonant 160-meter vertical antenna at our lab in Denver, the TS-820 grossly overloads with the eighteen local broadcast stations, developing more than 1 volt across its antenna input. Without the 20-dB rf attenuator switched in, the 160-meter band is nothing but a solid mass of S9 + 30 dB IMD products.

The TS-820’s front end is not selective enough to cope with this admittedly unusual receiving situation. On 1.8 MHz, the preselector attenuates signals that are 100 kHz off frequency by 18 dB. In comparison, the R-4C attenuates these same signals by 38 dB. On 3.6 MHz, the TS-820’s front end is down 8 dB at 100 kHz off frequency, the TR-4C by 12 dB, and the R-4C by 24 dB. When tested on 10 meters, the 500-kHz attenuation is 8 dB on the TS-820, 8 dB on the TR-4C, and 15 dB on the R-4C.

One way to eliminate the need for a sharp preselector is to use an up-conversion scheme, with the first i-f above 40 MHz. The input may only need a
bandpass filter that rejects signals below 1.8 and above 30 MHz. Then image signals would fall above 80 MHz and be virtually eliminated by the bandpass filter. The first mixer must have a much greater signal-handling capability than in present receivers, however, because it would see all stations between 1.8 and 30 MHz. Two strong local signals, one on 14 and the other on 21 MHz, could produce a 7-MHz IMD product.

The R-4C and the TS-820 show a 20-kHz test-signal-spacing dynamic range in the ssb mode of about 80 dB when tested on 20 meters. At this frequency, the preselectors do not significantly enter into the dynamic range test, since they will not attenuate the test signals more than 1 dB. This is not the case on 160 meters, especially with the R-4C. Here, its high-Q front end attenuates the 20-kHz signals enough to raise the dynamic range by 12 dB. On the other hand, some receivers have too much gain on 80 and 160 meters which, even with sharp preselectors, could yield a dynamic range no better (or even worse) than on 20 meters.

While the 20-kHz dynamic range of the R-4C improves on the lower frequencies because of its preselector, the 2-kHz dynamic range measurement remains quite constant at just under 60 dB. Similarly, it is consistently above 83 dB with the 600-Hz first i-f filter that cures its window overload problem. The TS-820 does not have this window problem since it is a single-conversion design and has no overloaded stages between the wide noise blanker filter and its narrow filter. Any improvement in dynamic range with increasing frequency separation of the test signals can only be attributed to its preselector.

A detailed review of the TS-820 in CQ-DL,8 far more comprehensive than anything published in this country, showed a 6-dB improvement in dynamic range as the test signal spacing was increased from 2 to 50 kHz. It is interesting to note that CQ-DL also feels that a close-in 2-kHz spacing is necessary for proper evaluation.*

The Atlas 210X, without its noise blanker operational, has a better than average dynamic range of about 90 dB, which would be even better if its double-balanced mixer were properly terminated above the i-f frequency.2 This could be accomplished with the use of a diplexer, as described by Wes Hayward,4 or with a power jfet, as related by Ulrich Rohde.2,3 There is one limitation in the 210X that cannot be easily remedied, however; its potential strong-signal handling capabilities cannot be fully realized due to its noisy conversion oscillator. Since this oscillator has noise sidebands that are only 65 dB down 10 kHz on each side of its center frequency, all the signals passing through the mixer will take on similar noise sidebands. Consider a strong station near a desired signal that is weaker in amplitude. Reciprocal mixing of oscillator noise can cause noise sidebands to be transferred to the strong nearby station and cause interference to the desired signal. Thus, even if the i-f filter’s ultimate rejection is actually realized in the receiver circuitry, which is doubtful in practice, this high level of rejection can be negated by wide-band mixer noise. So while it takes two strong signals to cause IMD which can interfere with weak signal reception, a noisy oscillator and one strong signal can cause the same unfortunate results.9

The noise blanker in the Atlas 210X also degrades its dynamic range, diminishing the advantage of the double-balanced passive mixer. The 210X transceivers we tested had a dynamic range of between 73 and 81 dB, depending on the band selected. When the blanker was turned on, these numbers dropped by 3 dB.

There is little reason for a noise blanker to include additional gain stages which can degrade receiver performance. The TS-820 has only a 4-diode balanced blanker gate in its i-f chain; therefore, it does not reduce the overload capability or significantly increase the noise floor. Alternatively, a balanced mixer or push-pull i-f stage can be gated for noise blanking; this requires no additional gain stages in the signal path.

**product detectors**

Another area that could use additional work is that of the product detector. As the name implies, its output should be the product of the two input signals. If

*A recent independent measurement by DJ2LR showed the intercept point of the TS820 to be −12 dBm.
We've also investigated two ways to improve a better handle today's high-level rf environment: well.

and the receiver's susceptibility to overload, so that it can detected audio to leak back and envelope modulate which accentuates harmonic distortion. The
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conclusions

wood TS-820 and the Atlas 210X both use a detectors or not, should add a 0.0015 audio. AGC attack distortion was further reduced. Some problems can be corrected in the field, while others go beyond the scope of a weekend project. Other extraneous outputs can occur even if the detector is acting solely as a product mixer. A detector should be a double-balanced, or other arrangement, which provides good isolation between input and output. The two-diode detector in the R-4B and R-4C is not a double-balanced design and allows the detected audio to leak back and envelope modulate the last i-f stage. This resultant signal is detected in the agc, which then tries to follow it at an audio rate, especially (but not only) when the faster time constants are in use. This audio output sounds slightly distorted, and is noticeable on ssb as well as cw. In addition, BFO injection is marginal, causing additional distortion on AGC attack.

We decided to replace the product detectors in our R-4C receivers, but wanted to use a device that was compatible with the existing drive and impedance levels. The MC1496L active double-balanced mixer looked like a good choice, and with minor circuit changes from the data sheet, was installed in the receiver. The modulation of the i-f by the detected audio was eliminated, resulting in cleaner sounding audio. AGC attack distortion was further reduced.

The MC1496's main drawback is its high number of associated components. Eleven 1/4-watt resistors, nine capacitors, and the IC had to be squeezed on a 1-3/4 by 1-5/8 inch (4.5x4.1cm) board which was nestled between the audio output transformer and the adjacent PC board (see fig. 3). All R-4C owners, whether they change product detectors or not, should add a 0.0015 µF capacitor across R83 in the audio amplifier. This corrects a phase error in the feedback circuit, and eliminates an undesirable peak in the audio frequency response which accentuates harmonic distortion. The Kenwood TS-820 and the Atlas 210X both use a double-balanced diode product detector that works quite well, and needs considerably fewer parts, but they are low-impedance devices not easily adapted to some circuitry.

conclusions

We have discussed several popular receivers and noted some of their strengths and weaknesses. Some problems can be corrected in the field, while others go beyond the scope of a weekend project. We've also investigated two ways to improve a receiver's susceptibility to overload, so that it can better handle today's high-level rf environment: redistributing the gain and increasing the early-stage selectivity with an additional filter. The importance of having a wide choice of adequate narrow filter selectivity, without leakage, was also mentioned. While most of our circuit changes have been applied to one specific popular receiver, the Drake R-4C, the ideas can be extended to other sets. A method of checking a receiver's overload capabilities which requires no test equipment was also described. Thus receiver changes can be evaluated as to their effect on dynamic range.

The real key to how a receiver performs is its net gain distribution, particularly in relation to the location of selectivity determining elements. A receiver must have a great deal of gain from its antenna to the speaker to be able to receive weak signals. But if too much gain is placed ahead of a narrow filter, the receiver is bound to overload and generate interference of its own.

How a receiver will perform in real-life situations can be determined in the lab, but only if it is tested in a manner that approximates the real world. We feel that the present 20-kHz signal-spacing method can be quite misleading, and should be augmented with our 2-kHz test procedure. If the two readings are significantly different, then further investigation is warranted.

As we stated at the beginning of this article, receivers have improved in many ways, especially over the past 15 years; at the same time, dynamic range has diminished. Amateur radio operators should be demanding excellence in this critical parameter. Improvements in receiver versatility need not reduce system performance, as we have so often observed. Potential problems can be eliminated in new equipment by state-of-the-art design or by retrofitting existing receivers. All that will be lost is some internally-generated rf interference!
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**Compare the Atlas 350-XL with other transceivers . . .**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>ALL SOLID STATE</th>
<th>HYBRID (VACUUM TUBE P.A.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MODEL</td>
<td>ATLAS 350-XL</td>
<td>TEN TEC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT POWER</td>
<td>350 WATTS</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANDS</td>
<td>10-160M</td>
<td>10-80M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

. . . and see why it's your best buy!

Above is a chart comparing leading HF Transceivers that fall in approximately the same price range as the Atlas 350-XL. The Drake TR4-CW is least expensive, while the Hy-Gain 3750 is the highest. Rated power input (SSB) and bands covered are listed in the chart, but below is a discussion on a number of other interesting comparisons which will help you choose the right transceiver for your station.

1. **STATE-OF-THE-ART, ALL SOLID STATE**

The first 3 transceivers listed above are all solid state. The real designs of the future! Having manufactured and sold over 12,000 of our little 210x1 215x's, we can attest to the high performance and reliability of all solid state design. Tubes for the driver and P.A., with their tuning circuits and high voltage power supplies are rapidly becoming obsolete. As a result their resale value will be declining.

2. **POWER RATING.**

The higher power rating on the 350-XL provides you with a comfortable edge over the others. Running barefoot you can easily ride over the competition. If you're driving a linear you don't have to strain for every bit of drive from the transceiver. It can loaf along with ease. The 350 watt input rating is really very conservative. Typical input power runs upwards of 400 to 450 watts without flat-topping. Considerably more than the others.

3. **BAND COVERAGE**

Not only does the 350-XL cover the 10 through 160 meter bands (including all of 10 meters in four 50 kHz segments), but one of its exclusive features is that you can install up to 10 auxiliary 500 kHz ranges anywhere from 2 to 5 MHz, and from 6 to 23 MHz. This gives you great flexibility for MARS operation and possible future amateur bands. Crystal for Auxiliary Ranges are installed internally. In addition, the 350-XL provides reception of WWV at 5, 10, and 15 MHz, without having to add any auxiliary range crystals.

4. **DIGITAL FREQUENCY READOUT**

On the 350-XL, the optional Digital Dial can be installed, and you still retain the conventional analog dial, with the option of switching the digital dial off if you wish. With the Ten-Tec or Yaesu, you lose the analog dial if you purchase the digital dial model, making you totally dependent on the digital dial.

5. **FULL BREAK-IN CW**

Only two rigs offer this feature; the Atlas 350-XL and the Ten-Tec. The others are all "semi-break-in". And the Atlas includes CW sidetone with pitch and volume adjustments.

6. **NARROW BAND CW FILTER**

This is another standard feature in the Atlas, optional on the Ten-Tec. Yaesu, and Kenwood. Ours is an I.F. filter with 500 Hz bandwidth, and shape factor of better than 3 to 1.

7. **A.F. NOTCH FILTER**

This 350-XL standard feature permits nulling out heterodynes and other interference. The Yaesu, Hy-Gain, and Kenwood include a similar feature.

8. **SPEECH COMPRESSION**

The standard Atlas ALC system provides up to 20 dB of R.F. compression which increases your talk power and at the same time reduces "flat-topping" and splatter. An optional speech processor to provide up to 20 dB additional A.F. compression will be available soon for installation in the AC supply. The Hy-Gain, Kenwood, and Yaesu also provide some form of speech processing.

9. **AUXILIARY VFO**

All of the rigs listed offer an optional second VFO for split frequency operation. But Atlas is the only one with an Auxiliary VFO that is not an add-on box. The Atlas Auxiliary VFO plugs right into a space provided in the upper right hand corner of the front panel. Although miniature in size it tunes the same 500 kHz as the primary VFO, and does it smoothly with coarse and fine controls that have 10:1 planetary drives. Green, yellow, and red LED's let you know which VFO you have set up for receiving and transmitting. Very neat, and all self-contained. An option to the Model 305 Auxiliary VFO is the Model 311 crystal oscillator that provides up to 12 crystal controlled channels. It also plugs into the front panel just like the 305. Verter controls provide fine tuning of the crystal frequency.

10. **MOBILE/PORTABLE OPERATION**

The Atlas, Ten-Tec, and Yaesu, being solid state, are unique in that they will operate mobile or portable directly from a 12-14 volt DC battery. Also, the solid state rigs are considerably smaller and lighter weight than the hybrid rigs. The Atlas is unique in having a very handy plug-in mobile bracket for the 350-XL that makes it a simple matter to plug-in and go mobile.

11. **OTHER 350-XL STANDARD FEATURES**

include R.I.T., VOX, Crystal Calibration, ANL, and Noise Blanker.

Compare the Atlas 350-XL SSB-CW Transceiver with the others, and we think you'll agree the Atlas has everything you'll ever need in a transceiver. And it's made in America. And let us not forget to mention our Customer Service which is second to none. Just ask the ham who owns one.

Model 350-XL (less options) . . . . $995.  
Model DD6-XL Digital Dial . . . . . . . . $229.  
Model 305 Auxiliary VFO . . . . . . . . $155.

**ATLAS RADIO INC.**

417 Via Del Monte, Oceanside, CA 92054  
Phone (714) 433-1983  
Special Customer Service Direct Line  
(714) 433-9591
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Design and construction of an up/down converter that will interface any crystal filter with any receiver i-f.

A design example shows how to add a 125-Hz filter to the Drake R-4B.

**Ultimate receiver performance** is viewed by most amateurs as a moving target, with increasing cost just one factor that keeps the target out of reach. New inventions and techniques are constantly being announced by the fast-moving electronics industry; yesterday’s dream of an ideal receiver becomes history long before the final receiver payment is due. Giant strides in IC technology have made receivers comfortable and easy to use through the addition of synthesizers, diode switches, and frequency counters. However, most real receiver performance improvements, in terms of signal-handling capability and selectivity, are still to be made. The name of the game is picking the weak signal out of the interference caused by many nearby strong signals.

Then receiver performance specifications such as third-order intercept point, dynamic range, receiver desensitization, and mixer overload suddenly come to mind.

One goal of modern high-frequency receiver design is to process the desired signal through the narrowest available filter, with the smallest number of active components. Maintaining a credible noise figure, however, tends to legislate against throwing out all of the active front-end components except the mixer.* While giant strides have been made in semiconductor development, filter technology has been advancing rapidly, too.

This article will discuss the use of available crystal filters and will show you how to easily add high-performance filters to receivers without facing the frustrations of mixer design — frequency conversion, loss of sensitivity, and degradation of dynamic range.

**filter characteristics**

A complete line of filters optimized at the same center frequency for CW, RTTY, ssb, and a-m, particularly the i-f in your receiver, is hard to find at a price you can afford, especially from a single manufacturer. Many receivers place the ultimate selectivity (that filter which passes the information bandwidth, such as a 2.4 kHz ssb filter) in the second i-f stage, or further down the active component chain than is desirable.

Frequently a receiver manufacturer does not offer filters which are optimized for RTTY or CW. If you find a filter with the desired response characteristics, chances are that it won’t match the receiver i-f.

If you look to filter manufacturers who specialize in only crystal filters, you’ll find that, within the past year or two, excellent crystal filters have become available that will optimize filtering for any mode of radio communications. The first stumbling block is the wide variety of filter center frequencies, typically

*Recent developments in solid-state mixer design actually permit the omission of all active stages prior to the mixer. It is now possible to obtain a mixer noise figure of 10 dB or less on the high-frequency bands. This will be sufficient for all but the most demanding reception requirements, such as OSCAR 7, Mode A on 10 meters.

By Howard Sartori, W5DA, 721 James Drive, Richardson, Texas 75080
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in the range from 5 to 11 MHz. Rarely does one manufacturer produce a complete line of filters, optimized for the information bandwidth of each of the operating modes used by amateurs.

Cost has been a major factor in the past, but crystal filter production techniques have vastly improved and costs have turned downward. To put cost into perspective, and to consider the effects of inflation, excellent 8-pole crystal filters, with signal rejection floors below 100 dB, are now available for about the same price level as 4- and 6-pole crystal filters were about 5-10 years ago.

Describing a crystal filter by its shape factor, normally defined as the ratio of the 6-dB to 60-dB bandwidths, doesn’t tell the whole story. This measure of squareness is typically 1.7 to 2.2 for a good quality ssb filter, the slope of the response curve in a simple filter is determined by the characteristics of the crystals. For a 2.4 kHz ssb filter with a shape factor of 1.75, for example, the attenuation/Δ frequency of the filter slope would be 54 dB/900 Hz. When narrower filters were designed, the bandwidth between corners was reduced but the slope remained essentially the same; a 500 Hz filter had a shape factor greater than 4.0. In fact, the bandwidth of the slope itself on one side of the ssb filter was wider than the 60 dB bandwidth of an optimized CW filter!

Eventually new fabrication techniques, such as mounting all crystals on the same header, permitted development of high-performance crystal filters. In some filters the entire passband may move as much as 2 Hz/°F, but this is not objectionable when the entire filter shape moves. To further illustrate the tremendous achievements in crystal filter technology that have occurred during the past several years, consider the 125-Hz CW filter now on the market. At one time, not too many years ago, 125-Hz crystal filters were a novelty of the laboratory. Today CW filters with 125-Hz bandwidths and shape factors of 2.5 are available for approximately $125.
By using the newer 8-pole crystal filters, receiver performance can be improved in the following ways:

1. Filters are optimized for the information bandwidth.

2. Signal-to-noise ratios are improved.

3. Filters placed as close to the front end as possible improve dynamic range.

4. Cascading with an existing filter to achieve better filter skirt and out-of-band performance.

When you optimize filters, you not only reduce susceptibility to interference — you also reduce listener fatigue. Improved signal-to-noise ratios are particularly noticeable on the low bands for several reasons. First, if only an ssb filter is available for CW, when a 125-Hz bandwidth filter is switched into the circuit, the bandwidth improvement ratio will be 10 log (2400/125) or 12.8 dB. Even if a 500-Hz CW filter were available, a 125-Hz filter would improve the signal-to-noise ratio by 6 dB. In addition, by the very nature of impulse and static noise, the filter will prevent overloading the following stages; this means that the signal-handling ability of the receiver has been improved.

Some receivers have a nominal 2- or 4-pole filter in the first i-f, and the final selectivity in the second or last i-f stage. Obtaining all the needed selectivity at one i-f is difficult, however, because of signal radiation and leakage (even with the best shielding). By placing a high-performance crystal filter in the first i-f, overload of the second mixer can be greatly reduced. Further, spreading the selectivity over several stages is an excellent way to improve ultimate signal rejection.

Since the crystal filter you want to use will probably not agree with your receiver i-f, to say nothing of the input and output impedances, a convenient method is required to interface additional filters. Many receivers have a simple general purpose filter in the first i-f with an output impedance of 500 to 1000 ohms. This is an ideal place to add an outboard crystal filter.

Designing a conversion scheme can be a complicated process; consider all the variables. Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the general approach for heterodyning the first i-f signal up or down to a high-performance crystal filter, and then heterodyning back to the receiver. The first mixer (up converter) can easily overload; the down-mixer is not nearly as susceptible to overload. In addition, the local oscillator can act as a source of spurious radiation for birdies in the amateur bands. Since only one local oscillator is generally used for the two mixers, it may serve as the leakage path for the signal around the filter. Or, the local oscillator signal could feed through the down-mixer into the next i-f stage. And consider the fact that since almost all commercial crystal filters are in the 5 to 11 MHz frequency range, the receiver i-f and the filter, fFL, be nearly the same frequency is probably the leading cause for abandoning the project. Mixers not only mix; they can amplify. Therefore, if fFL cannot be filtered out by the LC bandpass filter (BPF) at the output of the up-mixer, overload may eventually become a problem because both signals could be substantially amplified. To make matters worse, the conversion process usually results in some loss of desired signal; as much as 30 or 40 dB difference between the two mixer output signals, fFL and fFL, is not uncommon. As a result, the filter signal rejection floor is greatly diminished. If the two frequencies are within several hundred kilohertz, the isolation of fFL by the bandpass filter may be as big a task as manufacturing the high-performance crystal filter in the first place.

Finally, the filter must be very carefully matched to the up-mixer output and the down-mixer input. These matching networks are shown in fig. 1 as Z1 and Z2.
Selecting a frequency conversion scheme should be done with care. Fig. 2 shows the first i-f signal, filter i-f, and local oscillator frequencies. It is well to consider the particular sideband, too, since sideband reversal may not be desirable. Fig. 2A shows the complete receiver conversion scheme, with the Drake R-4B used as an example. The sideband slope diagrams show the relative sideband with respect to the incoming rf signal.

Fig. 2B shows how the up/down filter converter is integrated into the receiver's first i-f. Using the filter's center frequency, the required local oscillator frequency can be determined from $f_{LO} = f_{FL} \pm f_{IF}$. The Sherwood Engineering CF-125/8* CW filter center frequency is 5695.0 kHz. Assuming an 800-Hz tone, the incoming frequency, $f_{IF}$, would be 5645.0 + 0.8 = 5645.8 kHz; the local oscillator frequency would be 5695.0 + 5645.8 = 11340.8 kHz (or 5695.0 - 5645.8 = 49.2 kHz). The 11340.8 kHz frequency is, fortunately, not in any amateur band; but the 49.2-kHz local oscillator signal would fall within the passband of the receiver's second i-f! Therefore, 11340.8 kHz will be used as the local-oscillator frequency.

**solving the problems**

The close proximity of the receiver's first i-f and the crystal filter frequencies was the toughest problem to solve. Convenience and easy-to-do were words which guided this design project for more than six months. Building the LC filter at the output of the up-mixer, shown in fig. 1, however, was anything but easy. Combining it with the impedance matching network, $Z_1$, was complicated and certainly not repeatable without diligent tuning. Doubly balanced mixers were considered, but many of them required large numbers of external components and even null adjustments.

Finally, a doubly balanced mixer IC was found that provides internal preset nulls in excess of 30 dB, for

---

*Sherwood Engineering, 1268 South Ogden Street, Denver, Colorado 80210.
both the input and the local oscillator signal. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the Texas Instruments TL442 (old designation SN76514). This circuit was designed specifically for radio receiver applications. Its features include

1. Flat frequency response to 100 MHz; with tuning usable to 300 MHz, $C_i = 3\text{-}5 \text{ pF}$; $C_o = 10 \text{ pF}$

2. 50 and 600 ohms input impedances and 600/1200-output impedance

3. Factory-tuned null adjustments for both signal and local oscillator

4. Single- or double-ended voltage source

5. Differential amplifier with large signal-handling capability

6. Low-level local oscillator requirement

7. Noise figure of approximately 6 dB

8. Typical conversion gain of 14 dB

In the TL442 IC, uhf transistor chips are matched and the resistors are etch-trimmed in the manufacturing process to achieve balance. The IC actually consists of two cross-coupled differential amplifiers whose emitters are driven by a third differential amplifier. A constant-current source is connected to the third differential amplifier emitter. This device works best with 250 mV local-oscillator injection, and performs without significant overloading, up to about 300 mV of rf signal. Hence, the signal-handling characteristics of the TL442 are as good as or better than most vacuum-tube converters in current receiver designs.

An excellent description of the TL442 is also available from Texas Instruments.\textsuperscript{1} Cost of the doubly balanced mixer is $2.40, an excellent trade-off when you consider that no external components are required. With more than 30 dB separation between the desired $f_{FL}$ signal and the nearby $f_{II}$ signal, the remainder of the high-performance crystal filter converter design is downhill.

Impedance matching, or the lack of it, is a big benefit of using the TL442. The fixed 600/1200-ohm output required no LC network, and only the most simple matching circuit to match the 50-ohm crystal filter. Going from the filter to the down-mixer does not require matching when using the 50-ohm input of the mixer! With isolation between the local oscillator and the output port of more than 30 dB, the local oscillator signal will have only minimal impact upon the receiver, and will provide more than 60-dB protection against signal leakage across the filter.

The gain/loss in the conversion process is also worth planning. The Sherwood CF-125/8 filter has a typical loss of 9 dB (maximum 11 dB). Another factor is the bandwidth reduction loss from 2.4 kHz to 125 Hz, which was shown to be about 13 dB. I like background noise to remain constant rather than to keep the signal strength constant when switching between the two filters; the noise floor is always a ready reference and a 13 dB drop in the noise floor is a noticeable deadening of the receiver! If the TL442 is connected for a 1200-ohm output impedance, about three S-units of excess gain can be provided to slightly more than account for loss of background noise due to bandwidth reduction.

Designing the matching network, from the TL442’s 1200-ohm output impedance to the CF-125/8 crystal filter’s 50-ohm input impedance, is based upon the capacitive tap-down network shown in Fig. 4. The IC output impedance is 1200 ohms in parallel with 10 pF of source capacitance. L1 is used to resonate this 10 pF and the series connected tap-down capacitors, C1 and C2. Fig. 4 shows the relationships between the network components and the termination parameters. As discussed before, one of the advantages of the TL442 is that the crystal filter will directly match the 50-ohm input of the second TL442 mixer.

fig. 6. The 1:1 line isolation amplifier is shown in A, while the amplifier with the variable ratio is shown in B. This design is capable of handling large signals with low cross-modulation.
All that's needed to complete the converter are three semiconductor devices and one tuned circuit. Fig. 5 shows the schematic. Both mixer ICs are configured in the same manner. RF ground potentials are carefully bypassed with monolithic capacitors using short leads. The TL442 outputs are single ended, and the impedance is raised to about 1200 ohms by applying the supply voltage to pin 13. The constant-current source resistor network derives its voltage from the 3k resistor connected from pin 12 to pin 4; an additional 4.7k resistor is connected to pin 4 to increase gain. At the signal input, the 600-ohm input capacitance tap-down network will work well for ratios of 24:1 or more. Further, there is sufficient gain in the TL442 IC mixers to recover a few dB of circuit loss. When excessive loss is encountered, a line amplifier (fig. 6) will help recover gain, or match extremely high-impedance circuits to low-impedance circuits. This circuit features several S-units of gain while exhibiting very large signal-handling capabilities with low cross-modulation distortion. The output impedance is 1200 ohms, untuned, and should be easy to match to the second-mixer circuit in any receiver.

construction

The whole system was built on a double-sided printed circuit board that fits over the pins on the CF-125/8 crystal filter. The filter is securely grounded to the back plane of the printed-circuit board to reduce signal leakage around the filter. A piece of double-stick Scotch mounting tape was used to attach the entire up/down crystal filter converter assembly to an unused panel inside the receiver. One word of caution: always place a metal shield between the input wafer and the output wafer of the crystal filter switch to minimize signal leakage.

results

True single-signal reception with the CF-125/8 crystal filter in tandem with an ssb filter is most gratifying. Fig. 7 shows the frequency response of the CF-125/8 crystal filter by itself. Other crystal filters give equally impressive results. My R4-B receiver is equipped with a 1:1 line amplifier which drives the Drake ssb filters from the 2-crystal filter in the first i-f stage. The output from the ssb filter drives the line driver (adjusted to make up the 6 dB filter loss) and then the second mixer. The up/down crystal filter converter is switched in between the ssb filter and the second line amplifier. The tandem combination of filters does not ring, and 40 word-per-minute CW copy is possible. The noise and static effects that were so bothersome when a 125-Hz audio filter (shape factor 3) was used are now annoyances of the past.

If you are lucky enough to find crystal filters that are on the same frequency as your receiver's first i-f, all that is needed is a line isolation amplifier to buffer the filter, a matching network, and a line amplifier to make up the gain of the return signal.

reference

1. Balanced Mixer Application Note, Section 6.6 SN76514/TL442, Linear Circuits Application Department, Mail Station 964, Dallas, Texas 75222.
how to select TTL sub-series ICs for different digital designs

The popular TTL family of digital ICs is widely used in amateur applications, but low-power, high-speed, and Schottky TTL have been largely neglected — here's how to select the best TTL sub-series for your own designs.

Through the years, as the 7400 series of ICs has become the mainstay of TTL logic designers, more and more devices have been added to the family. In the last few years, both Fairchild Semiconductor and Texas Instruments have increased their commitment to the market by introducing expanded lines of high speed, low power, and Schottky-clamped devices. At the same time, extensive use of foreign production facilities has allowed a 50 per cent drop in prices, which distributors are now beginning to pass along to the consumer. Where does that leave you when you decide to build that new keyer or frequency counter? Consider the popular 7400 quadruple 2-input NAND gate, for example. There are five versions: the 7400, 74H00, 74L00, 74LS00, and 74S00. Which version is best suited for your purposes? What advantages does one version have over another?

Actually, each 7400 sub-series (H, L, LS, and S) has clear cut strengths and weaknesses which make the choice a lot easier than it may appear. The two major differences between each sub-series are speed (maximum operating frequency) and power consumption. In general, to gain speed, power consumption must be increased. This speed-power trade-off would probably settle the matter because you would pick the lowest power version that meets the required speed and stop right there, but a third factor comes into play: cost. To either increase speed or decrease power, the cost at least doubles over that of the standard (and the least expensive) version. A good rule of thumb is to use these special devices only when the standard 7400-series chips can't do the job.

performance comparison

Let's go back to the 7400 quad 2-input NAND gate and look at the differences between each version and set down some general characteristics for each sub-series.

The 7400 typically operates from dc to 35 MHz, as will the remainder of the 7400 series. This is a typical specification and does not hold true in devices of higher complexity such as the Texas Instruments SN74144, which contains a BCD counter, a four-bit latch, and a BCD to seven-segment decoder-driver. The SN74144 is intended to be a one-chip replacement for the popular SN7490A counter, SN7475 latch, and SN7447 decoder-driver combination. Because of the high component density in the SN74144 (an equivalent of 86 gates on one chip), however, the typical counting frequency only extends to 18 MHz.

Digressing a moment, the date code is a three- or four-digit number standardized by the EIA (Electronic Industry Association). By Ian MacFarlane, WA1SNG, 102 Columbus Avenue, Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301
Industries Association). It is stamped on every integrated circuit, usually, but not always, after inspection. Contrary to what you might think, you can get an untested IC with all the same markings as a first-rate unit. If the number has four digits, the first two represent the year of manufacture, such as 75, and the next two stand for the calendar week, such as 38, which would mean the thirty-eighth week of 1975 (the third week in September). If the number has three digits, the first is the year of manufacture (in the example above, the year would be cropped to 5), and the last two digits refer to the calendar week.

The typical low power 74L00 version will operate to 3 MHz, making it somewhat slower than the CMOS family. Every other sub-series is faster than the original type. Below is a list in terms of typical speed:

- 74L: 3 MHz
- 74LS: 45 MHz
- 74H: 50 MHz
- 74S: 125 MHz

These figures represent the highest typical clock rate for flip-flops. Once again, remember that each device must be considered on a one-by-one basis where speed is concerned, with the higher-density units having lower maximum frequencies than their less complicated brothers.

Power consumption is often compared using the power dissipation per gate for each series. This information is given in table 1, along with all other comparative figures, but in this case it is based on the average supply current, per gate, assuming a 50 per cent duty cycle. The average supply current data is readily available for individual devices, whereas power dissipation is generalized for all gates in the series. The difference in consumption will hold true, when comparing more complicated devices, so long as it is treated as an approximate ratio. In other words, if the average supply current for one gate of a 7400 is 2 mA, and the average supply current, per gate, of a 74L00 is 0.2 mA, then it is fair to say that any standard 7400 series device will require approximately ten times the amount of power than an L-series unit does. In practice, the actual ratio may be more or less.

To take several cases, the power ratio is 7.25 for the SN7490A, SN74L90 combination, and 13.15 for the SN7473, SN74L73 flip-flop pair. The average supply current values for the remainder of the devices are: 4.5 mA for the 74H00, 0.4 mA for the 74LS00, and 3.75 mA for the 74S00. Thus, if the 7400 is used to establish the standard unit of power consumption (2 mA = 1 unit), then the relative standings are 0.1, 0.2, 1.9, and 2.3 for the L, LS, S, and H sub-series, respectively.

selecting a sub-series

There are three variables that must be considered when choosing the proper series: price, speed, and power. In general, the first and deciding requirement is that the chip will work up to the desired frequency. It is possible to approach the choice from a power consumption standpoint, but if power conservation is critical, it would be a good idea to see what can be done with a very low power series like the RCA CD4000 COS/MOS family. On a cost-effective basis the low-power 74L00 series is not as good as the COS/MOS family, which has a much lower power-cost product; COS/MOS will also work at higher frequencies (5 MHz for counters, 10 MHz for gates and flip-flops).

This brings us to the method for selecting the best sub-series once the speed requirements have been fulfilled: the power-cost product. Since both cost and power are to be minimized, it is easier to multiply the two figures together and deal with one variable instead of two. The lower the power-cost product, the more performance you get for your money. In practice, the product is calculated by multiplying the average current per gate (in mA) for the series, by the average increase in price of the series over that of the standard 7400 series (given as a multiple, such as 3.1 times cost). Data is provided in table 1. This is a method for standardizing the selection process, or a mathematical replacement for common sense.

As an example of how to use the chart, suppose you are planning to build a 10-MHz frequency standard. The 10-MHz specification puts everything in the running except the L series. If cost effectiveness is the object, a look at the lowest power-cost product reveals that the LS series is your best bet. Sheer
low cost, providing that a husky power supply is available, would be provided by a switch to the standard series. Not all device selections are that simple.

Let’s assume you are designing a frequency counter. The goal is to build a model capable of counting to the highest frequency and requiring the least possible power, and using only the TTL series (no CMOS or ECL integrated circuits); price is no object. In case the design goal will not be met by using only one 7400 sub-series, the lowest power version having the necessary speed will be selected. Excess speed margins, when not needed, will be sacrificed for power conservation. Starting with the 10 MHz oscillator, choose a 7400. The 74LS00 and other sub-series chips have a reputation for not performing well in oscillator service. A key to this problem is the different biasing requirements for each sub-series. It is impossible to just simply remove a 7400 from an oscillator circuit and plug in a 74LS00 without changing external resistor values. There are many proven oscillator circuits based on the 7400, but little published information about biasing for oscillator service, so sticking to the well trodden path will assure success.

The first divider must be able to toggle up to 10 MHz; a 74LS90 will require the lowest power. All remaining dividers operate at 1 MHz or below, making the 74L90 the best bet. The counter control circuitry, which generates the count enable, strobe, and reset pulses functions at a very low rate, since most counters can make no more than 10,000 counts per second, so L-series devices can be used. The gate must pass the highest counted frequency, as must the first decade counter, and this application calls for Schottky ICs such as a 74S00 for the gate, and a 74S196 for the first counter. The second decade counter must be LS to count up to 12.5 MHz, but the remaining counters may be L versions. Latches and decoder drivers can also be chosen from the L series.

It is important to note that no standard series TTL logic was used in this circuit. Only when performance can be sacrificed in favor of price is standard TTL a wise choice. Price is almost always important, which explains my rule of thumb which suggests that the standard series be used exclusively, except when it just won’t do the job. It’s less expensive to build a higher current power supply than to purchase twenty-five special ICs at three times the cost of their standard TTL equivalents.

**TTL sub-series compatibility**

One of the original design objectives for the different TTL sub-series was compatibility. All have the same maximum supply voltage rating of 7 volts, except for the L series, which is 8 volts. This gives plenty of leeway above the typical 5.0 V supply voltage, which is common to all sub-series. Operating temperature range extends from 0 to 70°C (32 to 158°F). The maximum input voltage for the L series is 7 volts, with 5.5 volts as the limit for all others. Because of these similarities, mixing devices from different sub-series will produce no problems so long as fan-out limits are observed.

Fan-out (the number of inputs a single output can drive) is figured only on the basis of outputs driving inputs from the same sub-series. The standard fan-out is 10 loads, except for the L and LS series, where it is 20. Mixing of devices is permitted as long as the output can source (provide) or sink (absorb) the total current to or from all inputs.

The high- and low-state input requirements are shown in table 2 along with output sink capabilities.

**Table 2. Input and output data for the various TTL sub-series. Note that the L series had two different standard inputs; assume highest input current when calculating output requirements. Negative signs represent current flow out of terminal.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>series</th>
<th>input current (high state)</th>
<th>input current (low state)</th>
<th>maximum output sink current</th>
<th>maximum output source current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74L00</td>
<td>10/20 µA</td>
<td>-0.18/-0.8 mA</td>
<td>3.6 mA</td>
<td>-200 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7400</td>
<td>40 µA</td>
<td>-1.5 mA</td>
<td>16 mA</td>
<td>-400 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74LS00</td>
<td>20 µA</td>
<td>-0.4 mA</td>
<td>8 mA</td>
<td>-400 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74H00</td>
<td>50 µA</td>
<td>-2.0 mA</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
<td>-500 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74S00</td>
<td>50 µA</td>
<td>-2.0 mA</td>
<td>20 mA</td>
<td>-1000 µA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From these figures it’s easy to check to see whether a particular output can handle its loads. Just add up the low-state currents for all loads (inputs), and then check that the totals fall within the maximum sink limit for the output. The negative values of input current represent a flow out of the terminal, back into the output. If the output can sink the required current, it will always be able to source enough current for the loads.

**Conclusion**

While the use of standard and LS series TTL ICs has certainly caught on for amateur projects, the H, L, and S series have been largely neglected. As so often happens with new products, this is due more to insufficient information than it is to a lack of applications. It is hoped that this article has provided enough information to generate more interest in using the various TTL sub-series ICs in future designs.

**ham radio**
If you’re ever

**DX-ing**
on an island so small that
the only things resembling coconuts
are the traps on your beams—

You’ll be glad you’re
using a Drake C-Line...

R.L. Drake Company
Miamisburg, Ohio

A DXpedition to Kingman Reef requires the operators to have an uncommon amount of faith in their equipment. For this reason we chose the Drake C-Line.

Our two C-Lines were subjected to what we feel were some of the most adverse conditions possible:

1. Temperatures were 150° plus in the engine room of our chartered boat for 17 days.
2. Generator voltage was low due to running kW amplifiers. (Typically 100 volts)
3. AC-4 power supplies were sitting in water on several occasions due to severe rains.
4. During one rain storm, water was actually coming out of the R-4G headphone jack.
5. Numerous small lizards and spiders were crawling in and out of the C-Lines.

Despite all these adversities, the two Drake C-Lines were in operation for over 145 hours; the only “off time” was during the six hour trip from Palmyra Island to Kingman Reef.

A total of over 16,000 contacts were made from KP6AL Palmyra and KP6BD Kingman Reef without a single transmitter or receiver failure.

I know that customer satisfaction has been the cornerstone of R.L. Drake Co. for 34 years. Let me say that as far as we are concerned, that cornerstone is firmly in place.

Thank you for making a very reliable product.

Received 7/15/77 by:

**R. L. DRAKE COMPANY**
540 Richard St., Miamisburg, Ohio 45342 • Phone: (513) 866-2421 • Telex: 288-017

Western Sales and Service Center, 2020 Western Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 • 702/382-9470

R.L. Drake Company
Miamisburg, Ohio

1977 DXpedition Group
Palmyra / Kingman Reef

Harry J. Fairfax, KB9KTA, operator; KP6AL Palmyra Island
KP6BD Kingman Reef
500-watt regulated power supply

Introducing Dragon One — a power source with built-in safety features for your high-power equipment

With solid-state devices making advances in the vhf and uhf spectrum, more powerful transmitters are made available to radio amateurs. Solid-state transmitters and linear amplifiers in the 150-200-watt range are not uncommon. Although most of the equipment is made to operate in automobiles using car batteries, many amateurs want to operate their higher-power solid-state devices in their homes. But here the power supplies become a problem, unless of course, you wish to purchase an auto battery and a battery charger as accessories for the modern equipment. Even then, the battery has a finite life, and the sulphuric acid in the battery is hazardous inside living quarters.

the dragon one supply

This article describes a power supply system that delivers a whopping 500 watts of clean, regulated power. The regulation is better than 1 per cent from no load to full load, with a ripple voltage of less than 10 mV peak-to-peak. Safety features such as current limiting, overvoltage shutdown, and short-circuit protection are all built in. Optimum regulator efficiency is approximately 65 per cent at an output of 450 watts.

Fig. 1 shows the regulated-power supply schematic. Transformer T1 steps down the line voltage to 22 volts, which is rectified by full-wave bridge rectifier CR1. Filtering is by C1, which is a computer-grade electrolytic capacitor having a capacitance of 18,000 μF. R1 discharges C1 after the power supply is turned off.

Regulation is provided by U1, the popular 723 regulator IC. The 12-15-volt voltage adjustment is by R4. C5 ensures oscillation-free operation of regulator.

By C. C. Lo, WA6PEC, 5414 Barrett Avenue, El Cerrito, California 94530
fig. 1. Power-supply schematic. All resistors, unless otherwise marked, are 1/2 watt, 10 per cent.

table 1. Parts list for the 500-watt regulated supply.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CR2</td>
<td>16V zener 1W, 1N4745 or equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR3</td>
<td>diode 50V 1A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>red light-emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>transformer Lotronics T2230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR1</td>
<td>bridge rectifier Varo VK148 or equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>electrolytic capacitor - 18,000 µF, 35V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Printed circuit board Lotronics PC72350

Heatsinks: 10" x 6" (254x152mm) Lotronics H10-6, one piece
4" x 6" (102x152mm) Lotronics H4-6, two pieces

R16 resistor 15 milliOhm Lotronics H15M
Chassis 7" x 8" x 10" (176x203x254mm) steel box

K1 relay 24V coil dpdt, contacts rated at 10A 125V each
U1 723 regulator DIP package
SCR1, SCR2 MCR103 or equivalent (50V 200µA gate current)
F1 fuse holder and BA fuse
SW1 toggle switch dpst on-off

Miscellaneous wire, screws, washers, terminal block, line cord.

The following parts are available from Lotronics, Box 975, El Cerrito, California 94530:

Items 1-9 Dragon One major component kit — $129.50
Dragon One complete component kit — $169.50
Dragon One assembled and tested — $295.00

For all above add $10 for shipping, insurance, and handling. California residents add 6 per cent tax. Instructions included.
U1 output drives Q2, an MJE3055, which in turn, drives Q3-Q6, 2N3055s. Current sensing is by R16, a special 15-milliohm resistor. The two output terminals are isolated from chassis ground. Grounding is achieved by connecting the positive or negative output terminal to the ground terminal with a jumper. A light-emitting diode indicates the presence of dc output voltage. R3, R4, and R5 make up the output voltage sensing divider; the voltage control signal is connected to U1 inverting input.

To protect the power supply from burning itself up in case of excessive load current, the short-circuit shutoff is done in conjunction with the current limiting provided by the regulator through R16. As load current exceeds 35 amps, the output voltage starts to drop. When the voltage drops below 8 volts, Q1 turns off and SCR1 turns on, pulling the regulator noninverting input close to ground potential, thus turning off the output power. This condition remains until the power supply is turned off and SCR1 unlatches.

Overvoltage shutdown is designed into the system to protect your expensive transceivers and linear amplifiers. If anything should happen to the regulator or any of the series transistors, chances are one of these devices will short out, putting the full voltage across C1 at the output. This could be disastrous to transceivers and amplifiers. Relay K1, together with CR2 and SCR2 ensure that this will not happen, even if all the pass transistors and regulator are shorted. As the voltage exceeds 16 volts, CR2 starts to conduct, supplying gate current to SCR2, which turns on and activates K1. In doing so, the main dc supply is cut off and will remain off for as long as the power is on and the defect has not been corrected. This special feature is valuable and its additional cost is well justified, although the overvoltage shutdown feature may never be needed in the lifetime of the power supply.

construction

All components are packaged in a 7 x 8 x 10-inch (178x203x254mm) steel chassis box. Three heatsinks are used (photo).

All components shown inside the dotted line in the schematic diagram are mounted on the printed circuit board. Since this circuit is a high-current power source, no. 12 (2.1mm) wire should be used for all high-current paths. However, no. 16 (1.3mm) wire can be used for interconnections from the two relay contacts, which are wired in parallel to the individual transistor collector and from the individual emitter to point L or R16. R19 and C6 are mounted behind the output terminal block. Holes are punched on the top and bottom panels for ventilation purpose.

Output voltage can be adjusted between 12-15 volts dc. Load current is rated at 35 amps intermittent, and 22 amps continuous duty. For prolonged operation at high current and low output voltage (below 13 volts), a small external fan is recommended for cooling the heat sinks. However, the power supply can deliver 22 amps continuously without forced-air cooling if ambient temperature is below 77°F (25°C). The temperature of the pass bank transistor under this condition stabilizes at around 221°F (105°C). With a 25-30 cfm (7 x 10^5 - 8 x 10^5 cm^3/minute) fan blowing at the rectifier and the transistor heatsinks, the transistor heatsink temperature stabilizes at 122°F (50°C) with 30 amps continuous load current operation for one hour. Regulation is below 1 per cent from no load to full load (35 amps). The taps on transformer T1 are for optimum efficiency operation. It’s obvious that if the line voltage is high, the unregulated dc voltage will also be high, making the voltage drop across the pass bank transistor high. That means higher power dissipation and lower system efficiency. Hence, if the input line voltage is connected to the proper tap, an optimum system efficiency is achieved.
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HEATHKIT: The name in Amateur radio...and now computers!

SB-104A Amateur Transceiver
The world-famous SB-104 with significant improvements. We've increased the sensitivity to 0.5 μV on all bands and included a fully assembled and tested receiver front end circuit board for reduced assembly time. The optional 400 Hz filter is independently selectable for CW operation. We've maintained the features that made it famous too—totally broadbanded, all solid-state, digital frequency readout and more. Make the SB-104A the "heart" of your station. Only $669.95

HW-2036 2-Meter Mobile Transceiver
Our value-standard 2-meter rig offers true digital frequency synthesis in 5 kHz steps and a built-in tone encoder to access most repeaters! Also features built-in simplex, + and -600 kHz offsets, and an aux. position that lets you add your own crystal for any other offset crystal you may want. The HW-2036 has 0.5 μV receiver sensitivity and a transmitter that can operate into an infinite VSWR without damage! Come on up to 2-meters with one of the best mobile rigs you can get. Only $269.95

FREE! HEATHKIT CATALOG
Nearly 400 kits for you to build! Whatever your interest—hi-fi, television, automotive, marine, home appliances, test gear—it's all in our big new catalog.

Send Today!
the latest gear for the VHF enthusiast

Gamber-Johnson
Deluxe slide mount $17.88
- Solid snap in design
- Attaches to radio mount (or directly to radio)
- Four molex pins for power and external speaker
- BNC RF slide connector
- Pigtail UHF (SO-239) connections to radio and antenna
- Designed for commercial use thru 1000 MHz

Gamber-Johnson
Console floor mount $31.50
- Utilizes deluxe slide mount
- Built in speaker
- Mount attaches securely to floor

extra slide mount base $8.40
Stationary half of deluxe slidemount allows use of radio in second car or location

Regency
Digitally Programmable Scanner with Keyboard Entry special $299
Model ACT-T-16K
Frequency Range:
Lo VHF...30-50 MHz
Hi VHF...146-174 MHz
UHF....440-512 MHz
Sensitivity:
(20 dB quieting)
Lo VHF........0.5 µV
Hi VHF........0.6 µV
UHF..........0.7 µV

Selectivity
± 7 KHz (min.) @ 6 DB
± 15 KHz (max.) @ 60 DB
Squelch (threshold)
Lo VHF........0.4 µV
Hi VHF........0.5 µV
UHF..........0.6 µV

Search Scan Range (max)
Lo VHF 4000 channels
Hi VHF 5600 channels
UHF 5760 channels

Larsen Electronics
Larsen mobile antennas
\n5/8 wave, 3dB gain, 200 W rating
LM-150-K 2M roof mount $30.20
LM-150 magnetic mount $38.45
LM-150 trunk lid mount $37.90
for Motorola NMO type mount add $6.25
220 MHz and 450 MHz available at same price

westcom
Communications Division 1320 Grand Ave. San Marcos, CA. 92069 (714) 744-0728
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voice-operated gate

Voices operated to replace
voice-operated relays
for
carbon microphones

Presenting a circuit
using four ICs
plus a couple
of transistors and diodes
to replace the old
voice-operated relays
in ssb transceivers

VOR is an acronym for what is often called the
"voice-operated-relay" or "squawk-to-talk" circuit,
as used in many modern ssb and fm transceivers.
"Voice-operated-relay" was an adequate description
when tubes and relay circuitry were used, but it's
rather unusual to find such relays in today's all-solid-
state designs. And so now we have the Voice
Operated Gate, or VOG.

The VOG described here used four ICs plus a
couple of transistors and diodes to accomplish pre-
amplification, bandpass filtering, and audio gating. A
logic output also comes out of the VOG (choice of 1
or 0 for gate-on), to serve as a turn-on signal for
other sections of the system being voice controlled.

Incorporated in the VOG is a lowpass and highpass
filter pair providing the equivalent of a 300-3000 Hz
bandpass filter with 40 dB per decade rolloff at each
dge. These filters are of the active type, built around
operational amplifiers. Only the audio passing
through the filters can actuate the gate (and thereby
pass through the VOG); this helps to discriminate
against ambient noise.

VOG circuit

A diagram of the VOG is shown in fig. 1. The first
section is a microphone preamp with an fet constant-
current source for a carbon microphone. The carbon
microphone is a variable resistance, so the injection
of a constant-current into it causes the voltage
across it to be representative of the variations in
resistance of the microphone. The op amp that forms

By Hank Olson, W6GXN, P.O. Box 339, Menlo
Park, California 94025
fig. 1. Voice-operated-gate (VOG) circuit block diagram. The circuit is a replacement for the old voice-operated relay systems prevalent in many modern ssb and fm transceivers.

the microphone preamp has a voltage gain of 100, which provides a voltage output of about 3 volts rms for usual carbon microphones during average close-talking use.

Following the microphone preamp is the highpass active filter followed by the lowpass active filter, each consisting of one section of the same quad op amp (U1) that's used as the preamp (see fig. 2). The last section of U1 is used as an active diode detector CR1, CR2, in which the op amp linearizes the detector. The diode detector is arranged to furnish the negative polarity of rectified audio.

The rectified audio from CR1, CR2 is then averaged by U2. Since the averager (U2) is also an inverter, the negative rectified audio is inverted and averaged to become a smoothed, long, positive pulse of the duration of the audio burst originally delivered by the microphone. This positive pulse is processed by U3, a Schmitt trigger, which sharpens the pulse leading and trailing edges and makes it

fig. 2. Schematic showing the carbon microphone preamp, bandpass filter, and voice-operated gate (VOG). Note that U1 is the equivalent of four μA741 op amps and could be replaced by four such ICs.
amps and could be replaced by four such ICs. Also, two μA747s (dual μA741 op amps) or two MC1458s could also be used. U2 is best left as an LM301A, since the requirement here is for low input bias currents. When using other-than-called-for ICs, however, pin changes will have to be made.

The Schmitt trigger also inverts the pulse and adds an effect called hysteresis. That is, U3 output (pin 7) will go from 1 to 0 at an input level (set by the threshold-adjust pot) of say, 2 volts. U3 output will not return from 0 to 1 until the input voltage has dropped substantially below 2 volts. This hysteresis action prevents noise on the audio and minor voice level wavering from causing a chopping effect.

After the Schmitt trigger comes Q2, a simple transistor inverter, which inverts the audio-derived pulse to provide the proper polarity to turn on analog gate U4 when an audio signal is present. The inverter output and the Schmitt trigger output provide both 0 to 1 and 1 to 0 logic-level outputs, which can be used to actuate the turn-on function of the transmitter. Both polarities are handy, because this unit may be used with a number of transmitter designs.

The analog gate, U4, is a member of the RCA CD4000 CMOS logic family, which makes it much less expensive than some of the hybrid analog gates on the market. U4 consists of four analog gates. Since we need only one, all four sections have been wired in parallel. The CD4016 doesn’t tolerate very large ac voltages without distortion, so the (filtered) audio input is attenuated at a ratio of 3:1 by a voltage divider at the analog input.

**adjustment and testing**

Setup of the VOG circuit is simple. Connect it to a carbon microphone and a ±15-volt supply. Connect a scope or ac VTVM to U1 pin 3 of U1. Talk into the microphone and adjust the LEVEL pot (fig. 2) until about 3 volts rms is seen, then adjust the THRESHOLD pot until about +2 volts is seen at its wiper arm. Connecting a scope or ac VTVM to the output should now show a pulse of audio when speaking into the microphone. A dc voltmeter at U3 pin 7 should jump from +15V for “no talking” to near zero for “talking”. The same dc voltmeter at the Q2 collector should react in the opposite way: near zero for “no talking” and +15 volts for “talking.”

**closing remarks**

This VOG circuit was originally designed to replace one of the special-purpose ICs made by a large linear IC manufacturer. It surpasses the device it replaces in every way.

Note that U1 is the equivalent of four μA741 op amps and could be replaced by four such ICs. Also, two μA747s (dual μA741 op amps) or two MC1458s could also be used. U2 is best left as an LM301A, since the requirement here is for low input bias currents. When using other-than-called-for ICs, however, pin changes will have to be made.

**ham radio**
accurate low power
rf wattmeter
for high frequency
and
vhf measurements

How to build an
accurate low-power wattmeter
that measures
up to 10 mW
from 1 to 500 MHz —
it uses small lamps
as barretters

A pair of subminiature lamps used as an rf power detector make up the heart of a simple but accurate rf power meter, which can be calibrated directly from dc measurements. The instrument described in this article can be used to accurately measure rf power from 10 mW down to about 0.2 µW, over a frequency range from 1 MHz to 500 MHz. Its high sensitivity makes it useful for a host of purposes including antenna gain measurements, local oscillator measurements, and vswr or filter response measurements in conjunction with low-power signal generators. Its maximum power capability can be extended to any level through the use of external calibrated attenuators or directional couplers. In addition, homebrew attenuators and directional couplers can themselves be calibrated using the power meter.

The rf power detecting element in the wattmeter consists of a pair of incandescent lamps used as barretters. Barretters have been used for many years in commercial wattmeters and have been discussed in several previous articles.1,2

A barretter is a wire element whose resistance increases with temperature. Suppose a barretter is heated to a specific resistance (say 50 ohms) by a variable power source whose level is known. As long as the total power dissipated and the ambient temperature remain constant, the barretter resistance will remain at 50 ohms. Now suppose the barretter is also heated with power from a separate source (an rf generator in this case) whose level is unknown. The resistance of the barretter will increase. If the power supplied from the known source is then reduced until the barretter resistance returns to 50 ohms, the amount of power reduction from the known source will equal the power supplied by the unknown source. The unknown power level is thus measured by metering the decrease in the known power source.

The known power source can be adjusted automatically to maintain constant barretter resistance by using a bridge circuit in a closed loop with an amplifier. In many commercial microwave power meters the closed loop forms a self-balancing audio oscillator so that the known power source is an ac signal (in combination with some dc which is also applied). The oscillator technique has the advantage of eliminating dc offset drift errors in the balancing and metering circuits. In the power meter described here, however, the known power source is pure dc. The dc approach was chosen for ease of calibration and testing, for circuit simplicity, and to allow a wide rf frequency range. (The relatively large rf coupling capacitor required for low-frequency response would introduce excess phase shift and upset the balance.

By James H. Bowen, WA4ZRP, 6500 Carefree Lane, Apartment B1-21, Roanoke, Virginia 24019
The circuit diagram of the rf wattmeter is shown in fig. 1. The design philosophy was to explore what useful sensitivity could be achieved in a simple circuit without the use of special low-drift components or special schemes for drift compensation. The experimenter who wishes to build his own version of the wattmeter is encouraged to try his hand at improvements.

The incandescent lamps, I₁ and I₂, used in the rf sensor are subminiature T-3/4 types obtained at a hamfest flea market. The lamps have wire leads and the glass envelopes are 0.187 inch (5mm) long by 0.094 inch (2.5mm) in diameter. Their dc characteristics indicate they are similar to Chicago Miniature types CM2, CM30, or CM3102. Fig. 2 shows the measured current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of one of the lamps. Note the non-linear nature of the plotted data which indicates changing lamp resistance. This general characteristic is typical of all incandescent lamps with tungsten filaments. Fig. 3 shows the same data plotted as dc resistance, V/I, versus power dissipated, VI. At rf frequencies, the resistance of the lamp during any rf cycle remains constant and equal to the dc resistance because one rf cycle is much shorter than the minimum thermal response time of the lamp filament (skin effect does not appear to seriously alter the resistance of the small diameter, high resistivity filament over the frequency range of interest).

In order to simultaneously feed dc and rf to the lamps over a wide bandwidth, the lamps are connected in series for dc and in parallel for rf. Chip capacitors C₁ and C₂ perform the functions of rf coupling and bypassing, respectively, with low impedance over a wide frequency range. If chip capacitors are not available, small ceramic disks with zero lead length may be used. For good uhf measurement accuracy, construction of the rf sensor must be based on good uhf construction practices, with emphasis on minimizing parasitic inductances by keeping all leads short. The rf paths through C₁, either lamp, and C₂ to ground must be as short as possible.

The rf sensor is built on a small piece of double-clad glass-epoxy printed-circuit board 1/16 inch (1.5mm) thick as shown in the photograph. Both sides of the board were soldered directly to the rear of a BNC connector, with the connector center pin soldered to a pad approximately 0.105 inch (2.5mm) wide. This pad forms a 50-ohm microstrip transmission line leading to chip capacitor C₁. One lead of both I₁ and I₂ is soldered to a small pad connected to the other end of C₁. A small hole is drilled through the board at the ground lead of I₂ so this lead can be soldered to the ground plane on both sides of the board. The opposite lead of I₁ is soldered to the pad in the upper right hand corner in the photo. A dc feed wire is also soldered to this pad and chip capacitor C₂ is soldered from the point of attachment of I₁ across a gap to the ground plane.

On the ground side of C₂, another hole is drilled through the board and a wire is soldered through this hole to form a direct connection to the ground plane on the back of the board. The use of small filament lamps with low parasitic inductance, and this method of construction ensure good performance into the uhf portion of the spectrum. (Warning: chip capacitor ends must be soldered quickly with minimum heat; otherwise tin-lead solder will rapidly leach away the metallization from the ends of the capacitors.)

The layout of the remaining dc portion of the wattmeter circuit is not particularly critical and was built on a Vector DIP padboard mounted on the meter terminals. The unit is housed in a 4 x 5 x 6 inch (10.2 x 12.7 x 15.2cm) minibox.

The lamps are operated at sufficient dc current to bring their series resistance to 200 ohms. If the lamps are reasonably well matched, the resistance of each lamp will be about 100 ohms, making the parallel rf resistance equal to 50 ohms. If two lamps identical to the one plotted in fig. 3 are used, each will dissipate about 7 mW at a resistance of 100 ohms, for a total dissipated power of 14 mW. Thus, 14mW is the maximum rf power which can be measured in a 50-
ohm system with two such lamps. A highest scale of
10 mW was therefore chosen for the wattmeter. Random drift establishes a practical limit of 10 μW for the most sensitive scale.

To maintain their series resistance at 200 ohms, the lamps are operated in a bridge circuit consisting of R1, R2, R3, and the rf sensor. For best accuracy, R1, R2, and R3 should all be selected to be as close as possible to 200 ohms with R1 and R2 selected for best match, and R3 selected closest to 200 ohms.

The voltage difference between the two legs of the bridge is sensed and amplified by U1, a μA741 or similar type op-amp IC. The capacitors in the feedback loop of U1 form an integrator for very high dc gain and good stability. The output of U1 passes through diode CR1 to transistor Q1, the bridge current driver. Q1 is connected as an emitter follower, and supplies the necessary current to bring the bridge to a balanced condition. The 10k resistor across Q1 feeds a small residual positive bias to the bridge to ensure that the bridge will always come to balance with a positive potential, even though U1 may initially turn on with a negative output. Diode CR1 prevents emitter-base breakdown of Q1 if U1 turns on with a negative output.

Following turn-on, the output of U1 will quickly become positive in response to the residual positive bias on the bridge. The voltage at the output of U1 will continue to increase until enough current flows through the rf sensor to bring its resistance to 200 ohms, at which point equilibrium is achieved. In practice, the bridge comes to balance within a second or two of turn-on, with some overshoot due to the thermal lag of the lamps.

The equilibrium voltage at the top of the bridge, V_B, (3.50 volts in the unit shown) is fed to the metering circuit made up of U2A, U2B, and associated components. Range switch S2A selects one of the calibration resistors, R4 through R10. A method for calculating the values of these resistors is covered in the calibration section.

Op-amp U2A compares the voltage selected by S2A to a reference voltage established at pin 3 of its input. Since the full-scale voltage change in V_B is only 1.1 mV for the 10 μW scale, the reference voltage supply must be extremely stable and minutely variable. To establish a stable reference voltage, fet Q2 is connected as a constant-current source feeding zener diode, CR2. Any fet having an I_{DSS} of 3 mA or more could be used for Q2. Alternatively, a 5-volt, three-terminal regulator IC could probably be used instead of Q2 and CR2.

fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the rf wattmeter for 1 to 500 MHz. Fixed-value capacitors are disk ceramic except as noted; polarized capacitors are electrolytic or tantalum; resistors are ¼ or ½ watt carbon composition types.

C1, C2 0.1 μF chip capacitor or miniature leadless ceramic discap
I1, I2 subminiature T-3/4 incandescent lamp (Chicago Miniature type CM2, CM30, or CM3102)
J1 BNC jack, flange mount
R15 miniature 50k 10 turn pot
R18 5k trimmer
R19 2k trimmer
R4-R10 (see table 1 of text)
S1 dpdt toggle switch
S2 2-pole, 7-position rotary wafer switch
Resistor network R11 through R16 divides the zener voltage down to the value required to match $V_B$. To get the required voltage resolution with a reasonable adjustment range, a miniature 10-turn pot was used at R15. If a 10-turn pot is not available, then both a coarse and a fine adjust pot must be used. Resistors R11 through R14 and R16 reduce the adjustment range of R15; this increases resolution. Resistors R11 through R13 are chosen to establish a reference voltage close to $V_B$ with the wiper of R15 disconnected. Resistors R11 through R13 also serve to maintain a fairly low impedance for the reference voltage. Resistors R14 and R16 are selected to reduce the adjustment range of R15, and to establish a residual voltage close to $V_B$ on the wiper of R15 when the wiper is set at mid-range.

Since the specified minimum open-loop gain of a single μA741 op amp is marginally low for proper operation of the metering circuit, two op amps are con-

Interior of the rf power wattmeter. All active circuits are installed on the perf board mounted on the meter terminals. The two incandescent lamps are mounted on the small section of printed-circuit board soldered to the BNC jack (lower left).

nected in cascade. Op amp U2B supplies an additional gain of 100 to the open-loop gain of U2A. A dual op amp, the MC1458CP, was used for U2A and U2B, though two μA741s could have been used or a quad 741 could have been used for the entire unit.

The meter, M1, is connected in the feedback path of U2. Meter M1 is a 200 μA meter removed from an old vacuum-tube voltmeter. The action of U2 is to supply enough current through the feedback path to maintain the voltage at pin 2 of U2A equal to the reference voltage at pin 3. Since the current flowing in pin 2 of U2A is negligible, the current in the feedback circuit continues through the calibration resistor, $R_{CAL}$, selected by S2A. This current has no effect on $V_B$ because it is automatically compensated for by U1. By Ohm's law, the feedback current is equal to $\Delta V/R_{CAL}$ where $\Delta V$ is the difference between the reference voltage and $V_B$. On all scales except the 10 mW scale, all feedback current normally passes through meter M1. Diode CR3 conducts when the feedback current is negative, preventing M1 from pinning hard in the negative direction when the circuit is negatively unbalanced. Resistor R17 prevents M1 from being severely overloaded in the positive direction when the circuit is unbalanced positively. Resistor R17 is selected so that M1 reaches full scale somewhat before the output of U2B saturates in the positive direction. Resistor R18 and diode CR4 shunt some feedback current past M1 on the high end of the 10 mW scale to linearize the reading.

To allow portable operation, the unit is powered by two 9-volt batteries. Battery voltage sag following turn-on contributes some additional drift to the circuit. The miniature transistor radio batteries shown in the photograph sagged excessively and have been replaced by larger 9-volt batteries (Eveready 246). For enhanced stability, somewhat higher battery voltage could be used followed by electronic regulators to 9 or 12 volts. If it is desired to power the unit from the ac line, regulated dc supplies are a must.

The value of calibration resistance, $R_{CAL}$, for any scale is determined by calculating $\Delta V$, the change in $V_B$ for a given applied rf power level. The total dc power dissipated in the bridge is given by $V_B^2$ divided by 200 ohms, the series-parallel combination bridge resistance. Since each leg of the bridge has

fig. 2. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristic of an incandescent lamp of the type used in the rf power meter.
equal resistance, the dc power dissipated in the rf sensor is 1/4 the total dc power dissipated in the bridge. The rf power applied to the sensor, $P_{rf}$, is equal to the difference in dc power dissipated in the sensor with no rf applied and the dc power dissipated in the sensor with rf applied, as expressed by

$$P_{rf} = \frac{1}{4} \frac{V_{RE}^2}{200} - \left(\frac{1}{4}\right) \frac{(V_{BE} - \Delta V)^2}{200}$$

(1)

where $V_{BE}$ is the equilibrium voltage at the top of the bridge with no rf applied and $\Delta V$ is the change in bridge voltage following application of rf. Solving the above equation algebraically for $\Delta V$ results in the following solution:

$$\Delta V = V_{BE} - \sqrt{\frac{V_{BE}^2}{800} - 800P_{rf}}$$

(2)

A given desired full-scale rf power is used in eq. 2 to determine a corresponding $\Delta V$. The required value of $R_{CAL}$ for proper full-scale reading is determined by dividing $\Delta V$ by $I_{FS}$, the full-scale value of meter current. Table 1 shows the calculated values for the meter shown. Similar calculations should be made when duplicating the wattmeter, using the measured values of $V_{BE}$ and $I_{FS}$.

The equation for $\Delta V$ is the equation of a parabola. Thus, the meter current varies parabolically instead of linearly with rf power. On the low-power scales, however, the voltage varies over such a small sector of the parabola that for all practical purposes it is linear. On the highest scale, the deviation from linearity becomes significant, and is such that when the meter is calibrated for an accurate full-scale reading, the indicated power will be less than the actual applied power at levels below full scale. Table 1 shows that a resistance value of 7192 ohms is needed for proper full-scale calibration of the meter on the 10 mW scale. For accurate calibration near the bottom of the 10 mW scale, a resistance 1000 times the value of the calibration resistor for the 10 $\mu$W scale, or 5715 ohms, would be required. Therefore, without some form of compensation, readings made near the bottom of the 10 mW scale will be only 79% per cent of the actual value, or 1 dB low.

To avoid lettering a special nonlinear 10 mW scale on the meter face, I used a compensation network. A compromise value of the calibration resistor $R_{10}$ was selected at about 6000 ohms to reduce the error at the low end of the 10 mW scale. On the same scale, switch $S2B$ connects the series combination of CR4 and R18 across M1 and R19. Toward the high end of the 10 mW scale, CR4 begins to conduct, shunting the excess current past M1. Variable resistor R18 determines the amount of current shunted away from M1, and variable resistor R19 determines the point at which diode CR4 begins conducting.

Before adjusting R18 and R19, an accurate voltmeter is connected from the top of the bridge (at $V_B$) to the reference voltage at pin 3 of U2A to read $\Delta V$. A value of $\Delta V$ corresponding to a full-scale reading of 10 mW (1.438 volt in the meter shown) is artificially established by adjusting the reference voltage level. Then R18 is adjusted for a full-scale

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$P_{rf}$</th>
<th>$\Delta V$</th>
<th>$R_{CAL}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 $\mu$W</td>
<td>1.143 mV</td>
<td>R4 = 5.715 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 $\mu$W</td>
<td>3.430 mV</td>
<td>R5 = 17.15 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 $\mu$W</td>
<td>11.450 mV</td>
<td>R6 = 57.25 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 $\mu$W</td>
<td>34.460 mV</td>
<td>R7 = 172.30 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mW</td>
<td>116.200 mV</td>
<td>R8 = 581.10 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 mW</td>
<td>361.500 mV</td>
<td>R9 = 1808.00 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 mW</td>
<td>1.438 V</td>
<td>R10 = 7192 ohms (see text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Construction of the rf sensor showing the two incandescent lamps and chip capacitors C1, C2. Components are mounted on a small section of double-clad PC board which is soldered to the rear flange of the BNC connector.
reading of the power meter. A ΔP' corresponding to a reading of 6 mW (0.7705 volt in the meter shown) is then set and R19 is adjusted for a reading of 6 mW.

Since these two adjustments interact, they should be repeated several times until the meter reads both 10 mW and 6 mW. Linearization is now complete and the meter should be found to be quite accurate at all power levels.

The adjustment of R19 has no effect on the calibration of the other scales, provided the output of U2B is not at saturation for full-scale deflection of stabilization is almost immediate on the higher power scales; several minutes are required on the 10 μW scale before warm-up drift ceases. Once the meter has sufficiently stabilized, the zero adjust pot, R15, is adjusted for zero reading. The rf power is then applied and readings are made. Provided the lamps are not burned out, the meter will not be damaged by exceeding the maximum power for the scale selected. Since the lamps can safely dissipate 200 mW, a considerable margin of safety exists. Random drift is significant on the 10μW scale; thus the meter zero should be checked between readings for greatest accuracy when using that scale.

measured performance

Following calibration as described, the rf wattmeter was connected through one foot (30cm) of RG-58/U coaxial cable to the calibrated output of a Wavetek 3001 rf generator. Over the frequency range from 1 to 500 MHz, the generator power setting agreed to within 0.3 dB of the wattmeter reading at full scale on all wattmeter scales. The good agreement cannot be taken as a claim for wattmeter accuracy, however, because the specified worst-case generator power error on the most accurate power range is only 1.25 dB.

At 432 MHz, the input swr of the wattmeter was measured at 1.6:1. When measuring power from a 50-ohm source at 432 MHz, the resulting reading is calculated to be 0.24 dB low, due to reflected power. If the impedance of the source is adjusted to conjugately match the load presented by the wattmeter and interconnecting low-loss cable, this source of error is eliminated. On lower frequencies, the swr and resulting mismatch loss are expected to be even less because the parasitic reactance of the lamps and fixtures will be lower.

The wattmeter sees nearly constant use in testing rf circuits and devices of all types. Used directly, or with attenuators, it measures gains and losses. Used with directional couplers, hybrids, or rf bridges, it measures reflected power, return loss, and standing wave ratio. Since the lamps are a high temperature 50-ohm load, the wattmeter is also used as a noise generator for receiver rf amplifier tuneup and testing. In the few months since its construction, the wattmeter has become a virtually indispensable addition to my test bench.

procedure for use

Following turn-on, the meter is allowed to stabilize and the desired scale is selected. In the meter shown, stabilization is almost immediate on the higher power scales; several minutes are required on the 10 μW scale before warm-up drift ceases. Once the meter has sufficiently stabilized, the zero adjust pot, R15, is adjusted for zero reading. The rf power is then applied and readings are made. Provided the lamps are not burned out, the meter will not be damaged by exceeding the maximum power for the scale selected. Since the lamps can safely dissipate 200 mW, a considerable margin of safety exists. Random drift is significant on the 10μW scale; thus the meter zero should be checked between readings for greatest accuracy when using that scale.
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At 432 MHz, the input swr of the wattmeter was measured at 1.6:1. When measuring power from a 50-ohm source at 432 MHz, the resulting reading is calculated to be 0.24 dB low, due to reflected power. If the impedance of the source is adjusted to conjugately match the load presented by the wattmeter and interconnecting low-loss cable, this source of error is eliminated. On lower frequencies, the swr and resulting mismatch loss are expected to be even less because the parasitic reactance of the lamps and fixtures will be lower.
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The Cool Kilowatt

It's no trick to make a compact linear amplifier that'll put out a kilowatt or two...for a while.

What distinguishes ALPHA amplifiers from the rest is their ability to operate indefinitely at a full kilowatt average—2 KW PEP—and stay cool.

Every professional designer knows that heat is the arch-enemy of high power components. The keys to reliable amplifier performance are, therefore...

- Robust, conservatively-rated parts
- Efficient operational design
- Carefully engineered cooling

Short-cutting even one of these areas practically guarantees major failures!

Every ALPHA is engineered around ETO's exclusive and highly efficient 'ducted air' cooling system. Cool air is circulated around the power transformer and throughout the cabinet, then ducted through the tube cooling fins and directly out of the cabinet at the rear.

The standard ALPHA 76 that ran key-down for 18 days at 1000 watts d-c input was finally shut down for inspection. It was in perfect shape, ready to go on indefinitely.

26,000 minutes key-down at full ratings! That typical ALPHA performance illustrates why every model—including the value-packed ALPHA 76 and the No-Tune-Up ALPHA 374—can carry both a No-Time-Limit (NTL) full-power rating and an 18 month factory warranty!

(In shopping for a linear, it pays to investigate very carefully. Most manufacturers do not provide positive cooling for critical power supply or plate circuit components. Some widely-distributed models have their transformers located in virtual 'heat chambers'—with even natural air convection cut off—and blow heated air (from the tubes) over other circuitry before exhausting it forward!)

Buying or home-brewing, either way you may pick up useful do's and don'ts from ETO's guide, "Everything You Always Wanted To Know About (Comparing) Linears..."—It's yours free for the asking.

ALPHA: Sure you can buy a cheaper linear...but is that really what you want?

ALPHA 76
- 2 KW PEP, 160-10 meters
- 1000 watts average, NTL
- Full pi-L; harmonics -52db
- Nominal efficiency over 60%
- Just 1 cu. ft.; 70 pounds. (Light-weight option, 50 lb.)
18 MONTH WARRANTY

ALPHA/VOMAX
New split band speech processor can boost your "talk power" 10db or more when conditions get rough. Very low distortion, easy to install and use with any rig.
18 MONTH WARRANTY

ALPHA 374
- No Tune Up, 80-10 meters!
- 2 KW PEP, 1 KW avg., NTL
- RF output typically 1200+ watts
- PEP into 1.5:1 SWR
- Harmonics -50db; IMD -30 db
- 0.9 cu. ft.; 52 pounds
18 MONTH WARRANTY

CALL OR WRITE YOUR DEALER—OR ETO DIRECT—FOR DETAILED LITERATURE AND FAST SERVICE ON THESE AND ALL ALPHA PRODUCTS

ETO Ehrhorn Technological Operations, Inc.
P.O. Box 708 · Cañon City, Colorado 81212 · (303) 275-1613
If you’re bothered by warmup drift in your transceiver, here’s a circuit that provides automatic compensation and uses readily available components.

The principle of drift correction of an oscillator can be used in receivers or transmitters to compensate for warmup drift. The principle can also be used in new designs using simple free-running oscillators instead of the more complex types that use heterodyne mixing or phase-locked loops.

The idea is simple and straightforward. It can be best explained if you consider the operation of a frequency counter in which an oscillator frequency is measured. If the counter gate time is one second, and if sufficient displays are present, a 14-MHz signal could be displayed as 14.012.345 MHz. If, after the next measuring period, the least-significant digit changes from 5 to 7, for example, the oscillator frequency will have drifted 2 Hz high during that period. To counteract the drift, you could manually tune the oscillator back to its original frequency after each measurement. But there’s a better way — read on.

In the system described here, oscillator drift is compensated automatically. Only the last digit of the counter display is inspected after a measurement period. It is checked if the number is above or below a fixed value (5 in the example above). For values of 6, 7, 8, or 9, a voltage on a varicap in the oscillator reduces the frequency; for values of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, the reverse action occurs.

From this simple example it can be seen that:

1. The oscillator frequency always varies at a slow rate around a fixed value.
2. Stable points occur within 10 Hz from each other over the vfo tuning range.
3. Drift and short-term stability of the oscillator must be within limits. In the example cited, the drift must not exceed a few Hertz per second, otherwise the circuit can’t compensate for the drift.
4. The automatic correction should be very light. If, after one correction period, the frequency overshoots too much, the remedy is worse than without the system.

For proper operation the correction-circuit time constant must be rather long (but also short enough to counteract the "natural" drift). Because of the long time constant, tuning feels quite normal. After a manual frequency adjustment, the frequency will creep to its nearest "stable" point (actually an unstable point) and will remain there. Because these points are closely spaced you don’t notice the operation of the system by listening to a CW or ssb signal.

Note that, for correct operation of the system, the time base frequency doesn’t have to be exactly 1 Hz, but the time base must be very stable. Thus the time base must be derived from a crystal oscillator. Counting can be in binary instead of binary-coded decimal format.

circuit description

The circuit is shown in fig. 1. Only one stage of a counter is required. A 74LS93 binary counter (U1) counts the oscillator frequency that is to be stabilized. This stage is preceded by a 2N709 transistor.
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(Q1) to obtain sufficient sensitivity. About 100 mV of input signal is required.

After each counting period, the value of the 23 output (Q, pin 8, of U1) is stored in a D-type flip-flop, U2, (half of a CD4013) at the rising edge of the time base signal. The flip-flop output drives an integrator (U3) up or down, which in turn drives a varicap in the oscillator to correct the frequency.

The time base frequency that actually determines system stability is derived by dividing the frequency of a crystal oscillator. A 1-MHz crystal oscillates with one input gate of a CD4060, (U4), which also contains 14 binary dividers. In combination with a CD4020, (U5), these two circuits divide the 1-MHz frequency by $2^{18}$ to about 3.81 Hz, so the stabilization points are spaced at 3.81 times 8 Hz, or 30.5 Hz.

I found that FT241 crystals between 400 and 500 kHz oscillate very well in this circuit. The total dividing factor should be $2^{17}$ in that case, which can be obtained by using output pin 2 of U4 instead of pin 3, as shown in fig. 1.

The counter counts almost continuously. Just after the transfer of the state of the Q, output to the D-type flip-flop (U2), a short reset pulse is generated by the other half of the flip-flop (U6). To achieve this action, the clock input signal of U6 is delayed by R1C1. After the Q output is set, the flip-flop resets itself because the Q output is connected through R2C2 to its own reset input. The resulting positive-going pulse is about 0.5 microsecond duration (line 3, fig. 2). This pulse resets the 74LS93 counter to zero which starts counting again immediately thereafter.

Worth mentioning is the long time constant of the integrator, which is formed by R3 and C3 (fig. 1). Capacitor C3 must be a low-leakage type, not an electrolytic. A polystyrene or polycarbonate type will do.

The switches labeled UP and DOWN (fig. 1) serve a dual purpose. First, after circuit switch-on, the integrator output can be brought into its range manually; but also, small frequency variations can be made by pushing the UP or DOWN button. So a push-button-controlled fine tuning is obtained, which is convenient if, for example, a CW signal slowly drifts out of a narrow CW-filter passband. (With this system installed you can be sure it's the other station that drifts.)

The CA3140, a very convenient operational amplifier, is used because of its high fet input impedance. The integrator output signal can be monitored on a meter to verify that it's still within its operating range. The action of the varicap in the oscillator must be such that a 10-volt output variation of the integrator shifts the frequency about 3 kHz.

**construction**

The circuit was built onto a piece of Vero board and installed in my CW transceiver. A double-balanced diode mixer is used in my rig, so a high-level oscillator signal was available.

The UP and DOWN pushbuttons were mounted on the transceiver front panel. The control signal was monitored in a particular position of the transceiver meter switch.

Several prototype circuits were built using different construction methods, such as mounting all components on a copper-clad board with the ICs in sockets, but mounted upside down so that the socket pins could be wired directly. All these prototype circuits worked well, so the layout shown shouldn't be too critical. Just make sure that you avoid long wires between the ICs.

---

[fig. 1. Circuit for VFO stabilization.]

---

**december 1977**
The circuit shown has been used for quite some time in my transceiver, which has a free-running oscillator on all bands. The highest frequency is 21 MHz, but the circuit has been used experimentally with oscillators operating to 40 MHz.

Within one minute after switch-on, the transceiver has crystal-quality stability on all bands. The 30-Hz frequency spacing between stabilization points is more than adequate for CW and ssb work. Also, during transmission, with about 200 watts to the anten-

fig. 2. Timing sequence of signals in the circuit of fig. 1. The time base is 3.8 Hz.

na, a jump to another stabilization point has never occurred.

A kind of proportional control system was tried instead of the constant-speed system described above. In this system, the corrective action depended on the offset value. Although the control could be measured to be more effective, I believe this idea is really not worth the more complex electronic circuitry. Reason: both systems a vfo becomes virtually drift-free, and both systems are not noticed during operation.

**Conclusion**

The system described here doesn't turn a bad vfo into a good one but helps to make a good one even better. Especially where a low-noise oscillator is important, as for local oscillators in high dynamic-range front ends for receivers to obtain low reciprocal mixing, I believe this technique could be applied successfully at least for hf-band applications.

Synthesized oscillators appear to be noisier than good free-running types so if this system is used in combination with a digital frequency read-out, on a well-designed, free-running oscillator, a much simpler system results than is possible with fully synthesized oscillators, giving at least the same or better results.
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SPECSCAN-S Programmable Scanner

... The ONLY Digital Scanner made for the IC-22S. It adds a whole new dimension to 2M FM. If any other accessory can make your IC-22S as versatile as the SPECSCAN-S does, Buy It!

- Scans the entire 146-147 MHz Band in 15 kHz steps, automatically, or manually
- Automatically reads out your other 21 channels when they are used.
- Can be used as a remote programming unit with the radio hidden under the seat, etc.
- Exclusive VARI-SCAN™ control allows full control of scan rate in either direction!
- Full compatibility with the duplex mode.
- Uses state of the art CMOS logic.
- Low current drain. Less than 500 mA.
- RF immune. Unaffected by nearby equipment and in high RF areas.
- Large LED display lets you see every channel at a glance.
- Manual mode features lets you scan past any portion of the band and manually select a desired channel.
- Easy install. Uses only one matrix position leaving the other 21 usable for manual programming.
- Plugs into 9 pin accessory socket.
- Adjustable scan delay feature.
- 90 day limited warranty.

ONLY 149.95

Send S.A.S.E. for more SPECSCAN information

Our 1977 Convention Season is over, and we would like to thank the thousands who visited our booths.

We have some new display units at reduced prices. Most of these were opened and shown at a convention and put back in their boxes. All are new units and carry factory warranty.

**List**  **Display**  **List**  **Display**
---  ---  ---  ---
**ATLAS**
Model 210X, less blanker $679 $579 IC-22S $299 $249
**BRIMSTONE**
144, no warranty $650 $349 IC-215 $229 $189
**DENTRON**
160-10L/572Bamp $574 $499 IC-502 $229 $189
**DRAKE**
SSR-1 gen. cov. rcvr. $350 $259 Multi 2700 $756 $666
MN-4 Antenna tuner $120 $105 700CX $649 $549
TR-4CW w/RIT xvcr $799 $619 TEN-TEC Triton IV $699 $599

Terms of Sale. Cash, no trade. You may use your MASTERCHARGE or VISA. Many items are one-of-a-kind. We suggest your calling first to assure getting the unit you want.

See us at the SAROC Convention, Las Vegas, Nevada, January 5-8, 1978.

Thanks for your great response to our 1977 Buyers Guide. The **78 Buyers Guide** will be available soon. Watch our ads to get your NEW BUYERS GUIDE.

---

**SPECTRONICS, INC.**
1009 GARFIELD
OAK PARK, IL 60304
312-848-6777
TELEX 72:8310

---

**HOURS**
STORE HOURS:
Mon-Thurs 9:30-6:00, Fri. 9:30-8:00
Sat. 9:30-3:00, Closed Sun. & Holidays.

---
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active bandpass filters —

some staggering thoughts

Here's a rundown on stagger-tuned filters using op amps as active devices — great idea for many amateur applications.

Applications for active bandpass filters in the audio-frequency range can be found in every part of amateur radio. Audio selectivity for CW, speech processing for ssb, tone-detector filters for RTTY, and control-tone separation for fm repeaters are only a few of the uses. In this article you'll learn an easy way to design and build stagger-tuned operational-amplifier active filters to fit your requirements. All you need is one of the readily available hand-held scientific calculators (or some other method for calculating square roots and logarithms).

Perhaps you've seen other types of active filters or filter designs using LC components. Why use stagger-tuned filters, and why use active filters? It's easy to build very narrowband audio filters by cascading, one after another, several identical simple filter sections. This may be adequate for some tasks but can often leave a lot to be desired in terms of transient response (ringing), peaked or narrow-nosed amplitude response, and poor skirt selectivity (shape factor). Conventional circuits using inductors can give excellent performance if well designed, which is often done with complex computer-aided design programs. But inductors are often large and hard to tune. Many amateurs have been discouraged by the need to add or remove turns from the 88-mH toroidal inductors common in RTTY use.

features

The filters described here offer many advantages. They give amplitude response with flat or slightly rippled characteristics in-band. Out of band, they have excellent skirt selectivity and a shape factor that improves directly as more filter sections are added. As a bonus, the transient response is usually much better than narrow-nosed filters. Best of all, each stage can be tuned separately with no measurable interaction or detuning of the other stages — this is a real plus for experimenters.

Now the bad news (which isn't really too hard to take). Stagger tuning requires that each stage provide enough gain so that the sum of the stage gains is greater than that of the overall filter. This is because of staggering loss, of which you'll see more shortly. With op amp ICs and their large open-loop (no feedback applied) gain, this parameter turns out to be of little concern. Another problem is that if one
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of the stages is out of tune, the filter response can be poorer than in designs that purposely introduce interaction between filter sections, as in most LC designs or in leapfrog active filters, which are much more difficult to design.

description

The stagger-tuned filter is made of two or more stages, each having a different peak frequency, \( f_n \), with an associated \( Q \) (which may be the same as the \( Q \) of one of the other stages), and a certain amount of gain, \( G \). The sum, in dB, of the gains versus frequency can be arranged to give a flat response over the band of interest. Fig. 1 shows how this happens. In the area between the two peaks one response rises as the other falls. By choosing the right \( f_n \) and \( Q \) for each stage, we get the response shown. Note that, at the center frequency of the overall response \( f_0 \) (where the stages have equal loss), the net loss is twice as much (in dB). This is the stagger loss, \( S \), which must be made up by the sum of the individual stage gains to give unity gain overall. Compare figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 2 shows a two-stage nonstaggered or “synchronously tuned” filter response with the same 3-dB bandwidth. Note the poorer skirts and the much rounder passband.

![Fig. 2. Response of a two-stage synchronously tuned filter (compare with the response in fig. 1).](image)

In the stagger-tuned filter, the shape of each stage response is of the classic single-resonator shape (the same as that generated by a single parallel LC circuit with a shunt resistance to define the \( Q \)). The amplitude response is defined mathematically (for those of you itching to use your HP-25) as follows:

\[
\frac{V_{\text{out}}}{V_{\text{in}}} = -10 \log_{10} \left[ 1 + Q^2 \left( \frac{f_n - f}{f} \right)^2 \right]
\]

Eq. 1 is of interest only and is not necessary for designing a filter. It can be used for analysis, however. You can find the response of each stage then add all responses together to find the overall filter response. One thing that’s important to note is that the curve has geometric symmetry. All this means is that if the upper (x) dB-down point is two times the center frequency, then the lower (x) dB point will be at one-half \( f_n \). This relationship is expressed by

\[
f_n = \sqrt{f_L f_H}
\]

where \( f_L \) is a frequency below \( f_n \) with the same attenuation as \( f_H \), which is higher than \( f_n \). Note that \( f_n \) is not the arithmetic average of \( f_L \) and \( f_H \). The resultant overall filter response will exhibit the same type of symmetry as the stages of which it is composed. So eq. 2 holds for the complete filter, where \( n \) is zero.

Design procedure. In designing the filter, the first thing is to decide what type of filter is wanted. The Butterworth, or maximally flat filter, provides the flattest passband and a good skirt shape. The Chebychev or equal-ripple filter gives ripples in the passband (1 dB in the designs to follow), but in turn, it has very rapid cutoff of the band. Many other filter types are in use, but these two will serve you well.

Next you must determine how many stages you want. This requirement is determined by the required shape factor, with the other consideration being how much circuitry you want to build. High Qs and more precise tuning of the stages are also requirements of the higher-performance designs.

Shape factor. To refresh your memory, shape
Table 1. Shape factors for Butterworth and Chebychev filter designs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of stages</th>
<th>Butterworth</th>
<th>Chebychev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3/30 dB</td>
<td>6/60 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>31.60</td>
<td>577.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.62</td>
<td>24.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>8.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shape factor (also called selectivity ratio) is the ratio of bandwidth at a higher attenuation to the bandwidth at a lower attenuation. Most common is the 6 - 60-dB shape factor. Table 1 shows this shape factor versus the number of stages for Butterworth and 1-dB-ripple Chebychev filters. Also given is the 3 - 30-dB shape factor.

After deciding the type and complexity of the filter, specify the lower 3-dB point, \( f_L \), and the upper 3-dB point, \( f_H \). Then use eq. 2 to find \( f_0 \). Next find \( \delta \), the fractional bandwidth.

\[
\delta = \frac{f_H - f_L}{f_0}
\]

This parameter, \( \delta \), is the main design factor. It's used to find tuning data for each stage. Refer to figs. 3, 4, or 5 for Butterworth filters of two, three, or four stages respectively. For a 1-dB Chebychev filter of two or three stages, see fig. 6 or 7 respectively. From the appropriate figure, obtain \( \alpha_1 \) and \( d_1 \) (and \( \alpha_2 \) and \( d_2 \) for a four-stage Butterworth). If your filter has a \( \delta < 0.3 \), Table 2 offers approximations for \( \alpha \) and \( d \), which usually give better accuracy than reading from the graph. Decide what overall gain, \( G_0 \), in dB you want from the filter, then use Table 3 to find the tuning frequency, the \( Q \), and the gain for each stage.

It's a good idea to organize the stages as given, with the highest-frequency stage first. (This mini-
mizes harmonic distortion for the overall filter.) The higher-frequency stages have the lowest open-loop gain, which means that feedback will be less effective in reducing the distortion in these circuits than in the lower-frequency stages. Putting the low-frequency stages last gives maximum attenuation to any harmonics generated by the higher frequency stages.

**Multiple-feedback circuit.** Now that you know what the stages must do, the only thing remaining is to design circuits with the required $f_n$, $Q$, and $G$. For stages with low $Q$ (less than 10), the multiple feedback (MFB) circuit in fig. 9 performs well. Almost any op amp will work here, but depending on its bandwidth, limitations exist on maximum $Q$ and maximum $f_n$.

The upper limit on $Q$ for the MFB circuit is given by the smaller of

$$Q_{\text{max}} \simeq \sqrt{f_T(f/n)}$$

$$Q_{\text{max}} \simeq 10$$

where $f_T$ is the frequency at which the op-amp gain equals zero dB (unity gain). The frequency, $f_n$, should be limited to about 1 per cent of $f_T$ (10 kHz for a 1-MHz $f_T$ amplifier, such as the type 741).

These restrictions minimize the effects of amplifier gain on $f_n$ and $Q$, which ensures accurate calculation of these parameters and freedom from drift because of amplifier gain changes with temperature.

The component values in the MFB circuit can be found easily. Choose convenient value of capacitor, $C$. The resistors are:

$$R3 = \frac{Q}{\pi f_n C}$$

$$R1 = \frac{R3}{2 \cdot 10^{G/20}}$$

$$R2 = \frac{1}{[(2\pi f_n C)^2 R3 - (1/R)]}$$

Note that $[10^{G/20}]$ equals $\text{antilog}_{10}(G/20)$, where $G$ is the gain, as described previously.

**State-variable design.** The limitations of the MFB circuit require that a higher-performance circuit be used in some cases. The state-variable circuit in fig. 10 can do some amazing things. It can provide very high $Q$s (over 100) and is hard to beat for stability and lack of sensitivity to passive component drift. However, it does take two more op amps and four more resistors than the MFB design.

There are several degrees of freedom in this design. Choose $C$, $R2$, and $R4$ for convenience. The remaining resistors are found from

$$R1 = \frac{R2 Q}{(10^{G/20})}$$

$$R3 = \frac{f_n}{f_T}$$

$$R5 = \frac{R4}{\left[\left(\frac{2Q + (10^{G/20})}{f_T f_n}\right) + 1 + 4Q + (10^{G/20})\right]}$$

* A "convenient" capacitor is one as small as possible that doesn’t require overly large resistors. Choosing resistors too much above 100k (for 741s or similar op amps) can lead to excessive dc offsets because of input-bias currents. Fet input op amps have extremely small bias currents and will tolerate resistors in the tens of megohms.
For the MFB circuit, capacitors with about 10 kilohms of reactance are in the ballpark. For instance, at 1500 Hz, a 0.01 \( \mu F \) capacitor is suitable. In the state-variable circuit, capacitors of about 100k ohms of reactance can be used, such as 0.001 \( \mu F \) at 1500 Hz. A reasonable value for \( R_2 \) or \( R_4 \) is between 10k - 100k.

Both circuits can be impedance-scaled if the calculations of component values reveal one or more values that are out of the desirable range. This means that all resistor values may be changed so long as all change by the same ratio, and the capacitors change by the reciprocal of that ratio. For example, if you find a 300k resistor where you'd like to have 100k, you can change it by making all the resistors one-third of their original value and by making the capacitors three times as large. In the state-variable circuit, \( R_4 \) and \( R_5 \) may be changed independently of the other resistors so long as the ratio \( R_4 : R_5 \) is constant.

design example

The design procedure is used to create an input prelimiter filter for an RTTY demodulator (TU). We'll choose an overall gain of 30 dB to provide adequate drive to the limiter from normal speaker signal levels. To give flat response in-band and reasonable delay distortion (associated with the transient response), we'll choose a Butterworth design. For good selectivity a four-stage configuration will be used. For 170-Hz shift and 45.45 Baud (standard 60 wpm), the equation 2 gives

\[
\delta = \frac{2205 - 2060}{2205} = 0.1361
\]

Since \( \delta \) is less than 0.3, use the approximations in table 2.

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_1 &= 1 + (0.485)(0.1361) = 1.066 \\
\delta_1 &= (0.38)(0.1361) = 0.0517 \\
\alpha_3 &= 1 + (0.195)(0.1361) = 1.0265 \\
\delta_3 &= (0.92)(0.1361) = 0.1252
\end{align*}
\]

From fig. 8 the loss due to staggering, \( S \), is 18.2 dB and from table 3 we have

\[
\begin{align*}
f_1 &= (2205)(1.066) = 2351 \text{ Hz} & Q_1 = 1/0.0517 = 19.3 \\
f_2 &= (2205)(1.0265) = 2263 \text{ Hz} & Q_2 = 1/0.1252 = 8.0 \\
f_3 &= 2200/1.0265 = 2148 \text{ Hz} & Q_3 = 1/0.1252 = 8.0 \\
f_4 &= 2205/1.066 = 2068 \text{ Hz} & Q_4 = 1/0.0517 = 19.3
\end{align*}
\]

and \( G = (18.2 + 30)/4 = 12.05 \text{ dB (per stage)} \).

It's apparent that the state-variable circuit must be used for the first and fourth stages (\( Q > \) than 10). At 2351 Hz a 741-type op amp is capable of

\[
Q_{\text{max}} \approx \sqrt{\frac{10^6}{5(2351)}} = 9.2
\]

Since the second and third stages have \( Q_s \) less than this, the MFB circuit is usable.

Let the capacitors in the state-variable stages be 0.001 \( \mu F \) and the capacitors in the MFB stages be 0.01 \( \mu F \). Let \( R_2 \) and \( R_4 \) be 100k in stages 1 and 4. From eqs. 8, 9, and 10 we obtain the values for the first state-variable stage:

\[
R_1 = (100k)(19.3/10^{12.05/20}) = 482k
\]
The measured response of the filter before tuning is shown in figs. 11 and 12. The calculated response which is given for comparison, was generated using eq. 1 for each stage and then adding the four responses.

Normally, filter sections will need trimming for frequency and/or Q. In many low Q filters (δ < 0.3), 5-per cent tolerance resistors will give quite satisfactory results without trimming. The only penalty may be slight center frequency error and perhaps a small amount of skew in the passband frequency response.

For the narrowband filters, and especially those with three or four stages, an audio generator, ac voltmeter, and frequency counter will help in trimming each stage independently to the required parameters. In the state-variable circuit, adjust both R3 values to set the center frequency, then use R5 to fix the Q. Remember Q is the 3-dB bandwidth divided by f_c. For an MFB stage, adjust R3 to give the desired 3-dB bandwidth. Then adjust R2 to set f_c. Varying R2 has virtually no effect on the bandwidth, which means the Q changes at the same rate as f_c.

After tuning the RTTY demodulator input filter, the overall response was essentially indistinguishable from the calculated response.

**Components**

Generally, components should be the best you can get. Metal-film resistors and polystyrene or mylar capacitors are hard to beat, but may be overkill. Stay away from capacitors designed for bypass or coupling use; their tolerance is poor, as is their stability. Carbon resistors are usually adequate in all but the narrowest filters. For op amps, 741s are suitable (as are the 1458 dual versions and the quads like the [ZIT model].

![fig. 11. Response as a function of frequency for an RTTY input filter. Solid line: calculated; dots: measured data before tuning.](image_url)
The LM318 op amp gives much greater freedom from Q drift (in the state-variable circuit) and \( f_r \) drift (in the MFB circuit). Some of the new wideband fet-input op amps, such as the LF356, should be excellent performers. When external frequency compensation is required, use the values specified for unity gain amplifiers.

When interfacing active filters, take care that the source impedance driving the filter is very low, i.e., less than 1 per cent of \( R_1 \) in either circuit. Another op amp or a voltage follower provides an excellent driver. If the requirement for a low impedance can't be met, deduct the source resistance from the value of \( R_1 \) in the first stage.

You've seen an easy-to-use method for designing stagger-tuned active filters to your own needs, and have learned to avoid some of the possible pitfalls. Now you can replace that filter you borrowed from someone else's circuit that never did work exactly the way you wanted.
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On most 4, 5 and 6-element antennas, only 3 elements at any one time on any one band are working. The rest are goofing off.

So counting elements is no way to judge an antenna.

This 5-bander uses every one of its 4 elements all the time for maximum forward gain and maximum front-to-back ratio.

And that adds up to an antenna that works harder. With no idle elements to increase windage and bulk.

A good reason why the TB-4HA is known both for performance and toughness.

In fact, all of Swan's beam antennas share a reputation for working harder for every dollar you invest in them.

Swan beams are precision engineered for a full 2000-watt PEP rating and a VSWR of 1.5:1 or better at resonance. And besides optimum gain and front-to-back ratio, they're easy to install and tune.

Order a Swan beam today. Use your Swan credit card. Applications at your dealer or write to us. Who needs antennas that goof off?

---

**SWAN TB-4HA.**

**FINALLY, A BEAM ANTENNA THAT DOES SOMETHING ABOUT THE GOOF-OFF ELEMENT.**

---

**SWAN BEAM ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS.** For 50-ohm coaxial feedlines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>No. of Elements</th>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Windage</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TB-4HA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24 x 1.5</td>
<td>28-10</td>
<td>18-6</td>
<td>100 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-3HA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16 x 1.5</td>
<td>28-2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>100 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB-2A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.5 x 1.5</td>
<td>27-8</td>
<td>14-3</td>
<td>80 mph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB-40H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.75 x 1.5</td>
<td>30-4</td>
<td>17-6</td>
<td>100 mph</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Prices FOB Oceanside, CA)

Dealers throughout the world or order direct from

**SWAN ELECTRONICS**

a subsidiary of Carl Corporation

305 Airport Road, Oceanside, CA 92054

(714) 757-7525
Our new 4010V expandable 4-band antenna is designed for the operator who wants to straddle continents at a down-to-earth price.

One reason the 4010V saves you money is because it’s simpler. For example, it doesn’t need a counterpoise. And it’s easy to install.
The new 2000-watt PEP trap vertical comes in short lengths complete with mounting plate. So with easy set-up and no ground radials to contend with, you can’t beat it for getting on the air fast when you’re in the great outdoors.

And it’s also ideal for mobile homes and apartments.
Then when you feel like exploring 75 meters, expand your 4010V to five bands with the Swan 75 AK kit and you’re into a whole new world.

NEW 4010V VERTICAL ANTENNA.

IT LOOKS AS GOOD TO YOUR POCKETBOOK AS IT DOES TO YOUR TRANSCEIVER.

Use your Swan credit card and pay later, too. Applications at your dealer or write to us.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4010V 4-band trap vertical antenna</td>
<td>$74.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 AK 75-meter kit</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040V 4-band trap vertical antenna</td>
<td>$122.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75 MK 75-meter kit</td>
<td>$39.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Prices FOB Oceanside, CA)
Dealers throughout the world or order direct from

SWAN ELECTRONICS
A subsidiary of Ocean Corporation
305 Airport Road, Oceanside, CA 92054
(714) 757-7525
crystal-controlled
phase-locked
receiving converter

Circuit details and construction information for a converter that receives signals between 0-28 MHz when used with a receiver that tunes from 28 to 29 MHz

Over the years many amateurs have traded their old, general-coverage receivers for shiny new “ham-band-only” models. We’ve gained in stability, sensitivity, selectivity, dial accuracy, and many other attributes; but we’ve lost on frequency coverage. Except for a few narrow windows to the outside world, we can listen only to each other. Those with interests outside the amateur bands have had to use a second receiver (frequently an old general-coverage job) and put up with drift, bulk, and lack of accurate calibration. The XPL Converter, described here, is designed to work with a modern receiver to give the best of both worlds — extremely broad frequency coverage together with crystal stability and calibration accuracy. The converter receives all frequencies between 0 and 28 MHz when used with a receiver tuning 28 to 29 MHz. Construction is simple, straightforward, and inexpensive thanks to integrated circuits.

description

The XPL Converter consists of a wide-range tuned input circuit, 60 kHz to 28 MHz; a local oscillator with injection frequency switch-selectable in 1-MHz steps from 29 to 56 MHz; and a mixer circuit with output 28 to 29 MHz feeding the receiver as a tunable i-f amplifier. A block diagram is shown in fig. 1. Local oscillator output is taken from a vfo (vco), which is phase locked to a 100-kHz reference oscillator through a counter chain preset by thumbwheel switches for band selection. The various sections are described in more detail later.

An example may help clarify the frequency conversion technique employed in the XPL. If the vco is set at, say, 38 MHz, the tunable i-f range of 28 to 29 MHz will allow reception of signals from 38-29 = 9 MHz to 38-28 = 10 MHz. A 9330-kHz signal in this range would be received at 38-9.33 = 28.67 MHz. The receiver tunes backwards, in that the low-frequency end of each range will be received at 29 MHz and the high end at 28 MHz. This turns out to be only a minor operating annoyance, however. Low-side injection could be used for forward tuning but only at the sacrifice of tuning range at the upper end.

The vco is phase locked to the reference crystal, so the local oscillator is of crystal quality as far as accuracy and stability are concerned. Any input frequency can be precisely located and will be stable within the accuracy and stability of the receiver on the 10-meter range. For most modern receivers, this means 1-2 kHz accuracy and a few hundred hertz drift on warmup. What a difference from the old general-coverage boat anchors!

input circuitry

Input-circuit details are shown in fig. 2. A single-tuned circuit provides input selectivity for the XPL. Six switch positions cover 60-150 kHz, 150-450 kHz, 450-1400 kHz, 1.4-4.5 MHz, 4.5-10 MHz, and 10-30 MHz. The four high-frequency ranges use a commercially available coil set having high-impedance balanced antenna windings. On the two low-frequency ranges pi-section single-ended input circuits are used with rf chokes for the inductors. Tuning is by a miniature broadcast superhet variable capacitor having a total capacitance of about 560 pF with the two sections in parallel.

Two input traps are used: a balanced lowpass filter to eliminate TV/fm pickup and a series-resonant
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trap to eliminate overload from any one broadcast station. Additional suppression measures may be required in unusual situations.

There's no need to conform to the input circuit shown. In fact, the antenna tuning section from a scrapped general-coverage receiver could be used to handle the high-frequency end of the range. The low end can be extended with larger inductors, but the tuning range for each band will be quite limited because of distributed capacitance in the coils. Two additional coils, however, will allow tuning to about 15 kHz.

**local-oscillator system**

The heart of XPL is the local oscillator. This circuit consists of a voltage-controlled oscillator (vco), programmable divider chain, crystal-reference oscillator, and phase comparator. A block diagram is shown in fig. 3.

Phase-locked-loop operation has been well described in the literature, but a quick review may be worthwhile. A phase-locked loop is a feedback control system that measures the phase difference between two frequency sources and generates an error voltage that changes the frequency of one frequency source until the two sources are in phase synchronism. For continuing phase errors, the phase detector will function on frequency difference and steer the system into phase lock.

Two basic systems can be used to generate a selectable series of integrally related frequencies. If the phase comparator is sensitive to reference-oscillator harmonics, the controlled oscillator can be directly locked to a selected harmonic by first tuning it manually to a nearby frequency, then allowing the phase detector to lock up. This is the system used in several commercial receivers. The only objection from a construction point of view is that it requires a manually variable oscillator with dial calibration sufficient to resolve adjacent harmonics. A lock indication is also useful in identifying the proper harmonic.

A more direct way of generating the integrally related frequencies is to divide the controlled-oscillator frequency by programmable digital dividers before phase comparison to the reference frequency. If the oscillator frequency is divided by, say, 24 before the comparison is made, the effect is to lock the oscillator to the 24th harmonic of the reference frequency. In XPL, a fixed divide-by-ten and two programmable divide-by-n counters are used to enable lock from the 290th harmonic to the 560th harmonic of the 100-kHz reference frequency in steps of 1 MHz.

**oscillator and phase comparator**

Fig. 4 is the schematic for the reference oscillator and phase comparator. A 7400 quad NAND gate is used with a 100-kHz crystal to generate the reference frequency. There's no special merit to this scheme other than simplicity, and any convenient oscillator circuit could be used so long as it provides TTL output levels. In the circuit shown, the 0.0047 μF capacitor at the input to the last gate was necessary to eliminate a double-pulsed output to the phase comparator.

A Motorola MC4044P phase-lock chip was chosen because it offers TTL logic, a nonharmonic-sensitive comparator, and some internal auxiliary transistors. Also, its use in synthesizers has been described in recent articles.

Output from the MC4044P is buffered by an external 2N5457 fet follower and the internal emitter followers. The comparator has unity gain from the phase detector to the output. An active filter is backed up by two poles of rolloff for loop stability and high 100-kHz ripple attenuation. The reference
oscillator and phase comparator are supplied from an on-board regulator that provides both isolation and filtering.

**voltage-controlled oscillator**

The voltage-controlled oscillator in the XPL (fig. 5) uses a Motorola MC1648L ECL chip designed for this service. Spectral purity requirements preclude a voltage-controlled multivibrator, so this chip was used with an external high-Q toroidal inductor and a Motorola MV1401 variable-capacitance diode or varicap. Since ECL has a very low logic swing, an output translator, 2N4403, is used to regenerate the TTL signal level. At this point you might ask whether the ECL chip is worth the effort. The answer is a qualified "Yes," since it functions from a two-terminal tank circuit and eliminates the need for fussing with feedback in a transistor oscillator.

The MV1401 varicap is rather expensive (in the $9.00 range), but it has a guaranteed 3:1 tuning range and high Q. This application requires only a 2:1 range, but allowances for temperature variation component tolerances, and other considerations make it necessary to have some overrange. Less-expensive limited-range diodes could be used, but they would require changing fixed capacitors to cover the tuning range for the vco. The inductor is a T-25 mix 6 toroid with four turns of no. 22-28 AWG (0.6-0.3mm) enameled wire.

An output to the mixer is taken directly from the 50 ohm vco output at pin 3. For the TTL counters, however, the swing is wrong. The sum of one diode drop and a base-emitter drop from the 5-volt-supply rail places the 2N4403 base voltage in the ECL logic voltage range. The 2N4403 collector voltage swings from 0.5V to about 3.5V to drive the counter. A 22-ohm base-emitter resistor aids junction recovery and cleans up the output waveform.

The entire vco section is quite susceptible to hum and modulation disturbances. For this reason, a separate voltage regulator is again used. The vco should be located well away from transformer fields or ac power wiring.

**programmable counters and translators**

This circuit is shown in fig. 6. Before getting into counter details, a related matter must be considered. The count set into the preset counters must always be 29 (MHz) higher than the bottom end of the input tuning range, so that the switches can read input range directly. This requirement leads to the necessity of translating switch settings to the counters.

Table 1 summarizes the required relationships. If decimal switches are used, the offset of minus 1 in the units digit can be provided by simply rewiring into the decimal-to-BCD diode matrix, as shown in fig. 6. Note, for example, that a switch indication of 4 is translated to BCD 1 + 2 = 3, which is 4 minus the required one unit. The 390-ohm base-emitter resistor establishes a TTL logic zero for open-switch positions.

The tens digit is somewhat more messy. Switch indications must be translated up by 3 except when the units position is zero, which requires an up-translation of only 2. Thus, 00 goes to 29, 01 goes to 30, 10 goes to 39, 11 goes to 40, and so on. Since a zero-units digit is translated to a 9 in the output, the presence of this 9 can be used to change the tens digit to an output lower by one integer.

Two sections of a 7400 quad NAND are used to accomplish this magic. A decimal-to-BCD diode matrix with an offset of +3 is used in conjunction with a second matrix with offset of +2. The proper matrix

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input range</th>
<th>Switch readings</th>
<th>Counter readings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19-20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-22</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

fig. 3. Local-oscillator block diagram.
Returning now to the counters, a high-speed 74196/8290 is used as a divide-by-10 prescaler to get the signal into TTL frequency range. This unit has a typical toggle frequency of 75 MHz and handles the 56-MHz maximum input with little effort. The programmable counters, 74192s, are preset by their respective diode matrices. Both are operated in the countdown mode and are cascaded and loaded through the borrow outputs.

Counter operation is as follows: The \( C_0 \) output of the 74196/8290, pin 2, goes high once every ten input pulses from the vco. Each output pulse causes the units 74192 to count down by one count. When the count reaches zero, the borrow output goes low between pulses and causes the tens 74192 to count down by one count. It, too, generates a borrow pulse after reaching zero, and it is this pulse that’s used to reset the system. The borrow pulse from the tens counter is used to load the preset number into each counter.

As an example of operation, suppose the thumbwheel switches are set to 08 (8-9 MHz range). The units counter will be preset to a count of 7 (8-1) and the tens counter to 3 (0+3). Following a reset pulse, the units counter will count down one count every 100 vco cycles. Each of these borrow pulses causes the tens counter to count down by one count from its preset of 3 and to generate its own borrow pulse after 70 + 100 + 100 + 100 vco cycles. The tens counter borrow and reset pulse thus occurs 370 vco cycles after the first reset and then immediately resets the counters again.

The tens counter borrow output frequency is equal to

Looking down on the XPL converter. Components and wiring are shown on top of the chassis.

is chosen by clamping diodes from the two 7400 outputs. If a units 9 is present, the 9 bus is high and the 9 bus is low. Under this condition, the +3 matrix diodes are clamped low, and the +2 matrix diodes are released. For units digits other than 9, the situation is reversed.

Those familiar with counter techniques may immediately conclude that this is the long way around the barn, and so it is. A simpler solution to the translation would be to use a precounter set to 29 to delay activation of the programmable counters until the first 29 counts have passed. However, this requires two more counter chips, involves a clock gate, and is more difficult to troubleshoot if problems develop. The approach shown was devised with the less-experienced builder in mind, since troubleshooting of the diode matrices can be done with a vtm.
to the vco frequency divided by \((10xU + 100xT)\), where \(U\) and \(T\) are the units and tens presets respectively (7 and 3 in our example).

The tens-counter borrow output is also used to feed the phase comparator so that the vco frequency is locked to \(10x7 + 100x3 = 370\) times the reference frequency of 100 kHz. The vco is thus locked at 37 MHz, which is the required local-oscillator injection frequency for receiving 8 MHz with a 29-MHz i-f.

Resistor values shown for the diode matrices are fairly critical. Germanium diodes would provide more margin, but the circuit works well as shown. If the same nominal values are used, no problems should be experienced. Power for the counters and translators is provided by still another 5-volt regulator. This system draws several hundred milliamperes and may need a regulator heat sink.

**mixer**

A dual-gate, diode-protected mosfet is used for the mixer (fig. 7). The 40673 has good intermodulation characteristics and is simple to use. Output from the drain is taken through an output transformer, broadly resonant at 28.5 MHz, which provides a low impedance output to the receiver. This stage is powered directly from the 9-volt power supply, since decoupling is not a problem. An output switch pole allows the receiver input to be connected to the converter or to a high-frequency antenna. A second pole is used to ground the high-frequency antenna to minimize pickup when the XPL Converter is in use.

**power supply**

All operating power for the XPL is derived from a 12-volt transformer and bridge rectifier at about 10 volts (fig. 8). A 2N3055 is used as an active filter to reduce ripple. This transistor is much larger than required, but it’s cheap, readily available, and needs no heatsink. If the 9-volt rail is not reasonably clean, the received signal may be hum modulated. Ac input is switched by a third pole of the IN-OUT switch, and a pair of 0.02 \(\mu F\) capacitors are used for line bypassing. Note that these capacitors should have 600-volt ratings.

**construction**

Each circuit section was built on a separate printed-circuit board for easy testing and debugging. There’s no real need to do this, however, and a single PC board might be easier to handle mechanically. The layout shown is also more compact than necessary. The entire unit could be built on perf board if generous ground conductors are used.

Coax cable should not be used for interconnecting circuits except for the vco output to the mixer, mixer output to the receiver, and input from the hf antenna. Other leads should be run in twisted pairs of no. 22-26 (0.6-0.4mm) hookup wire to minimize shunt capacitive loading on the TTL gates and to reduce inductive pickup in the phase-comparator circuitry. Coax cable should not be used in the input circuit, since the high capacitance of this cable could appreciably decrease the tuning range.

The 28.5-MHz output coil was a junk-box relic of unknown parentage. Any coil with a turns ratio of about 5:1 with a slug capable of resonating at 28.5 MHz will do. An inductance of about 3 \(\mu H\) is required.

Most of the parts for the XPL are available from surplus houses or other ham radio and QST advertisers. The MC4044P, MC1648L, and MV1401, however, will probably have to be ordered from a franchised Motorola distributor. Total cost is about $20 for these items.

The individual regulators were Motorola types, but various National LM-series are equally satisfactory and widely available. The 2N4403 transistor can be
replaced with almost any high-frequency pnp transistor. Similarly, the 2N5457 can be replaced by other N-channel jfet devices, such as the MPF102 series.

All signal diodes should be 1N4148/1N914 or similar silicon computer diodes. As mentioned earlier, germanium diodes can be used in the diode matrices if desired. Power diodes are low voltage, plastic-lead-mounted types.

Capacitors can be ceramic units except for the antenna input capacitor (560 pF) and the vco 1500-pF capacitors which should be of low-loss polystyrene or mica construction.

**adjustments and troubleshooting**

The power supply forms a logical first item if the XPL is built in steps. Output voltage must be at least
7 volts to allow the individual regulators their required 2-volt input margin over 5-volt regulated output voltage. Frequency calibration of the reference oscillator can be done by zero beating with WWV or with WCFL, Chicago, on 1000 kHz. The vco should be checked for range by coupling a grid-dip oscillator to the toroidal coil. An input of 0.5 to 3.5-volts positive, derived from a separate source, should drive the vco from 25 to 60 MHz or so. If the frequency range is off, toroid turns may be trimmed or the 1500-pF capacitor value changed to suit. Input-coil slugs should be adjusted to allow coverage of all input frequencies with a bit of overlap.

Operation of the translators can be checked with a vtvm. Logic zero must be 0.8 volt or less, and logic 1 must be 2.4 volts or more — standard TTL levels. Preset counter operation can be checked with a triggered oscilloscope and a low capacitance (10X) probe. The 74196 output pulses will be visible on most inexpensive scopes.

operation

For best results, a good antenna system should be used with the XPL. One of the best is an 80-meter inverted V or dipole with open-wire feeders. Except for those few frequencies at which the antenna happens to be an odd number of quarter wavelengths long, its impedance will be quite high. Thus, the high capacitance of a grounded coax antenna feeder would result in serious signal attenuation. A simple long-wire antenna can be used if the end is brought directly to the XPL input terminals. If a separate antenna system isn’t available, any ungrounded antenna feeder system can be used by connecting either lead to the A1 antenna terminal. Terminal A2 should be grounded for single ended inputs.

The input circuit should be calibrated at least roughly so you can be sure the desired signal is being peaked. The input circuit provides the only rejection for 10-meter signals present on the antenna. Above about 15 MHz, this rejection may be inadequate to prevent strong 10-meter signals from coming directly through the mixer to the i-f. A resonant trap or a loosely coupled input circuit can be added if this problem proves troublesome. A balanced mixer would reduce the feedthrough, but the added complication seemed unnecessary. I suggest this as an alternative approach for those interested in experimentation.

final remarks

The XPL Converter has been fun to use. Broadcast stations pop up exactly where they are supposed to be. The Selected Cities Weather Summary, broadcast from Miami on RTTY has been interesting to print and peruse. WWV is available on all frequencies for calibration or a check on propagation conditions.

Aviation weather and general information is broadcast on the local low-frequency range station. Every international shortwave band can be received. International air-route traffic control from Miami and New York can also be monitored. And, near the top end, you can even listen to CB operations.
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This one’s for you.

Because you asked for it... we built it. The all-new JR. MONITOR™ Antenna Tuner.

Call it what you will - antenna tuner, matchbox, or matching network, the JR. MONITOR™ has it all wrapped up in one neat 5¼”Wx2¾”Hx6”D all metal cabinet.

Here are the features you said you wanted:

With so many special features - think of the unlimited possibilities you'll have for experimenting with dozens of antennas! For instance, the DenTron All Band Doublet fed with balanced feed line hooked to the JR. MONITOR™ covers 1.8-30 MHz in one antenna... or try this mobile suggestion: 108" mobile whip fed with coax to the JR. MONITOR™ located under the dash will give you 10-40 meter mobile coverage and no coils to change!

It's easy to understand the excitement the JR. MONITOR™ has created. Wherever you are - home, boat, car, plane, or campsite you'll always be in contact. It's a fun little tuner that easily fits in a briefcase or coat pocket - but why would anyone want to smuggle it into their radio room?

JR. MONITOR™ $79.50
ALL BAND DOUBLET $24.50

DenTron
Radio Co., Inc
2100 Enterprise Pkwy.,
 Twinsburg, Ohio 44087
(216) 425-3173
RTTY Can Be Easy!

Have You Wondered . . .
What Owning a RTTY Station Would be Like?

Have You Thought . . .
About Finding Out but Didn't Know Who to Ask?

ASK THE GUYS AT HAL!

Our sales and service staff will be happy to assist you in your choice of RTTY equipment, answer questions about RTTY, and provide assistance if problems do arise. In addition, all HAL amateur RTTY equipment manuals can be purchased for $10.00 each for an advance look (applicable to future purchase of that unit).

Answers to common RTTY questions are featured in the center fold of our new amateur radio catalog. Such questions as "What do I need?" "How do I hook it up?", and "What frequencies do I use?" are discussed. Technical points concerning RTTY pulses, FSK and AFSK, and high-tones vs low-tones are covered.

Write today for HAL's new catalog and RTTY guide and discover how much fun RTTY can be.

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Box 365
Urbana, Illinois 61801
217-367-7373

For our European customers see HAL equipment at:
Reber & Co. Hannover
IEC Interlakes, Boscarne
Pometek Systems, Hunder, Sweden
Radio Shack of London
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A Component System for RTTY

Active amateur, short wave listener, beginner, or old-timer—you'll enjoy RTTY with the HAL component system. Shown above are our ST-5000 Demodulator, RVD-1005 Visual Display Unit, and DKB-2010 Dual-mode Keyboard. The RVD-1005 is a time-proven display generator that converts BAUDOT coded RTTY pulses into a video display. It receives the 4 standard RTTY speeds (60, 66, 75, and 100 words per minute) and generates a 25 line, 40 characters per line display. The low-bandwidth video output can drive either a TV monitor or a modified TV Set (power transformer and video connection required). The DKB-2010 will transmit these same four RTTY speeds as well as MORSE code at 8 to 60 wpm. The DKB also features N-key rollover, adjustable CW weight, HERE IS message, and internal CW side-tone oscillator. The 3-key standard buffer can be extended to 128 keys with the EMO-128 buffer option. The ST-5000 is the newest of HAL's line of RTTY equipment, offering 2-shift operation with high-performance active filter circuitry. It also has built-in AFSK oscillator and loop supply and can be factory tuned for either the "High" or "Low" frequency tone pairs. Autostart and printer control circuitry make the ST-5000 ideal for both electronic and mechanical RTTY terminals. For a high-performance and cost-effective RTTY station, the RVD-1005/DKB-2010/ST-5000 combination is hard to beat!

ST-5000
- 170 and 850 Hz Shift
- Low or High Tones
- Integral Tone Keyer
- Active Filters
- Autostart
- Meter Tuning Indicator
- Internal Loop Supply
- Attractive, Small Cabinet
- High-gain, Wide-bandwidth Limiter
- For either HF or VHF operation
- 120/240V, 50/60 Hz Power

ST-5000 $275.00
(Specify High or Low Tones)

RVD-1005
- 4 RTTY Speeds (60, 66, 75, 100 wpm)
- Crystal Controlled
- BAUDOT RTTY Code
- Unshift-on-Space
- Loop or RS-232 Input
- 40 Character Lines
- 25 Line Display
- Table or Rack Cabinet
- Use with modified TV Set
- 120/240V, 50/60 Hz Power

RVD-1005 $395.00
(Specify Table or Rack Cabinet)

RVD-2110 Quasar TV $150.00
(Shown above)

DKB-2010
- BAUDOT RTTY & Morse Codes
- 4 RTTY Speeds (60, 66, 75, 100 wpm)
- Crystal Controlled
- 8 to 60 wpm Morse Code
- Programmable HERE IS message
- N-Key Rollover
- 3-Key Buffer Standard
- Quick Brown Fox test message
- Automatic FIGS/LTRS for RTTY
- Internal CW Sidetone Oscillator
- 120/240V, 50/60 Hz Power

DKB-2010 $395.00
(Specify HERE IS message)

EMO-128 Buffer Option $85.00

Write for our new catalog and RTTY guide.

HAL COMMUNICATIONS CORP.
Box 365
Urbana, Illinois 61801
217-367-7373

For our European customers see HAL equipment at:
- Richter & Co., Hannover
- I.E.C. Interelco, Besançon
- Prometic Systems, Halden, Sweden
- Radio Shack of London

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 150
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short circuit

RTTY time/date printout

An important point was missed in Table 1 of the RTTY printout article which appeared in June, 1976, ham radio. Pin 4 of U15 should not be grounded but should have the appropriate BCD information for the tens of minutes digit.

As shown, the ten, minutes digit will only display up to 39 minutes instead of 59 minutes. In Fig. 4A, pins 6 and 7 of the 7490s must be grounded; otherwise the circuit will only print the 19th as the date.

Advancing the date by moving the clock is a very tedious process. Over-shooting will mean doing the entire thirty days over again. The diagram below shows a circuit that will permit you to advance the date by one day with the flip of the switch. When the date resets at the end of the month, flipping the switch will advance the digital clock a complete 24-hour period. Note that this advance circuit is designed to work with a low input so the date advance must be done before 2000 hours.

direct output synthesizer for two meters

In Fig. 4 of the direct output synthesizer in August, 1977, ham radio, the lines connected to pins 10 and 8 of U3C have been transposed. For correct operation, pin 10 is connected to the pin 9s of the 74161s, and pin 8 of U3C is connected to pin 1 of U2B. On U1, pin 2 is the input from U3D and pin 1 should be connected to the junction of the 100 and 360 ohm resistors. U1 may exhibit some temperature and voltage sensitivity at times causing the divide-by-21 function to become a divide-by-22. This problem can be cured by either of two methods: putting a 330 pF capacitor from pin 2 of U1 to ground or replacing U3 with a 74L00 instead of the 7400. U8 is a 7483, not a 7473.

In Fig. 6, the 0.1 µF capacitor connected to pin 2 of U18 should be a 0.01 µF disc capacitor. Also, the 40k-ohm resistor on the output of U18B should be 10k.

serial converter for 8-level teleprinters

The serial converter in August, 1977, ham radio, uses a 74121 for U16, not a 7474.

Equation 8 in the pi network design article, September, 1977, ham radio, should not have the radical sign on the right hand side of the expression; it should read

$$R1 \text{ (at minimum point of } X_C \text{ curve)} = R_{1B} = \frac{2X_L^2}{R_2} \quad (8)$$

Also, eq. 12 should read as follows:

$$X_L = (R_1 + R_2) \frac{Q_0^2 + \sqrt{Q_0^2 - (Q_0^2 + 4) \left(\frac{R_2 - R_1}{R_1 + R_2}\right)^2}}{Q_0^2 + 4} \quad (12)$$

audio frequency speech processing

The circuit board layout for the audio speech processor in August, 1977, ham radio was missing several connections. The diagram above shows the correct circuit board layout. The output is taken from the center of R13 and not as shown in Fig. 5 in the article. The numbering for the pins of the ICs in the schematic diagram should be changed to correspond with the 8-pin mini DIPs used on the finished board.

phasing-type single-signal detector

In Fig. 2, page 72 of October, 1976, ham radio, the two 180-ohm resistors should be connected between gate 2 and the source of the dual-gate mosfet as shown below. Also, gate number 1 is not connected to the source.
spectrum analyzer

There are several errors in the spectrum analyzer construction article which appeared in the June, 1977, issue. The 75.1 ohm resistor in the rf attenuator should be 71.5 ohms; the six 69.1 ohm resistors should be 61.9 ohms (fig. 10). The i-f attenuator should have three, not two, 20 dB sections (like the rf attenuator).

The mixer diodes used by the author are Hewlett-Packard part number 5082-2900; most any hot-carrier diodes should work if they are all the same type.

The crystal in the second local oscillator is 150 MHz ± 2 MHz; the crystal in the third local oscillator is 39.3 ± 1 MHz. The 10k resistor associated with CR401 should go to switch S601A, the 250 kHz position; the same for the 10k resistor associated with the second crystal filter, Y401 (fig. 11). The 2.4k resistor in series with CR402 should go to switch S601A, the 10 kHz position. The coil located near CR403, and the switch contacts near R402, are parts of the same relay.

Large size Xerox copies of the top and bottom chassis photographs are available from ham radio, and will be sent to interested readers upon receipt of a self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Reducing IMD in high-frequency receivers

The 3-dB pad between the local oscillator input and the balanced mixer, in fig. 6 on page 30 of the March, 1977, issue of ham radio, should have the values transposed (the series resistor should be 18 ohms, the shunt resistor 300 ohms.)

Bandspreading techniques for resonant circuits

In eq. 19 on page 49 of the February, 1977, issue of ham radio, the term $C_r$ should not be included under the radical sign. The equation should read:

$$C_p = \frac{\sqrt{C_q + C_r^2}}{2V} - C_r$$
NOW.
Top-of-the-Line
Tri-Ex Towers
for HAM operators
at basic prices!

Now you can afford the best!
Free-standing or guyed,
Tri-Ex Towers stress quality.
All towers are hot dipped
galvanized after fabrication
for longer life. Each
series is specifically engi-
neered to HAM operator
requirements.

W Series
An aerodynamic tower
designed to hold 9 square
feet in a 50 mph wind. Six
models at different heights.

MW Series
Self-supporting when
attached at first section —
will hold normal Tri-Band
beam. Six models.

LM Series
A 'W' brace motorized tower.
Holds large antenna loads
up to 70 feet high.
Super buy.

TM Series
Features tubular construc-
tion for really big antenna
loads. Up to 100 feet.
Free-standing, with motors
to raise and lower.

THD Series
Very popular. Low Cost.
Holds Tri-Band antennas.
Eight models—all support 7
square feet of antenna
at full height in 70 mph
winds. Guyed.

Start with Top-of-the-Line
Tri-Ex Towers. At basic
prices. Write today, for your
best buy.

Tri-Ex®
TOWER
CORPORATION
7182 Rasmussen Ave.
Visalia, Calif. 93277

More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 150
WHERE RELIABILITY & ACCURACY COUNT

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTALS
70 KHz to 160 MHz

HOLDER TYPES

International Crystal Manufacturing Co., Inc. guarantees every crystal against defective materials and workmanship for an unlimited time, when used in equipment for which they were specifically made.

CRYSTAL TYPES

(GP) for "General Purpose" applications
(CS) for "Commercial" equipment
(HA) for "High Accuracy" close temperature tolerance requirements

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders.
WRITE FOR INFORMATION

INTERNATIONAL CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 North Lee, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
405/236-3741
simple formula for microstrip impedance

In many amateur vhf and uhf applications strip transmission lines etched on printed-circuit board are used for impedance matching and as components in tuned resonant circuits. Although several methods are available for calculating the characteristic impedance of microstrip transmission line, the formula derived by Sobol1 is the most popular. It has been widely publicized in Motorola Semiconductor's application notes and appeared recently in QST2. Sobol’s equation:

\[ Z_o = \frac{120\pi w}{\sqrt{\varepsilon_r w(1 + 1.735\varepsilon_r^{-0.0724} - \frac{0.0724}{w/h^{0.836}})}} \]

where \( w \) is strip width, \( h \) is the dielectric thickness, and \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative dielectric constant of the substrate.

Sobol’s equation gives \( Z_o \) as a function of microstrip geometry, but in practical applications you usually need to know what size microstrip is required for a given impedance. Since the equation can’t be solved directly for \( w/h \), an interactive trial-and-error solution is necessary. This can be done rather quickly with a high-speed computer, but an iterative solution with a programmable calculator such as the HP-25 may require a minute or more — an iterative solution which provided acceptable accuracy for most design work. This program begins at \( w/h = 1 \) and iterates out to the required value. Therefore, for low and high values of \( Z_o \) a solution requires considerable calculation time. To reduce calculation time I decided to see if I could develop a simple equation for an approximate value of \( w/h \) which could quantity \( (1.735\varepsilon_r^{-0.0724}w/h^{-0.836}) \) as \( K \), eq. 1 was rewritten as

\[ \frac{120\pi}{Z_o \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} h (1 + K)} = \frac{w}{h} + K \cdot \frac{w}{h} \]

All that remained was to find a value for \( K + w/h \) which satisfied varying values of \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( w/h \). After calculating several tables of values, it was ap-

parent that $K \cdot w/h = I$ would give the desired results. Substituting and re-arranging terms yielded the expression

$$\frac{w}{h} \approx \frac{120\pi}{Z_o \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} + \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

When this equation was plotted on graph paper and compared to a graph of Sobol’s equation, the similarity was much closer than I expected — the curve had essentially the correct shape, but all values were slightly larger than those given by Sobol’s formula. This was the desired result; rewriting the HP-25 program around eq. 3 considerably reduced calculation time.

Later it occurred to me that it might be possible to further factor eq. 3 to obtain a more accurate formula for microstrip impedance. After calculating numerous tables of $Z_o$ vs $w/h$ and $\varepsilon_r$, and inspecting the values, I found that the impedance of microstrip etched on a substrate with $\varepsilon_r > 4.0$ could be approximated within a few per cent by the following equations:

$$\frac{w}{h} \approx \frac{120\pi}{Z_o \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} + \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}} - 1$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

$$Z_o \approx \frac{120\pi}{\left(\frac{w}{h} + 1\right) \sqrt{\varepsilon_r} + \sqrt{\varepsilon_r}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

For microstrip etched on glass-epoxy circuit board ($\varepsilon_r = 4.8$), these equations can be reduced to

$$\frac{w}{h} \approx \frac{142.6}{Z_o} - 1 \quad Z_o \approx \frac{142.6}{\frac{w}{h} + 1}$$

For Teflon-fiberglass circuit board ($\varepsilon_r = 2.55$) the simplified expressions are

$$\frac{w}{h} \approx \frac{185.1}{Z_o} - 1 \quad Z_o \approx \frac{185.1}{\frac{w}{h} + 1}$$

The dielectric constant of Teflon-fiberglass is below the value recommended for these equations, but accuracy is still acceptable for many applications.

These formulas can be solved quickly by hand (or with a simple four-function calculator), and should be a big help to amateurs who want to design their own microstrip circuits. They can also be used to determine the approximate impedance of circuit traces for digital logic boards (for best results the $V_{cc}$ and ground lines for TTL should have low impedance).

The accuracy of these simplified equations is surprisingly good. As shown in fig. 1, for $w/h > 0.2$, the simplified formulas are within a few per cent of the impedance calculated with more accurate equations; this covers the microstrip impedance range most commonly used in radio communications work. With fiberglass-epoxy board the formulas are within about 1 ohm of the exact expression for all values of $Z_o$ below 60 ohms. The values for Teflon-fiberglass board are somewhat less accurate, but are still acceptable for most amateur work.

James R. Fisk, W1HR

improved (vfo) stability for the Atlas 180

Early versions of the Atlas 180 transceiver have exhibited poor vfo stability with a varying dc supply voltage. In some cases, the vfo will actually be frequency modulated at dc input voltages below 13 volts. Atlas owners can check for this condition by listening to a signal or the calibrator beat note and adjusting the dc supply from about 11.5 volts to 14.5 volts. A 500-milliampere supply is more than ample to operate the receiver. The test can also be made in the car by first setting up the beat note with the engine off and then starting the engine. After a few moments the battery system will come up to full-charge voltage of 14.5 volts. Any change in pitch during this time indicates poor vfo power supply regulation. The units in which this is most likely to occur are those which use a 10-volt regulator circuit consisting of a transistor with a 10-volt Zener on the base.

The solution to the problem is to remove the 27-ohm decoupling resistor (R401 in my Atlas 180) on the vfo board (PC-400), and replace it with a 78L08ACP low-power 8-volt regulator. The wire that previously connected to the 10-volt bus is then reconnected to the 13-volt bus. After making this change, retuning is unnecessary for dc inputs of 11.5 volts to 14.5 volts, and there are no reports of frequency modulation when operating mobile without the engine running. There is no other noticeable change in the operation of the vfo due to the 8-volt rather than 10-volt supply.

Dave Sargent, K6KLO
The TS-520S combines all of the fine, field-proven characteristics of the original TS-520 together with many of the ideas and suggestions for improvement from amateurs worldwide.

**FULL COVERAGE TRANSEIVER**
The TS-520S provides full coverage on all amateur bands from 1.8 to 29.7 MHz. Kenwood gives you 160 meter capability, WWV on 15.000 MHz., and an auxiliary band position for maximum flexibility. And with the addition of the TV-506 transverter, your TS-520S can cover 160 meters to 6 meters on SSB and CW.

**DIGITAL DISPLAY DG-5 (option)**
The Kenwood DG-5 provides easy, accurate readout of your operating frequency while transmitting and receiving.

**OUTSTANDING RECEIVER SENSITIVITY AND MINIMUM CROSS MODULATION**
The TS-520S incorporates a 3SK35 dual gate MOSFET for outstanding cross modulation and spurious response characteristics. The 3SK35 has a low noise figure (3.5 dB typ.) and high gain (18 dB typ.) for excellent sensitivity.

**NEW IMPROVED SPEECH PROCESSOR**
An audio compression amplifier gives you extra punch in the pile ups and when the going gets rough.

**VERNIER TUNING FOR FINAL PLATE CONTROL**
A vernier tuning mechanism allows easy and accurate adjustment of the plate control during tune-up.

**FINAL AMPLIFIER**
The TS-520S is completely solid state except for the driver (12B-7A) and the final tubes. Rather than substitute TV sweep tubes as final amplifier tubes in a state of the art amateur transceiver,
Kenwood has employed two husky S-2001A (equivalent to 6146B) tubes. These rugged, time-proven tubes are known for their long life and superb linearity.

**HIGHLY EFFECTIVE NOISE BLANKER**

An effective noise blanking circuit developed by Kenwood that virtually eliminates ignition noise is built into the TS-520S.

**RF ATTENUATOR**

The TS-520S has a built-in 20 dB attenuator that can be activated by a push button switch conveniently located on the front panel.

**PROVISION FOR EXTERNAL RECEIVER**

A special jack on the rear panel of the TS-520S provides receiver signals to an external receiver for increased station versatility. A switch on the rear panel determines the signal path - the receiver in the TS-820 or any external receiver.

The VFO-520 remote VFO matches the styling of the TS-520S and provides maximum operating flexibility on the band selected on your TS-520S.

The TS-520S is completely self-contained with a rugged AC power supply built-in. The addition of the DS-1A DC-DC converter (optional) allows for mobile operation of the TS-520S.

The TS-520S has 2 convenient RCA phono jacks on the rear panel for PHONE PATCH IN and PHONE PATCH OUT.

The CW-520 500 Hz filter can be easily installed and will provide improved operation on CW.

The AGC circuit has 3 positions (OFF, FAST, SLOW) to enable the TS-520S to be operated in the optimum condition at all times whether operating CW or SSB.

The TS-520S retains all of the features of the original TS-520 that made it tops in its class: RIT control, 8-pole crystal filter, Built-in 25 KHz calibrator, Front panel carrier level control, Semi-break-in CW with sidetone VOX/PTT/MOX + TUNE position for low power tune up + Built-in speaker + Built-in Cooling Fan + Provisions for 4 fixed frequency channels + Heater switch.

---

**TS-520 Specifications**

**Amateur Bands:** 160-10 meters plus WWV (receive only)

- **Modes:** USB, LSB, CW
- **Antenna Impedance:** 50.75 Ohms
- **Frequency Stability:** Within ±1 kHz during one hour after one minute of warm up, and within 100 kHz during any 30 minute period thereafter

**Tubes & Semiconductors:**
- **Tubes:** 3 (S2001A x 2, 12BY7A)
- **Transistors:** 52
- **FETs:** 19
- **Diodes:** 101

**Power Requirements:** 120/220 V, AC, 50/60 Hz, 12.8 V DC (with optional DS-1A)

**Power Consumption:**
- 280 Watts (Transmit)
- 26 Watts (Receive)
- 100 Watts (with heater off)

**Dimensions:** 333 (13¼) W x 153 (6) H x 355 (13-3/16) D (mm/inch)

**Weight:** 16.0 kg (35.2 lbs)

**TRANSMITTER**

- **RF Input Power:** SSB: 200 Watts
- **PEP CW:** 160 Watts DC
- **Carrier Suppression:** Better than -40 dB
- **Sideband Suppression:** Better than -50 dB
- **Spurious Radiation:** Better than -40 dB
- **Microphone Impedance:** 50k Ohms
- **AF Response:** 400 to 2,600 Hz

**RECEIVER**

- **Sensitivity:** 0.25 uV for 10 dB
- **Selectivity:** SSB: 2.4 kHz; CW: 4.4 kHz
- **Selectivity:** CW: 0.5 kHz; SSB: 6 dB
- **Selectivity:** CW: 0.5 kHz; SSB: 6 dB
- **Selectivity:** CW: 0.5 kHz; SSB: 6 dB
- **Input Impedance:** 50k Ohms
- **AF Output Power:** 1.0 Watt (8 Ohm load, with less than 10% distortion)

**AF Output Impedance:** 4 to 16 Ohms

**DG-5 Specifications**

- **Measuring Range:** 100 Hz to 40 MHz
- **Input Impedance:** 5 k Ohms
- **Gate Time:** 0.1 Sec.
- **Input Sensitivity:** 100 Hz to 40 MHz...

**Dimensions:** 430 (17/16) W x 268 (10/16) D (mm/inch)

**Weight:** 1.3 kg (2.9 lbs)

---

**DG-5 Connections**

- **Phone patch connections**
- **Receive antenna switch**
- **120V/220V switch**

**DG-5**

The beauty of digital reading is available on the TS-520S by connecting the DG-5 remote (option). This makes just the averagereadout circuit the counter, plus the carrier, VFO, and harmonic frequencies to give you your exact frequency. This hand-held digital accessory can be set almost anywhere in your shack for easy recall operation - or set it on the dashboard during mobile operation for easy, convenient reading. Six bold digits display your operating frequency while you transmit and receive. Complete with 80 display field switch for frequency memory and 2 position intensity selector. The DG-5 can also be used as a normal frequency counter up to 40 MHz at the touch of a switch (input cable provided).

**NOTE:** TS-520 owners can use the DG-5 with a DG-520 adapter kit.
TS-820S
WITH DIGITAL FREQUENCY DISPLAY

We told you that the TS-820 would be best. In little more than a year our promise has become a fact. Now, in response to hundreds of requests from amateurs, Kenwood offers the TS-820S*. . . . the same superb transceiver, but with the digital readout factory installed. As an owner of this beautiful rig, you will have at your fingertips the combination of controls and features that even under the toughest operating conditions make the TS-820S the Pacesetter that it is.

Following are a few of the TS-820S' many exciting features.

PLL - The TS-820S employs the latest phase lock loop circuitry. The single conversion receiver section performance offers superb protection against unwanted cross-modulation. And now PLL allows the frequency to remain the same when switching sidebands (USB, LSB, CW) and eliminates having to recalibrate each time.

DIGITAL READOUT - The digital counter display is employed as an integral part of the VFO readout system. Counter mixes the carrier VFO, and first heterodyne frequencies to give exact frequency. Figures the frequency down to 10 Hz and digital display reads out to 100 Hz. Both receive and transmit frequencies are displayed in easy to read, Kenwood Blue digits.

SPEECH PROCESSOR - An RF circuit provides quick time constant compression using a true RF compressor as opposed to an AF clipper. Amount of compression is adjustable to the desired level by a convenient front panel control.

IF SHIFT - The IF SHIFT control varies the IF passband without changing the receive frequency. Enables the operator to eliminate unwanted signals by moving them out of the passband of the receiver. This feature alone makes the TS-820S a pacesetter.

*The TS-820 and DG-1 are still available separately.
Experience the excitement of 6 meters. The TS-600 all mode transceiver lets you experience the fun of 6 meter band openings. This 10 watt solid state rig covers 50.0-54.0 MHz. The VFO tunes the band in 1 MHz segments. It also has provisions for fixed frequency operation on NETS or to listen for beacons. State of the art features such as an effective noise blanker and the RIT (Receiver Incremental Tuning) circuit make the TS-600 another Kenwood "Pacesetter".

Experience the luxury of 450 MHz at an economical price. The TR-8300 offers high quality and superb performance as a result of many years of improving VHF/UHF design techniques. The transceiver is capable of F3 emission on 23 crystal-controlled channels (3 supplied). The transmitter output is 10 watts. The TR-8300 incorporates a 5 section helical resonator and a two-pole crystal filter in the IF section of the receiver for improved intermodulation characteristics. Receiver sensitivity, spurious response, and temperature characteristics are excellent.
Check out the new "built-ins":
digital readout, receiver pre-amp,
VOX, semi-break in, and CW sidetone.
Of course, it's still all mode, 144-148 MHz and VFO controlled.

Features: Digital readout with "Kenwood Blue" digits •
High gain receiver pre-amp • 1 watt lower power switch •
Built in VOX • Semi-break in on CW • CW sidetone •
Operates all modes: SSB (upper & lower), FM, AM and CW
• Completely solid state circuitry provides stable, long lasting, trouble-free operation •
AC and DC capability (operate from your car, boat, or as a base station through its built-in power supply) •
4 MHz band coverage (144 to 148 MHz) •
Automatically switches transmit frequency 600 KHz for repeater operation. Simply dial in your frequency and the radio does the rest... simplex, repeater, reverse •
Or accomplish the same by plugging a single crystal into one of the 11 crystal positions for your favorite channel •
Transmit/Receive capability on 44 channels with 11 crystals.

VFO-700S

Handsomely styled and a perfect companion to the TS-700S. This unit provides you with the extra versatility and the luxury of having a second VFO in your shack. Great for split frequency operation and for tuning off frequency to check the band. The function switch on the VFO-700S selects the VFO in use and the appropriate frequency is displayed on the digital readout in the TS-700S. In addition a momentary contact "frequency check" switch allows you to spot check the frequency of the VFO not in use.
Features Kenwood's unique Continuous Tone Coded Squelch system, 4 MHz band coverage, 25 watt output and fully synthesized 800 channel operation. This compact package gives you the kind of performance specifications you've always wanted in a 2-meter amateur rig.

Outstanding sensitivity, large-sized helical resonators with High Q to minimize undesirable out-of-band interference, and give a 2-pole 10.7 MHz monolithic crystal filter combine to give your TR-7400A outstanding receiver performance. Intermodulation characteristics (Better than 66dB), spurious (Better than -60dB), image rejection (Better than -70dB), and a versatile squelch system make the TR-7400A tops in its class.

Shown with the PS-8 power supply
(Active filters and Tone Burst Modules optional)

TR-7400A

TR-7500

This 100 channel PLL synthesized 146-148 MHz transceiver comes with 88 pre-programmed channels for use on all standard repeater frequencies (as per ARRL Band Plan) and most simplex channels. For added flexibility, there are 6 diode-programmable switch positions. The 15 KHz shift function makes these 6 positions into 12 channels. 10 watt output, ±600 KHz offset and LED digital frequency display are just a few of the many fine features of the TR-7500. The PS-6 is the handsomely styled, matching power supply for the TR-7500. Its 3.5 amp current capacity and built-in speaker make it the perfect companion for home use of the TR-7500.

TR-2200A

The high performance portable 2-meter FM transceiver. 146-148 MHz, 12 channels (6 supplied), 2 watts or 400 mW RF output. Everything you need is included: Ni-Cad battery pack, charger, carrying case and microphone.
Kenwood developed the T-599D transmitter and R-599D receiver for the most discriminating amateur. The R-599D is the most complete receiver ever offered. It is entirely solid-state, superbly reliable and compact. It covers the full amateur band, 10 through 160 meters, CW, LSB, USB, AM and FM.

The T-599D is solid-state with the exception of only three tubes, has built-in power supply and full metering. It operates CW, LSB, USB and AM and, of course, is a perfect match to the R-599D receiver.

If you have never considered the advantages of operating a receiver/transmitter combination...maybe you should. Because of the larger number of controls and dual VFOs the combination offers flexibility impossible to duplicate with a transceiver.

Compare the specs of the R-599D and the T-599D with any other brand. Remember, the R-599D is all solid state (and includes four filters). Your choice will obviously be the Kenwood.

---

R-599D  T-599D

R-300

Dependable operation, superior specifications and excellent features make the R-300 an unexcelled value for the shortwave listener. It offers full band coverage with a frequency range of 170 KHz to 30.0 MHz • Receives AM, SSB and CW • Features large, easy to read drum dials with fast smooth dial action • Band spread is calibrated for the 10 foreign broadcast bands, easily tuned with the use of a built-in 500 KHz calibrator • Automatic noise limiter • 3-way power supply system (AC/ Batteries/ External DC) • take it anywhere • Automatically switches to battery power in the event of AC power failure.
Fine equipment that belongs in every well equipped station

HF LINES
820 Series
TS-820S ... TS-820 with Digital Installed
TS-820 ... 10-160 M Deluxe Transceiver
DG-1 ... Digital Frequency Display for TS-820
VFO-820 ... Deluxe Remote VFO for TS-820/820S
CW-820 ... 500 Hz CW Filter for TS-820/820S
DS-1A ... DC-DC Converter for 520/820 Series
520 Series
TS-520S ... 160-10 M Transceiver
DG-6 ... Digital Frequency Display for TS-520 Series
VFO-520 ... Remote VFO for TS-520 and TS-520S
SP-520 ... External Speaker for 520/820 Series
CW-520 ... 500 Hz CW Filter for TS-520/520S
DK-520 ... Digital Adaptor Kit for TS-520
599D Series
R-599D ... 160-10 M Solid State Receiver
T-599D ... 80-10 M Matching Transmitter
S-599 ... External Speaker for 599D Series

SHORT WAVE LISTENING
R-300 General Coverage SWL Receiver

VHF LINES
TS-600 ... 6 M All Mode Transceiver
TS-700S ... 2 M All Mode Digital Transceiver
VFO-700S ... Remote VFO for TS-700S
SP-70 ... Matching Speaker for TS-600 / 700 Series
TR-2200A ... 2 M Portable FM Transceiver
TR-7400A ... 2 M Synthesized Deluxe FM Transceiver
TR-7500 ... 100 Channel Synthesized Transceiver
TR-8300 ... 70 CM FM Transceiver (450 MHz)
TV-506 ... 6 M Transverter for 520/820/599 Series

MORE ACCESSORIES:
Description
Rubber Helical Antenna
Telescoping Whip Antenna
Ni-Cad Battery Pack (set)
4 Pin Mic. Connector
Active Filter Elements
Tone Burst Modules
AC Cables
DC Cables
Model #
RA-1
T90-0082-05
PB-15
E07-0403-05
See Service Manual
See Service Manual
See Service Manual
See Service Manual
For use with
TR-2200A
TR-2200A
TR-2200A
All Models
TR-7400A
All Models
All Models

The Kenwood HS-4 headphone set adds versatility to any Kenwood station. For extended periods of wear, the HS-4 is comfortably padded and is completely adjustable. The frequency response of the HS-4 is tailored specifically for amateur communication use. (300 to 3000 Hz, 8 ohms).

The MC-50 dynamic microphone has been designed expressly for amateur radio operation as a splendid addition to any Kenwood shack. Complete with PTT and LOCK switches, and a microphone plug for instant hook-up to any Kenwood rig. Easily converted to high or low impedance. (600 or 50k ohm).

TRIO-KENWOOD COMMUNICATIONS INC.
1111 WEST WALNUT/COMPTON, CA 90220
MAKE CW MORE ENJOYABLE

MVD-1000 MORSE VIDEO DISPLAY
- Enjoy Morse Code copy on your TV screen
- Displays letters, numbers, and punctuation
- 16 lines of 32 characters per page
- 2 page display with Recall feature
- Automatic scrolling
- Automatic or Manual speed control
- Copy Morse Code from 6-60 WPM
- Easily connects between receiver and TV set

ONLY $350

MK-1 REPROMGRAMMABLE MEMORY KEYER
- Stores up to 100 characters
- Iambic keying, dot, dash memories
- Dual keyed outputs
- Operates on 120 VAC or 12 VDC

ONLY $169.95

CMOS KEYER, ASSEMBLED PCB
ONLY $24.95

MORSE KEYBOARD COMING SOON
Wisconsin residents add 4% sales tax

787 BRIAR LANE, BELOIT, WISCONSIN 53511

K-ENTERPRISES

MODEL 4X6C
50HZ—250MHZ ........... $270.00

300 and 500 MHZ PRESCALERS
FREQUENCY STANDARDS
MARKER and PEAKING GENERATORS
POWER SUPPLIES AMPLIFIERS
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

K-ENTERPRISES
Box 410 (N.W. of town) FAIRLAND, OK 74343

Phone: 918-676-3752
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More Details? CHECK—OFF Page 150
Great gift ideas from Ham Radio's Bookstore

☐ 1978 ARRL RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
(AR-HB) $8.50

☐ AMATEUR SINGLE SIDEBAND
Originally published by Collins Radio Company, now issued in revised form. The bible of SSB, a complete intro to SSB and its equipment. Softbound.
(RS-RCH12) Only $29.95

☐ RADIO HANDBOOK
20th Edition
Famous communications handbook for engineers and Amateurs alike. How to design and build radio communications equipment and accessories.
Holiday Special! Save $2.00. (24032) Only $17.50

☐ 1978 US RADIO AMATEUR CALLBOOK
Brand new format! Calls in new boldface, large, easy to read type. Over 350,000 entries vs. 303,000 last year. Thousands of new hams and new 1X2 calls. Same price as before. (CB-US) Only $14.95
(Please include $1.50 shipping and handling)

☐ Two Volume 5th Edition RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK
Completely revised edition from the RSGB. One of the most thorough and handsome books in Amateur Radio. The perfect gift.
(AR-HB) $8.50

☐ Radio ATOMIC DXING
A nuclear DX'ing guide. Includes map. Softbound.
(RS-ATOMIC) $14.95

☐ TUNE IN THE WORLD WITH HAM RADIO
Tells you what Amateur Radio is, how to pass the Novice exam and set up your first station. Includes booklet, code cassette and map.
(AR-HR) $7.00

☐ THE FRENCH ATLANTIC AFFAIR
International suspense and romance in a dynamic novel where Amateur Radio is the hero. A real spellbinder!
(A-FAA) $10.95
(Much sex and violence; for mature readers only)

☐ OSCAR—AMATEUR RADIO SATELITES
The comprehensive book on Amateur satellites. Learn the principles, then examine OSCAR from concept to actual use. Softbound.
(RS-O) $8.50

☐ Ham Radio HORIZONS Magazine
☐ One Year...$10.00  ☐ Three Years...$24.00
(12 issues) (36 issues)

☐ Ham Radio Magazine
☐ 1 yr...$12.00  ☐ 2 yrs...$22.00  ☐ 3 yrs...$30.00
(12 issues) (24 issues) (36 issues)

☐ 80 METER DXing
A must for every DX'er. Foremost authority has compiled many of his secrets into this book. Meet this exciting challenge and get the most from your station.
(HR-80M) $4.50

*Please enclose names and addresses on all gift subscriptions.

Yes! Please enter my order as checked on the boxes by each book on this page.
Number of books checked _______ Total amount $ _______
☐ Check or money order enclosed
☐ Charge my Mastercharge
☐ Charge my VISA (BAC)

Acct. No. Exp. Interbank No.
Name
Address
City State Zip

Send to: Ham Radio's Bookstore GREENVILLE, NH 03048

or call TOLL FREE 800-258-5353
products

For literature on any of the new products, use our Check-Off service on page 150.

crystal filters

Sherwood Engineering has announced two new additions to their crystal filter line. As complements to the CF-600/6, the new CF-2.6K/8 or CF-2.3K/8 crystal filter sets will replace the normal 8-kHz wide first i-f filter in the Drake R-4C. Each set has two filters, USB and LSB, that must be switched for the correct sideband. The individual filters are 8-pole crystal-ladder filters.

The CF-2.6K/8 is a set of ssb-bandwidth filters that are approximately 200 Hz wider than the normal second i-f phone filter. This allows a limited amount of passband tuning, while still reducing the second i-f bandwidth from 32 kHz, at -60 dB, to approximately 4 kHz. The other phone filter pair is the CF-2.3K/8, which is slightly narrower (100 Hz nominally) than the second i-f filter. Having the new filter sharper than the normal filter produces the equivalent of a 2 to 2.1 kHz filter, with 16 poles distributed over two frequencies. The passband tuning is then used to align the center frequencies, of the two filters, for proper cascading. This narrow combination offers the ultimate in phone selectivity. The bandwidth using the CF-2.6K/8, with the normal phone filter, is 2.3 kHz, at -6 dB, and 3.1 kHz at -60 dB; the bandwidth for the CF-2.3K/8 is 2.1 kHz and 2.9 kHz, at the 6 and 60 dB points. The additional advantages gained by distributing selectivity over two i-f frequencies are: virtual elimination of the chance of overloading the second mixer, and elimination of off-frequency signals that leak around the normal second i-f filter.

In addition to offering the basic filters, Sherwood Engineering also sells switching kits for the first i-f filters. The simplest arrangement is for the operator who wants to switch only between the two ssb bandwidth filters (CF-2.3K/8 or CF-2.6K/8). Custom-designed kits are also available to permit switching of all first i-f filters, 8 kHz, 2.6/2.3 kHz, or 600 Hz. Prices for the new filters are $120. The basic switching kit is $29.00 with the cost increasing approximately $25.00 per additional filter switched. Exact price quotes are given based on an individual’s needs. For more information, contact Sherwood Engineering, Incorporated, 1268 South Ogden Street, Denver, Colorado 80210.

two-meter preamplifier

A new two-meter preamp has been introduced by Janel Labs. This preamp is specially designed to improve the sensitivity of transceivers and includes bypass circuitry for carrying transmit power through the unit. The preamp has a low noise figure, which gives excellent sensitivity for weak signals. An adjustable delay circuit (similar to that used in VOX circuits) allows for its use on all modes — fm, ssb, am and cw.

The gain of the QSA 5 has been optimized for transceivers. It has a 15-dB gain level, which is sufficient to improve the sensitivity as much as practical but low enough to avoid creating overload problems.

A front-panel switch on the QSA 5 disables the preamp from the antenna line. This switch allows you to reduce gain on local signals and also allows experimentation on weak signals. A LED pilot light indicates when the preamp is in the line. This same LED also indicates when transmit power is being sensed.

The QSA 5 preamp is available from Janel Laboratories, 3312 S.E. Van Buren Blvd., Corvallis, Oregon 97330. The QSA 5 is available from stock at $39.95 plus postage. A full one-year warranty is provided. Specifications are available upon request.

multiband antenna coils

(40 through 10 meters)

Microwave Filter Company announces a set of antenna coils that will convert an amateur antenna from a single-frequency band of limited operation to operation on all amateur hf bands (40-10 meters). Known as Reyco antenna coils, they are designed to shorten the overall physical length of an original single-frequency-band antenna. Model numbers are KW-40, 20, 15, and 10. Used in pairs, the model KW-40 coils will give flexibility of operation on all five hf amateur bands. Ideal performance is obtained by using all four coil pairs (KW-40 through KW-10).

In today’s crowded apartment and suburban communities, the shortened antenna using Reyco multiband coils provides flexibility in minimum space. For additional information, write Microwave Filter Company, 6743 Kinne Street, East Syracuse, New York 13057.
The Feather Touch
Ke yer
$69.95

No moving parts! The Kantronics Feather Touch Keyer responds to the lightest touch. No more slapping or slaking! No moving parts also means the end of adjusting and readjusting before each QSO.

The Feather Touch sends self-completing dots and dashes, adjustable from 7½ WPM, and gives you a great feel on the air. Attractive design and compact size make the Feather Touch a professional addition to the sharpest ham station. Design features keep the keyer from creeping away as you send.

This battery powered unit is great for portable use or home operation with the aid of any DC power supply from 5-15 volts. Pick up a motionless keyer today!

Magnetic Mount

The Kantronics Mobile 2 Antenna offers a reasonable alternative to the high priced VHF antenna! The Mobile 2 is a high-quality, quarter-wavelength antenna that is quickly installed.

Choose between magnetic or trunk mounting bases. Both include 18 feet of RG-58/U coax cable and standard PL-259 connector. Specify 147 MHz or 220 MHz whip and coil assembly.

All these features... for a low, low price!

Trunk Mount

The Notcher CW Filter
$34.95

Make your CW receiver selectivity razor sharp with the Kantronics Notcher Audio CW Filter. This filter makes sense out of the biggest pileups! The Notcher funnels down to 150 Hz @ -3dB to separate signals that appeared to be on top of each other before.

Your Notcher will operate portable with a 9 volt internal battery, or from your 5-15 volt DC power supply.

Designed to look sharp too, the Notcher is one in a growing family of Kantronics quality products. Our quality is more than skin deep. One look inside will tell you the Notcher is built to perform!

The Standard Frequency Calibrator
$39.95

Kantronics frequency calibrator is The Standard. Advanced CMOS circuitry checks your frequency with crystal controlled accuracy. Zero beat your transmitter to The Standard at 50 Hz intervals.

No direct connections are needed, the unit transmits to your receiver. Internal jumpers adjust The Standard for a choice of 25 KHz, 50 KHz or 100 KHz intervals.

Powered by battery for portable operation, or 5-15 volt DC power supply. The Standard is a handsome station accessory that looks sharp, inside and out.

Be confident of your frequency.

The Kantronics Code Speed-Building Kit offers perfect computer generated code. Code is sent to exact Morse specifications as used by the FCC. Choose 5, 7½, 10, 13, 16 or 20 words per minute tapes. Oscillator and brass key included.

KANTRONICS
The Lightweight Champs.
1202 East 23rd Street
Lawrence, Kansas 66044

Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Card No.
Expires

- Code Kit with WPM tape - $19.95
- Notcher - $34.95
- Feather Touch - $69.95
- Mobile 2 Trunk - $6.95
- The Standard - $39.95
- Mobile 2 Magnetic - $14.95
- Whip and Coll - $4.95

KS & MO add 3½% sales tax

Master Charge, Visa, check or money orders only!

(913) 842-7745
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Features:

- Custom computer grade components, capacitors, and tube sockets manufactured especially for high power use—large duty 10kw silver plated ceramic band switches
- Silver plated copper tubing tank coil
- 4" easy to read meters—measure plate current, high voltage, grid current, and output
- Continuous duty power supply built in—State of the art zone diode standby and operating bias provides reduced idling current and greater output efficiency
- Built in hum free DC heavy duty antenna change-over relays
- AC input 110v or 220v AC
- 50-60Hz Tuned input circuits
- ALC rear panel connections for ALC output to exciter and for relay control
- Double internal shielding of all RF enclosures
- Heavy duty chassis and cabinet construction and much, much more.

Specifications:

- Frequency: 1.8MHz-520MHz
- Range: 80MHz-600MHz
- C range: 140MHz-150MHz
- EXT range: 1.8MHz-520MHz
- (Need Selectivity: RF Input to Ext. Input
- (2) Output levels: More than 80db/500hm impedance
- Power Source: AC117v
- Dimensions: H:5", W:14" (260mm), D:7" (184mm)
- Weight: 90 lbs. Size: 9½" x 16" (w) x 15½" (d)
- Full band coverage 160-10 meters including marx.
- 2000 watts P.E.P. SSB input. 1000 watts input continuous duty, CW.
- RTTY & SSTV
- Two tubes: 3-500Z conservatively rated finals
- All major HV and other circuit components mounted on single G-10 glass plug in board. Have a service problem? (Very unlikely) Just unplug board and send to us.
- Heavy duty commercial grade quality and construction second to no other unit at any price!
- Weight: 90 lbs. Size: 9½" x 16" (w) x 15½" (d).
NEW! THE FUTURE NOW!

FM2015R

All Solid State-CMOS PLL digital synthesized - No Crystals to Buy! 5KHz steps - 144 - 149 MHz-LED digital readout PLUS MARS-CAP.*

- 5 MHz Band Coverage - 1000 Channels (instead of the usual 2MHz to 4MHz-400 to 800 Channels)
- 4 CHANNEL RAM IC MEMORY WITH SCANNING
- MULTIPLE FREQUENCY OFFSETS
- ELECTRONIC AUTO TUNING - TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE
- INTERNAL MULTIPURPOSE TONE OSCILLATOR
- RIT - DISCRIMINATOR METER - 15 Watts Output - Unequaled Receiver Sensitivity and Selectivity - 15 POLE FILTER, MONOLITHIC CRYSTAL FILTER AND AUTOMATIC TUNED RECEIVER FRONT END. COMPARE! Superior Engineering and Superior Commercial Avionics Grade Quality and Construction Second to None at ANY PRICE.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$399.00

Regulated AC/PS
Model FMPS-4R . . . 349.00

- FREQUENCY RANGE: Receive and Transmit 144.00 to 148.995 MHz. 5KHz steps (1000 channels) INCLUDING NEW BAND 144.5-146.5 MHz - MARS-CAP.*
- LED DIGITAL READOUT.
- 4 CHANNEL RAM SCANNER WITH IC MEMORY: Program any 4 frequencies and reprogram at any time using the front panel controls-scan all or part of the memory-search for occupied (closed) channel or vacant (open) channels. Internal Ni-Cad included to retain memory (no diode matrix to wire or change).
- MULTIPLE FREQUENCY OFFSETS: Three positions A,B,C, provided for installation of optional crystals: EXAMPLE - 1 MHz offset, Duplex Frequency Offset Built in - 600 Khz PLUS or MINUS 5 kHz steps, plus simplex, any frequency.
- INTERNAL MULTIPURPOSE TONE OSCILLATOR BUILT IN: 1750Hz tone burst for "whistle on operation" and sub-audible tone operation possible by simply adding a capacitor across the terminals provided: Internal 2 position switch for automatic and manual operation, tone burst or sub audible tone PL adjustable 50-203Hz (100 Hz provided).
- AIRCRAFT TYPE FREQUENCY SELECTOR: Large and small coaxially mounted knobs select 100KHz and 10KHz steps respectively. Switches click-stopped with a home position facilitate frequency changing without need to view LED's while driving and provides the sightless amateur with full Braille dial as standard equipment.
- FULL AUTOMATIC TUNING OF RECEIVER FRONT END AND TRANSMITTER CIRCuits: DC output of PLL fed to varactor diodes in all front end RF tuned circuits provides full sensitivity and optimum intermediate rejection over the entire band. APC (AUTOMATIC POWER CONTROL) - KHz RF output constant from band edge to band edge. NO OTHER AMATEUR UNIT AT ANY PRICE has these features which are found in only the most sophisticated and expensive aircraft and commercial transceivers.
- TRUE FM: Not phase modulation - for superb emphasized hi-fi audio quality second to none.
- RIT CONTROL: Used to improve clarity when contacting stations with off frequency carrier.
- MONITOR LAMPS: 2 Led's on front panel indicate (1) incoming signal-channel busy, and (2) Transmit
- MODULAR COMMERCIAL GRADE CONSTRUCTION: 6 Unitized modules eliminate stray coupling and facilitate ease of maintenance.
- ACCESSORY SOCKET: Fully wired for touch tone, phone patch, and other accessories. Internal switch connects receiver output to internal speaker when connector is not in use.
- MULTI-PURPOSE METER: Triple Function Meter Provides Discriminator Meter, "S" Reading on receive and Power Out on Transmit.
- RECEIVE: Better than .25uv sensitivity, 15 POLE FILTER as well as monolithic crystal filter and AUTOMATIC TUNED LC circuits provide superior skirt selectivity. COMPARE!
- HIGH/Low POWER OUTPUT: 15 watts and 1 watt, switch selected. Low power may be adjusted anywhere between 1 and 15 watts. Fully protected short or open SWR.
- OTHER FEATURES: Dynamic Microphone, Built-In Speaker, mobile mount, external 5 pin accessory jack, speaker jack, and much, much more. Size 2 3/4" x 2 3/4", all cords, plugs, fuses, microphone hanger, etc. included. Weight 5 lbs.

Manufactured by one of the world's most distinguished Avionics manufacturers, Kyokuto Denshi Kaisha, Ltd. First in the world with an all solid state 2 meter FM transceiver.

AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS
8817 S.W. 129th Terrace, Miami, Florida 33176
Telephone (305) 233-3631 . Telex: 61-5628
U.S. DISTRIBUTOR

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

PLEASE ORDER FROM YOUR LOCAL DEALER OR DIRECT IF UNAVAILABLE.
Plug it in like a key and send perfectly timed Morse code as easily as typing a letter. Sidetone and buffer register make it simple to send at the speed you select.

Available directly from the factory for only $225 plus postage & handling. Mastercharge or BankAmericard accepted. Call or write to order or request complete specifications and options.

QUALITY KENWOOD TRANSCEIVERS ... from KLAUS RADIO

The TS-820 is the rig that is the talk of the Ham Bands. Too many built-in features to list here. What a rig and only $830.00 ppd. in U.S.A. Many accessories are also available to increase your operating pleasure and station versatility.

TS-820S
160-10M TRANSCEIVER

Super 2-meter operating capability is yours with this ultimate design. Operates all modes: SSB (upper & lower), FM, AM and CW. 4 MHz coverage (144 to 148 MHz). The combination of this unit's many exciting features with the quality & reliability that is inherent in Kenwood equipment is yours for only $599.00 ppd. in U.S.A.

Guess which transceiver has made the Kenwood name near and dear to Amateur operators, probably more than any other piece of equipment? That's right, the TS-520. Reliability is the name of this rig in capital letters. 80 thru 10 meters with many, many built-in features for only $629.00 ppd. in U.S.A.

TS-520S
80-10M TRANSCEIVER

This brand new mobile transceiver (TR-7400A) with the astonishing price tag is causing quite a commotion. Two meters with 25W or 10W output (selectable), digital read-out, 144 through 148 MHz and 800 channels are some of the features that make this such a great buy at $399.00 ppd. in U.S.A.

Send SASE NOW for detailed info on these systems as well as on many other fine lines. Or, better still, visit our store Monday thru Friday from 8:00 a.m. thru 5:00 p.m. The Amateurs at Klaus Radio are here to assist you in the selection of the optimum unit to fulfill your needs.
All band operation (160-10 meters) with any random length of wire. 200 watt output power capability—will work with virtually any transceiver. Ideal for portable or home operation. Great for apartments and hotel rooms—simply run a wire inside, out a window, or anywhere available. Toroid inductor for small size: 4-1/4" X 2-3/8" X 3"). Built-in neon tune-up indicator. SO-239 connector. Attractive bronze finished enclosure.

**only $29.95**

**sst t-2 ULTRA TUNER**

Tunes out SWR on any coax fed antenna as well as random wires. Works great on all bands (160-10 meters) with any transceiver running up to 200 watts power output.

Increases usable bandwidth of any antenna. Tunes out SWR on mobile whips from inside your car.

Uses toroid inductor and specially made capacitors for small size: 5¼" x 2¼" x 2½". Rugged, yet compact. Attractive bronze finished enclosure. SO-239 coax connectors are used for transmitter input and coax fed antennas. Convenient binding posts are provided for random wire and ground connections.

**only $49.95**

**sst t-3 IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER**

Matches 52 ohm coax to the lower impedance of a mobile whip or vertical. 12 position switch with taps spread between 3 and 52 ohms. Broadband from 1-30 MHz. Will work with virtually any transceiver—300 watt output power capability. SO-239 connectors. Toroid inductor for small size: 2-3/4" X 2" X 2-1/4". Attractive bronze finish.

**only $19.95**

**GUARANTEE**

All SST products are guaranteed for 1 year. In addition, they may be returned within 10 days for a full refund (less shipping) if you are not satisfied for any reason. Please add $2 for shipping and handling. Calif. residents, please add sales tax. COD orders can be returned within 10 days for a full refund (less shipping) if you are not satisfied for any reason. Please add $2 for shipping and handling. Calif. residents, please add sales tax. COD orders must be OK by phone.

**ELECTRONICS**

P.O. BOX 1 LAWNDALE, CALIF. 90260 (213) 376-5887
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PARTS PANIC!!

Having parts problems such as Minimum Orders, Unanswered Letters, Uninterested Suppliers, Too Much Time at Flea Markets?

Let G. R. Whitehouse & Co., the New Parts Specialists solve your problems.

NOW IN STOCK
Transmitting Variables — Roller Inductors — Counter Dials
Air Wound Coils — Couplings — Knobs — Receiving Variables
Toroids — R.F. Chokes — Coil Forms and more
From
Millen - E. F. Johnson - Barker & Williamson - JW Miller - Hammarlund
Send First Class Stamp for Flyer
G. R. WHITEHOUSE & CO.
10 NEWBURY DRIVE, AMHERST, N. H. 03031
"The Parts Finders"

Clegg won't sell you a radio in a factory sealed carton!

When you purchase your YAESU, WILSON, KLM, DENTRON, HY-GAIN, ATLAS or other selected product from Clegg, please don't expect to receive it in a factory sealed carton. When we deliver any of these fine pieces of equipment to you, we want to be certain it meets or exceeds all the manufacturers specs. First of all, we want to warrant that it does; secondly—you're entitled to that extra assurance! We thoroughly test each unit before we ship it. And we furnish you with test and performance you're entitled to.

If getting a super discount on your new radio is important to you—or if you insist on a factory sealed carton, we suggest you shop elsewhere. But—if you want the positive assurance that you are receiving the value and performance you're entitled to—then we are the guys to talk to.

For complete details and prices on any Clegg-approved product, telephone Toll Free 1-(800)-233-0250 (In Pennsylvania call Collect (717)-299-7221). Or drop a card to Clegg Communications Corp., 1911 Old Homestead Lane, Greenfield Industrial Park East, Lancaster, PA 17601.

PARABOLIC ANTENNA
FRAMEWORKS

FOR...
□ EME  □ TV DXing
□ Radio Astronomy  □ Experimenting
□ Student projects

Apertures available —
  12', 16', 20' TBA: 24'

With PARAFRAME you can build a complete 20' parabolic antenna for $1300. With interchangeable feeds you can have several antennas for the price of one.

JAMES K. VINES
811 Farmview Rd.
Park Forest South, IL
60466
(312) 534-0889
after 7 PM CDT

TEST EQUIPMENT

All equipment listed is operational and unconditionally guaranteed. Money back if not satisfied — equipment being returned must be shipped prepaid, include check or money order with order. Prices listed are FOB Monroe.

BOONTON
190A Q mtr 30 3000MHz  $425
FLUKO 803B Dlff ac dc vtm  $295
GR196A RF Imp bridge 420kHz 60MHz  $325
GR190A LF sig gen 5kHz 30MHz  $385
HP1208 450kHz gen pur scope  $215
HP1408 (USM105) 15MHz scope with
reg tor, dual trace vert plugs  $375
HP1688 (Mil) Delay sweep for above  $130
HP1708A (USM140) 30MHz scope with
reg tor, dual trace vert plugs  $475
HP1750 50MHz scope with reg
hor, dual trace vert plugs  $565
HP1850A Sampling scope to 1GHz
18kHz xstr rise time plug  $585
HP2078 LF Osc 50Hz 50kHz 10v out  $75
HP2953 Gen Lab audio gen 02 20kHz  $195
HP212A Pulse gen. 06 5kHz PR
HP5215 Freq counter basic range
10Hz 10kHz extends w plug ins.  $195
HP5408 Trans osc to 12.4GHz for
use w HP524 type counters  $495
HP5415 Sig gen 1.84GHz FM CW
HP668 Sweep gen 82.124GHz sweep
range 4.4GHz 4.4GHz  $495
HP8030A VHF Ant bridge 50 500MHz
HP2801A Prec dig thermometer
80 to 250 deg Cels w 1
osc. less sensors  $1295
Tek181 Time mark scope calib..  $55
Tek190 Sig gen(const ampl) 50MHz
Tek545(mil vers by Hickok/Lavigne)
33MHz gen pur scope less plugin  $495
Tek565 Dual beam 10MHz scope
less plug ins. 3 series  $625
Tek585 80MHz gen pur scope less
plugin  $645
For complete list of all test equipment send stamped, self addressed envelope
GRAY Electronics
P.O. Box 941, Monroe, Mich. 48161
Specializing in used test equipment.
ME-3 microminiature tone encoder

Compatible with all sub-audible tone systems such as: Private Line, Channel Guard, Quiet Channel, etc.

- Powered by 6-16vdc, unregulated
- Microminiature in size to fit inside all mobile units and most portable units
- Field replaceable, plug-in, frequency determining elements
- Excellent frequency accuracy and temperature stability
- Output level adjustment potentiometer
- Low distortion sinewave output
- Available in all EIA tone frequencies, 67.0 Hz-203.5 Hz
- Complete immunity to RF
- Reverse polarity protection built-in

$29.95 each

Wired and tested, complete with K-1 element

communications specialists
P. O. BOX 153
BREA, CALIFORNIA 92621
(714) 998-3021

K-1 FIELD REPLACEABLE, PLUG-IN, FREQUENCY DETERMINING ELEMENTS

$3.00 each
OLD TESTAMENT

Therefore the Lord himself shall give you a sign: Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call his name Emmanuel (which means God with us).”

Isaiah 7:14 740-887 BC

NEW TESTAMENT

... the angel Gabriel was sent from God to a city of Galilee, to a virgin betrothed to Joseph, of the house of David; and the virgin’s name was Mary... The angel said to her “Do not be afraid, Mary, for you have found favor with God. And behold, you will conceive in your womb and bear a son, and you shall call his name Jesus.”

Luke 1:26-31 70-90 AD

But thou Bethlehem, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, from thee shall come forth one who is to be ruler in Israel, whose origin is from old, from ancient days.

Micah 5:2 740 BC

Historical evidence clearly points to Jesus as the man God, who fulfills the literal prophecies of Isaiah and Micah within 800 years. The same God who chose the Virgin Mary to bear Jesus and who chose Bethlehem for the birthplace reveals himself in holy scripture today. We thank him for the birth of Christ this Christmas,
The Touch.
It's the best value available in scanners.

Searching Receiver
Touch SP, then enter the starting frequency of your choice. The Touch will search up through the action radio channels in the search band until it hears an active call. You'll probably discover "live" frequencies you never before knew existed.

Priority Receiver
Touch 2., then sit back. Any call coming in over the frequency you choose for channel one will automatically override calls on other channels. You'll never miss a call on your favorite frequency.

Search or Scan
Touch SS to Search the unknown. Touch SC to scan the known. You can either search through all bands for unknown frequencies, or listen to the stored frequencies you've selected for the sixteen scanning channels. There's so much versatility, and it's all at the tip of your finger.

Scanning Receiver
Touch PR, then enter the frequency you want as you watch it appear on the L.E.D. display. Next, touch the channel number you wish to use. Then touch SC, the scanning lights will begin the search for action.

REGENCY DIGITALLY PROGRAMMABLE SCANNER WITH KEYBOARD SPECIAL $299

Model ACT-T-16K
Frequency Range:
- Lo VHF: 30-50 MHz
- Hi VHF: 146-174 MHz
- UHF: 440-512 MHz

Selectivity
- 7 KHz (min.) @ 6 dB
- 15 KHz (max.) @ 60 dB
Squelch (threshold)
- Lo VHF: 0.4 μ V
- Hi VHF: 0.5 μ V
- UHF: 0.6 μ V

Sensitivity
(20 DB quieting)
- Lo VHF: 0.5 μ V
- Hi VHF: 0.6 μ V
- UHF: 0.7 μ V

Search Scan Range: (max)
- Lo VHF: 4000 channels
- Hi VHF: 5600 channels
- UHF: 5760 channels

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

WESTCOM
COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 1320 Grand Ave, San Marcos, CA 92069 (714) 744-0728
6 db INCREASE IN AVERAGE POWER
MAINTAINS VOICE QUALITY
IMPROVES INTELLIGIBILITY
NO CABLES OR BENCH SPACE REQUIRED
EXCELLENT FOR PHONE PATCH
NO ADDITIONAL ADJUSTMENTS - MIKE GAIN ADJUSTS CLIPPING LEVEL
UNIQUE PLUG-IN UNIT - NO MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED

This is RF Envelope Clipping - the feature being used in new transmitter designs for amateur and military use.

Models Now Available
Collins 32S, KWM-2 $98.50 ea.
Postpaid - Calif. Residents add 6% Tax
Watch for other models later!

DX Engineering
1050 East Walnut, Pasadena, Calif. 91106

H25C CASE
SCANNER MONITOR
10-7
AMATEUR HAM
2 METER
CB STANDARD

10's OF THOUSANDS
OF CRYSTALS
IN STOCK!

Immediate delivery on most frequencies!

OTHERS ARE SPECIAL ORDER

CRYSTAL BANKING SERVICE
P.O. BOX 683
LYNNFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 01940

WORLD PREFIX MAP - Full color, 40" x 28", shows prefixes on each country... DX zones, time zones, cities, cross referenced table...
$1.25

RADIO AMATEURS GREAT CIRCLE CHART OF THE WORLD - from the center of the United States! Full color, 30" x 25", listing Great Circle bearings in degrees for six major U.S. cities: Boston, Washington, D.C., Miami, Seattle, San Francisco & Los Angeles...
$1.25

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF NORTH AMERICA! Full color, 30" x 25", includes Central America and the Caribbean to the equator, showing call areas, zone boundaries, prefixes and time zones, FCC frequency chart, plus useful information on each of the 50 United States and other Countries...
$1.25

WORLD ATLAS - Only atlas compiled for radio amateurs. Packed with world-wide information - includes 11 maps, in 4 colors with zone boundaries and country prefixes on each map. Also includes a polar projection map of the world plus a map of the Antarctica - a complete set of maps of the world. 20 pages. Size 8¼" x 12"...
$2.50

See your favorite dealer or order direct. Mail orders please include $1.25 per order for shipping and handling.

CALLBACK INC.
Dept. E, 925 Sherwood Drive
Lake Bluff, Ill. 60044

For more details? CHECK-OFF Page 150.
The new standard of performance for Tribanders is the Wilson System One!!! A DX'ers delight operating 20 meters on a full 26' boom with 4 elements, 4 operational elements on 20-15-10, plus separate reflector element on 10 meters for correct monoband spacing. Featured are the large diameter High-Q Traps, Beta matching system, heavy duty Taper Swaged Elements, rugged Boom to Element mounting . . . and value priced at $259.95. Additional features: • 10 dB Gain • 20-25 dB Front-to-Back Ratio • SWR less than 1.5 to 1 on all bands.

MODEL SY-1 SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Specification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matching Method</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Band MHz:</td>
<td>14-21-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Power Input:</td>
<td>Legal Limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR (at Resonance)</td>
<td>1.5 to 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impedance</td>
<td>50 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/B Ratio</td>
<td>20-25 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boom Length</td>
<td>26'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2&quot; O.D.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Elements</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Element</td>
<td>26' 7&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turning Radius</td>
<td>18' 6&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast Diameter</td>
<td>2&quot; O.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boom Diameter</td>
<td>2&quot; O.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface Area</td>
<td>7.3 sq. ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Windload Area</td>
<td>146 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shipping Weight</td>
<td>50 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMATEUR PRODUCTS DEALERSHIPS
FOR MANY AREAS ARE AVAILABLE!!!
If you are interested in the profits you can make as a Wilson Dealer, contact us.

For complete specifications on the above products or a copy of our new Amateur Products Buyers Guide, write:

Consumer Products Division

Wilson Electronics Corp.
P.O. BOX 19000 • LAS VEGAS • NEVADA • 89119 • (702) 739-1931 • TELEX 684-522

More Details? CHECK – OFF Page 150
CRYSTAL FILTERS and DISCRIMINATORS

9.0 MHz FILTERS

XF9-A 2.5 kHz SSB TX $31.95
XF9-B 2.4 kHz SSB RX/TX $45.45
XF9-C 3.75 kHz AM $48.95
XF9-D 5.0 kHz AM $48.95
XF9-E 12.0 kHz NBFM $48.95
XF9-F 0.5 kHz CW (4 pole) $34.25
XF9-NB 0.5 kHz CW (8 pole) $63.95

9.0 MHz CRYSTALS (Hz25/u)

XF900 9000.0 kHz Carrier $4.00
XF901 8985.5 kHz USB $4.00
XF902 9001.5 kHz LSB $4.00
XF903 8999.0 kHz BFO $4.00
F05 Hz25/u Socket Chassis $50
F06 Hz25/u Socket P.C. Board $50

LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

COMPATIBLE WITH OUR LOW POWER TRANSVERTERS.

10W DRIVE, 500 IN/OUT

EDL432, 50W (ILLUS.) $129.95

EDL432P, INCL. POWER SUPPLY/CABINET $299.95

EDL144, 100W 2M, IN CABINET, WITH 115V POWER SUPPLY $299.95

UPS Shipping at Cost

432 MHz SSB TRANSVERTERS

Originally developed by Chip Angie N6CA, the “Anglelinear” receiving preamplifiers meet the most demanding needs where low noise figure is important.

VARACTOR TRIPLERS

The low cost, easy way to operate on the 432 MHz and 1295 MHz bands. For OSCAR 7, mode B, drive the MM432 family varactor tripler with your 2 meter transmitter. The wideband varactor triplers cover the full 2M/432 band without retuning.

No power supply required for varactor triplers; efficiency approximately 50%. Three models available at 432, two at 1296.

Model | Max Drive | Noise Figure | Gain | Bandwidth | Price
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
MMv432 | 30 W | 1.25 | 15 | 2.4 | 4 | 34.95
MMv432M | 50 W | 1.25 | 10 | 2.4 | 7 | 34.95
MMv432H | 70 W | 1.25 | 15 | 2.5 | 7 | 34.95
MMv1296 | 20 W | 1.25 | 15 | 2.5 | 7 | 34.95
MMv1296M | 35 W | 1.25 | 15 | 2.5 | 7 | 34.95

Send $2.50 (2 stamps) for full line catalogue of KVG crystal products and all your VHF & UHF equipment requirements.

Pre-Selector Filters

Amplifiers

Varactor Triplers

Decade Prescalers

Antennas

Spectrum

International, Inc.

Post Office Box 1084

Concord, Mass. 01742, USA
Gift ideas from VHF engineering

THE WORLD’S MOST COMPLETE LINE OF VHF-FM KITS AND EQUIPMENT

RECEIVERS
RX280 28.35 MHz 1 m receiver with 2 pole 10.7 MHz crystal filter $59.95
RX280 W/T same as above - wired & tested 104.95
RX50C Kit 30.60 MHz r.f. r/c with 2 pole 10.7 MHz crystal filter 49.95
RX144C Kit 140-170 MHz r/c with 2 pole 10.7 MHz crystal filter 69.95
RX144C W/T same as above - wired & tested 114.95
RX220C Kit 220-240 MHz r/c with 2 pole 10.7 MHz crystal filter 69.95
RX220C W/T same as above - wired & tested 114.95
RX432C W/T same as above - wired & tested 124.95
TX50 transmitter exciter, 1 watt, 6 m. 39.95
TX50W/E transmitter exciter - 1 watt - 2 mtrs 29.95
TX144B Kit transmitter exciter - 1 watt - 2 mtrs 49.95
TX144B W/T same as above - wired & tested 49.95
TX220B Kit transmitter exciter - 1 watt - 220 Hz 29.95

TRANSMITTERS
PA2501H Kit 2 mtr power amp - kit 1 KW in -25w out solid state switching, case, connectors $95.95
PA2501H W/T 2 mtr power amp - kit 1 KW in -40w out - relay switching 74.95
PA401H Kit 2 mtr power amp - kit 400w out - relay switching 79.95
PA401H W/T 2 mtr power amp - kit 400w out - relay switching 74.95
PA50/25 Kit 6 mtr power amp - kit 2500w out, less case, connectors & switching 49.95
PA50/25 W/T 6 mtr power amp - kit 2500w out, less case, connectors & switching 49.95
PA144/15 Kit 2 mtr power amp - kit 1 - 15w out, less case, connectors & switching 39.95
PA44/15 Kit similar to PA144/15 but 25w 49.95
PA420/15 Kit similar to PA44/15 but 220 Hz 49.95
PA320/10 Kit similar to PA44/15 but 220 Hz 49.95
PA401/10 Kit power amp - similar to PA144/15 except 10w & 432 Hz 49.95
PA40/10 Kit 10w in - 140w out -2 mtr amp 179.95
PA40/30 Kit 30w in - 140w out - 2 mtr amp 199.95

POWER AMPLIFIERS
PS15C Kit 15 amp - 12 volt regulated power supply w/case, fold-back current limiting and over-voltage protection 79.95
PS15C W/T same as above - wired & tested 94.95
PS25C Kit 25 amp - 12 volt regulated power supply w/case, fold-back current limiting and over-voltage protection 129.95
PS25C W/T same as above - wired & tested 149.95
PS35M Kit same as PS25C with meters 149.95
PS25M W/T same as above - wired & tested 189.95

POWER SUPPLIES
RFT 50 Kit repeater - 6 meter 465.95
RFT 80 Kit repeater - 6 meter wired 465.95
RFT 144 Kit repeater - 2 mtr - 15w complete (less crystals) 465.95
RFT 220 Kit repeater - 220 MHz - 15w complete (less crystals) 465.95
RFT 432 Kit repeater - 432 MHz - 15w complete (less crystals) 465.95
RFT 432 W/T repeater - 432 MHz wired & tested 350.95
RFT 432 W/T repeater - 432 MHz wired & tested 295.95
DPLA50 50 mhz close spaced duplexers 575.00

REPEATERS
TRX50 Kit Complete 6 mtr FM transceiver kit, 20w out, 10 channel scan with case (less microphone and crystals) 229.95
TRX144 Kit same as above, but 2 mtr 15w out 219.95
TRX220 Kit same as above except 220 MHz 219.95
TRX432 Kit same as above except 10 watt and 432 MHz 254.95
TRX 1 transceiver case only 19.95
TRX 2 transceiver case and accessories 39.95

TRANSCEIVERS
SYN II Kit 2 mtr synthesizer, transmit offsets programmable from 100 kHz - 10 MHz (1 MHz offsets with optional adapters) 169.95
SYN 11W/1 Kit same as above w/cap offset optional 25.95
MO 1 Kit same as above w/cap offset optional 25.95
TO 1 Kit 18 MHz optional tripler 25.95

SYNTHESIZERS
HI 144B Kit 2 mtr, 2w, 4 channel, hand held transceiver with crystals for 146.52 simplex 129.95
NICAD battery pack, 1 1/2 VDC, 1/4 amp 89.95
BH 40C Kit battery charger for above 59.95
Rubber Duck 2 mtr, with male BNC connector 129.95

WALKIE-TALKIES
HT 144B Kit 2 mtr, 2w, 4 channel, hand held transceiver with crystals for 146.52 simplex 129.95

OTHER PRODUCTS BY VHF ENGINEERING
CD1 Kit 10 channel receive/stel dec w/dual switching 6.95
CD2 Kit 10 channel xmt/stel w/dual switching and trimmers 14.95
CD3 Kit UHF version of CD1 kit, needed for 432 MHz channel operation 12.95
COR2 Kit carrier operated relay 19.95
SC3 Kit 10 channel autoscanner adapter for RX w/priority 19.95
Crystals we stock most repeater and simplex parts from 144 to 147.9 (each) 5.00
CWD Kit 159 ft, field programmable, code idenditfication, with built-in squelch tail and ID timers 39.95
CWE wired and tested, not programmed 54.95
CWE wired and tested, programmed 59.95
MIC1 2000 chm dynamic mic w/1500 nit LED, P.T.T. & volume control 12.95
TSM W/T tone squelch decoder 59.95
TSM W/T installed in repeater including interface accessories 89.95
TD3 Kit 2 tone decoder 39.95
TD3 W/T same as above - wired & tested 39.95
H144 4 pole helical resonator, wired & tested, except tuned to 144 MHz 24.95
H1220 W/T same as above tuned to 220 MHz 24.95
H1432 W/T same as above tuned to 432 MHz 24.95

DPLA144 2 mtr 400 kHz spaced duplexers, wired and tuned to frequency 379.95
DPLA220 220 MHz duplexers, wired and tuned to frequency 379.95
DPLA432 rack mount duplexers 319.95
DSCU dual shielded cable duplexers w/PL259 connectors (pr) 25.00
DSCN same as above with type N connectors (pr) 25.00

VHF engineering
DIVISION OF BROWNIAL ELECTRONICS CORP.
BOX H / 320 WATER ST. / BINGHAMTON, N.Y. 13901 / Phone 607-723-9574

More Details? CHECK - OFF Page 150
deckember 1977
"Wasyerbespriz?"

OK, so you want to save money — can't blame you for that!

After you have called the 800 numbers, got your "best price," sent your money — what do you get? A box. Suppose it doesn't work? (Murphy's law). Ship it back (at your own expense) and wait. Or — two weeks after the warranty expires — so goes the rig...what to do? And since you got that great discount how much attention will you get? Rotsaruck fell.

Today's amateur equipment is far more sophisticated than that of even a few years ago, and it's getting more so every day. Service becomes an important issue. At CFP we have decided to offer you an alternative: If you are willing to pay the regular list price on any Drake or Yaesu product, CFP will provide an additional 90 days of warranty protection. This warranty will be identical with the normal warranty with the exception that we will pay all charges including shipping both ways!

There may be occasions when we won't have the item you desire. Should you place an order and we don't, we will refund your money and advise you when it will be available. We won't sit on your money! If you wish a high demand item and want to make a deposit to ensure getting what you want — fine.

Because we are amateurs and concerned about the issues, we limit our transmitter and amplifier sales to licensed amateurs (a license photocopy will do).

Amateur radio is a great service and a greater hobby — lets keep it that way!

Mail Orders accepted. N. Y. residents add sales tax. SASE will get our list of used Amateur Equipment.

WANTED: GOOD CLEAN TRADES!
WA2KTV
WB2LTVW

CFP COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
211 NORTH MAIN STREET
HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845
PHONE: 607-739-0187

Fascinating.

our 1977 WRAP-UP issue
A real nostalgia trip for the old timer
A super eye opener for the newcomer

Chocked full of real goodies for everybody. Those old Radio magazines of the 30's — war surplus gear of the 40's — exciting OSCAR in the 70's — QSO's of the future. HORIZONS 1977 WRAP-UP a completely unique issue — one you must have.

At your local store — NOW
Better yet, why not subscribe now and get your WRAP-UP issue absolutely FREE?

Subscribe Today!

- Enclosed is check or money order for $10.00 send my FREE Wrap-Up issue and One Full Year (12 issues) of HORIZONS
- Here's $1.00 for the Wrap-Up issue only. No subscription please.
- Charge a 1 year (12 issue) subscription and send the FREE Wrap-Up Issue.
- VISA
- Mastercharge

Name
Address
City State Zip

Mail to: Ham Radio HORIZONS, Greenville, NH 03048

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 150
NEW LSI TECHNOLOGY
FREQUENCY COUNTER

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS NEW STATE-OF-THE-ART COUNTER FEATURING THE MANY BENEFITS OF CUSTOM LSI CIRCUITRY. THIS NEW TECHNOLOGY APPROACH TO INSTRUMENTATION YIELDS ENHANCED PERFORMANCE, SMALLER PHYSICAL SIZE, DRASTICALLY REDUCED POWER CONSUMPTION | PORTABLE BATTERY OPERATION IS NOW PRACTICAL, DEPENDABILITY, EASY ASSEMBLY AND REVOLUTIONARY LOWER PRICING!

KIT #FC-50C —— $119.95
KIT #PSL-650 —— $29.95
MODEL #FC-50WT —— $165.95
MODEL #FC-50/600WT —— $199.95

SIZE:
3' High
6' Wide
5 1/2' Deep

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS:
DISPLAY: 4 RED LED DIGITS, 4 CHARACTER HEIGHT
TIME GAIN: 1 SECOND AND 1/10 SECOND
PRESCALER WILL FIT INSIDE COUNTER CIRCUIT
SIGNAL: 100 MHz AT 1 SECOND, 100MHZ AT 1/10 SECOND
SENSITIVITY: 10 MHz RMS TO 30 MHz, 20 MHz RMS TO 60 MHz
INPUT IMPEDANCE: 100 OHMS
PLUG-TRAMER STABILITY: WITHIN 1 PM PER HOUR AFTER WARM UP
EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: 5 VDC REGULATED
POWER CONSUMPTION: 120 VAC OR 115 VAC AT 50/60 Hz

SPECIAL PRICING!
PRIME - HIGH SPEED RAM
21L02-3 400NS
LOW POWER - FACTORY FRESH
1-24 $1.75 ea.
25-99 $1.60 ea.
100 and over $1.29 ea.

JUMBO DIGITAL CLOCK
A complete Kit (less Cabinet) featuring:
six 5" digits, MM5314 IC 12/24 HR
power, PC Boards, Transformer, Line Cord, Switches and all Parts. Ideal Fit in Cabinet II.
Kit #5314-5 $99.95
2/38.

JUMBO DIGIT CONVERSION KIT
$99.95 ea.
Convert small digit LED clock to large 5 display. Kit includes 6 - LEDs, Multiplex PC Board & Hook up info.
Kit #JD-1CC For Common Cathode
Kit #JD-1CA For Common Anode

AUTO BURGLAR ALARM KIT
A LOST AT THE instruction table. A LOST AT THE instruction table. A

VARIABLE REGULATED 1 AMP POWER SUPPLY KIT
- OPTIONAL KIT# #147
- 723 IC REGULATOR
- 3φ04 PASS TRANSISTOR
- CURRENT LIMITING AT 1 AMP
- COMPLETE KIT INCLUDING DUAL SOLDER PLATED FIBERGLASS PC BOARD AND ALL PARTS

MOBILE LED CLOCK
12VOLT AC OR DC POWERED

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
And the angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary: for thou hast found favor with God. And, behold, thou shalt conceive in thy womb, and bring forth a son, and shalt call His name Jesus.

Then said Mary unto the angel, How shall this be, seeing I know not a man? And the angel answered and said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee; therefore also that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son of God.

Luke 1: 30, 31 KJV

Luke 1: 34, 35 KJV

And she brought forth her firstborn son, and wrapped him in swaddling clothes, and laid him in a manger; because there was no room for them in the inn.

For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

John 3:16 KJV

Nearly 2000 years ago, God reached out and touched the world with his love. He is still reaching out today seeking the lost.

Let his love reach into your heart this Christmas season. Become a member of God’s family by turning from your way, and trusting in God’s way today.

May you and your family reach out and accept the joy he has for you this Christmas.

Joy to the World...


GEM QUAD PRODUCTS
Box 53
Transcona, Manitoba
Canada R2C 2Z5
Tel: (204) 866-3338
YOUR BEST BUY IN KITS

WOW - FREE FROM NOW UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 1977
RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE - A SIX-DIGIT 12-OR 24-HOUR ELECTRONIC CLOCK KIT, COMPLETE WITH POWER SUPPLY AND CASE, WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FREQUENCY COUNTER KITS: HAL-600A, HAL-3000A, HAL-50A OR THE ANALOG DIGITAL. JUST MENTION THIS AD WHEN FUNDING IN HAM RADIO MAGAZINE, OR RECEIVE A GIFT CERTIFICATE WORTH $15.00 ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF $50.00 OR MORE.

6 GOOD REASONS FOR BUYING A HAL-TRONIX FREQUENCY COUNTER
(1) 100% COMPLETE KIT, (2) EASY ASSEMBLY, (3) COMPLETELY ASSEMBLED IN METAL CABINET, (4) IC SOCKETS USED THROUGHOUT FOR EASY REPLACEMENT, (5) EASY ON YOUR POCKET BOOK, AND (6) NO EXPENSIVE CHIPS TO REPLACE. LIFETIME DISTRIBUTOR FOR YOUR HAL-TRONIX COUNTER, LIFETIME CRYSTAL REPLACEMENT.

RECEIVE ABSOLUTELY FREE CERTIFICATE WORTH $15.00 ON YOUR PURCHASE OF ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING Kits.

COMPLETE KITS: CONSISTING OF EVERY ESSENTIAL PART NEEDED TO MAKE YOUR COUNTER COMPLETE.
HAL-600A 7-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FREQUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 600 MZH. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR LOW FREQUENCY AND ONE FOR HIGH FREQUENCY; AUTOMATIC ZERO SUPPRESSION. TIME BASE IS 1.0 SEC OR .1 SEC GATE WITH OPTIONAL 10 SEC GATE AVAILABLE. ACCURACY + .001%. UTILIZES 10-MHZ CRYSTAL 5 PPM.

COMPLETE KIT $149.00

HAL-3000A 7-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FREQUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 300 MZH. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR LOW FREQUENCY AND ONE FOR HIGH FREQUENCY; AUTOMATIC ZERO SUPPRESSION. TIME BASE IS 1.0 SEC OR .1 SEC GATE WITH OPTIONAL 10 SEC GATE AVAILABLE. ACCURACY + .001%. UTILIZES 10-MHZ CRYSTAL 5 PPM.

COMPLETE KIT $124.00

HAL-50A 8-DIGIT COUNTER WITH FREQUENCY RANGE OF ZERO TO 50 MZH OR BETTER. AUTOMATIC DECIMAL POINT, ZERO SUPPRESSION UPON DEMAND. FEATURES TWO INPUTS: ONE FOR LOW FREQUENCY INPUT, AND ONE ON PANEL FOR USE WITH ANY INTERNAL MOUNTED HAL-TRONIX PRE-SCALER FOR WHICH PROVISIONS HAVE ALREADY BEEN MADE. 1.0 SEC AND .1 SEC TIME GATES. ACCURACY + .001%. UTILIZES 10-MHZ CRYSTAL 5 PPM.

COMPLETE KIT $124.00

HAL-TRONIX BASIC COUNTER KITS STILL AVAILABLE.
THE FOLLOWING MATERIAL DOES NOT COME WITH THE BASIC KIT: THE CABINET, TRANSFORMER, SWITCHES, COAX FITTINGS, FILTER, FUSE HOLDER, T-03 SOCKET, POWER CORD AND MOUNTING HARDWARE.
HAL-500X (Same Specifications as HAL-500A) $124.00
HAL-300X (Same Specifications as HAL-300A) $99.00
HAL-50X (Same Specifications as HAL-50A) $99.00

PRE-SCALER KITS
HAL-0300PRE (Pre-drilled G10 board and all components) $19.95
HAL-0300P/A (Same as above but with preamp) $29.95
HAL-0600PRE (Pre-drilled G10 board and all components) $39.95
HAL-16GHZ (New item - Available in December) $124.95

PRE-BUILT COUNTERS AVAILABLE
(HAL-600A — $229.00) (HAL-3000A — $199.00) HAL-50A — $199.00), ALLOW 4- TO 6-WEEK DELIVERY ON PRE-BUILT UNITS.

HAL-TRONIX
P. O. BOX 1101
SOUTHGATE, MICH. 48195
PHONE (313) 285-1782

ORDERS OVER $15.00 WILL BE SHIPPED POSTPAID EXCEPT ON ITEMS WHERE ADDITIONAL CHARGES ARE REQUESTED, ON ORDERS LESS THAN $15.00.

SHIPPING INFORMATION: PLEASE INCLUDE ADDITIONAL $1.00 FOR HANDLING AND MAILING CHARGES.

SEND SASE FOR FREE FLYER
The Touch.

by Regency

NOW SHOWING AT:

The Touch by Regency. The first fully synthesized 16-channel scanner to put over 15,000 frequencies at the command of a fingertip.

Now that's not just a new scanner. It's a revolution in scanning.

Reg. $329 Now $269

Offer good to licensed hams only. Include call with order.

1401 Blake Street Denver, Co. 80202

Now get TPL COMMUNICATIONS quality and reliability at an economy price. The solid state construction, featuring magnetically coupled transistors and a floating ground, gives you an electronically protected amplifier that should last and last.

The Linear Bias Switch allows you to operate on either FM or SSB. The 702 and 702B are exceptionally well suited for 2-meter SSB. Typical power output levels as high as 100W PEP can be achieved with the proper drive.

The broad band frequency range means that your amplifier is immediately ready to use. No tuning is required for the entire 2-meter band and adjacent MARS channels on TPL's new Econo-line.

See these great new additions to the TPL COMMUNICATIONS product line at your favorite radio dealer.

Don't let your valuable issues of HAM Magazine get dog-eared or lost! Collect the whole years worth and protect them in one of our washable, durable, attractively designed buckram binders.

Order HR-BDL

$6.95 each
3 for $17.95

the really deluxe way to build your HAM RADIO Magazine library

BOUND VOLUMES OF HAM RADIO

1973 Order BV-73 $24.95 each
1974 Order BV-74
1975 Order BV-75
1976 Order BV-76
1977 Order BV-77

SAVE over 10%

$109.95

*Bound volumes for 1977 will be available around February 15, 1978.

Ham Radio's Communications Bookstore
Greenville, NH 03048
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PREAMPS
HIGH GAIN - LOW NOISE
30 dB power gain, 2.5-3.0 dB noise
N.F. at 150 MHz, 2 stage,
R.F. FET's and 4 stage MOSFETS.
Manual gain control and provision for AGC.
Supplied with 1.3/8" aluminum case with power switch and your choice of BNC or RCA receptacles.
Available factory tuning to the frequency of your choice from 5 MHz to 350 MHz with approximately 3% bandwidth. Up to 10% B.W. available on special order. Requires 12 VDC @ 10ma.

Model 201 price (5 200 MHz) ........................................ $29.95
201-350 MHz .......................................................... $34.95

EXTRA LOW NOISE
Excellent for weather satellite reception and recommend for Dr. John E. Taggart in his Weather Satellite Handbook. Less than 2 dB noise and approximately 2.5 dB gain. Uses a low noise J-FET in a common source neutralized circuit. Available factory tuning to your choice of frequency from 5 MHz to 250 MHz. Bandwidth approximately 4 MHz, supplied in a 2 1/4" x 1 3/8" x 1 3/8" die cast aluminum weatherproof case with a power for 12 VDC @ 10 ma. Choice of VHF, type "N", or BNC receptacles.

Model 102 PRICE .................................................. $36.95

CONVERTERS
2 Meters
This converter has a minimum of 20 dB gain and a noise figure of 2.5-3.0 dB which assures you of a signal in your receiver that is cleaner and better. The circuit uses a dual-gate MOSFET R.F. stage and a dual-gate MOSFET mixer (thereby giving you a minimum of cross-modulation products), 6 J-FET mixer stage is also a dual-gate MOSFET circuit board is enclosed in a 16 gauge aluminum case measuring approximately 2 1/2" x 3" x 7/8". This receiver uses 1 crystal for both transmitting and receiving (like the J-FET model 201-148 MHz). The oscillator uses 5th overtone tuning or RCA receptacles.

Model 107 price .................................................. $34.95

SYNTHESIZERS
FOR ALL TRANSCEIVERS
The STR series synthesizers are available for any transceiver operating from 20 MHz to 475 MHz that uses crystals in the 5 to 85 MHz range. It has a thumbwheel dial calibrated for your operating frequency plus a selectable transmit offset of plus or minus 600 kHz, plus or minus 1 MHz, and plus or minus 3 MHz. You can add later. Frequency accuracy is 0.005% and spurious outputs are 60 to 70 db down. To provide the new crystal formula of your transmit and receive crystals. If your transceiver uses 1 crystal for both transmitting and receiving (like the Model 201-350 MHz), you can use our receive synthesizer described to the right. Maximum tuning range per synthesizer is 10 MHz. A 2 MHz tuned and proportionally less at lower frequencies. Dial increments are in 1 kHz steps from 5 to 30 MHz and 5 kHz steps above.

Model STR synthesizer price:
5 150 MHz ........................................ $259.95
151-475 MHz .................................................. $279.95

Vanguard Labs
194-13 Jamaica Ave.
Hollis NY 11423
(212) 468-2720

December 1977

For VHF RECEIVERS
This synthesizer has 8000 channels and can tune a nonselective 40 MHz segment of your choice from 110-180 MHz in 5 kHz steps. This will satisfy most of your requirements in the VHF range. It can save hundreds of dollars in crystals plus a lot of time. The output is programmed for receivers with the crystal formula Fe = Fs 10 divided by 3 but we can program it to almost any other IF at no additional cost at the time of your order. It is supplied with an interface for plugging in to your existing crystal socket. Requires 12 VDC @ 1/2 amp which is usually supplied from a low cost power supply. The synthesizer has 4 voltage regulators therefore the power supply need not be regulated. Phase noise is not detectable as the VCO is coarse tuned and a DAC thereby easing the requirements of the phase locked loop. Not affected by vibrations encountered in mobile use. Enclosed in an 8 x 3 7/8" x 2 1/2" aluminum case and supplied with a combination tilt stand/mobile mounting bracket.

Price: Model SR 140D-05 ..................................... $179.95

NOTE: We can make any synthesizer from audio to 475 MHz. Call us for prices.

More Details? CHECK - OFF Page 150

FOR VHF RECEIVERS
This converter is also available at other input frequencies from 20 MHz to 475 MHz. And proportionally less at lower frequencies. Dial increments are in 1 kHz steps from 5 to 30 MHz and 5 kHz steps above.

Model 107 price .................................................. $34.95

VHF RECEIVER
11 Crystal controlled channels. Available in your choice of frequencies from 135-250 MHz in any one segment from 1-4 MHz wide. I.F. band width (channel selective). Crystal available in your choice of 7.5 kHz or ± 15 kHz. 8 pole quartz filter and 4 pole ceramic filter gives more than 80 db of selectivity at 2X VHF bandwidth. Phase locked loop detector. Frequency trimmers for each crystal. 2 to 3 microvolt for 20 db quieting. Dual gate MOSFETs and integral peaking circuits. Self tuning and external speaker jack. Mobile mount and tilting stand. Tray:
case, 6" x 4" x 3 1/8".
Model FMR 260 PL price: 135-180 MHz $149.95 181-250 MHz $159.95

Prices includes one .001 crystal included. Additional crystals $8.95 ea. This receiver is recommended in Dr. Taggart's Weather Satellite Handbook.

HOW TO ORDER: All items on this page are available only from Vanguard Labs. For receivers and converters state model, input and output frequencies, and bandwidth where applicable. For the fastest service call (212) 468-2720 between 9 AM and 4 PM Monday through Friday, except holidays. Your order can be shipped COD by Air Parcel Post.

BY MAIL: Send your order to Vanguard Labs, 194-13 Jamaica Avenue, Hollis, NY 11423 and include remittance by postal money order, cashier's check or certified check. Personal checks are also accepted, but those are not normally processed for checks to clear, therefore this will delay your order. Include sales tax if you reside in New York State.

PURCHASE ORDERS: We accept purchase orders from US and Canadian government agencies, universities, and AAA rated corporations.

FOREIGN ORDERS: Must remit payment in full in US funds plus postage and insurance fees. If complicated customs forms are required, please forward your order to an import-export agent.

SHIPPING: We ship all our merchandise by insured parcel post or air mail. Special delivery is also available. Prices include shipping by regular parcel post if you remit with your order. For air mail shipping add $1.00. Postage will be added on all CODs, purchase orders, and foreign orders.
**THE PROFESSIONALS**

**DAVIS ELECTRONICS**

**500 MHz and 1 GHz COUNTERS**

The CTR-2 Series Counters are designed and built to the highest standards to fulfill the needs of commercial communications, engineering labs and serious experimenters. With an accuracy of ±0.0005% (oven option) the CTR-2 can handle the most critical measurements and is about half the cost of other commercial counters.

If you need a reliable counter at an affordable price, the CTR-2 is the answer.

- **8 Digit 3/8" LED Display**
- **High Stability TCXO Time Base**
- **Built-in VHF-UHF Precalcer**
- **Automatic DiP Placement**
- **TCXO Std. ±2 ppm**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RANGE</th>
<th>CTR-2-500</th>
<th>CTR-2-1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 Hz to 512 MHz</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Hz to &gt;1000 MHz</td>
<td>$249.95</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTIONS</th>
<th>(O1) Oven Crystal $49.95</th>
<th>(O2) 12V DC $10.00</th>
<th>(O3) 43&quot; LED $10.00</th>
<th>(O4) 10 sec. Time Base $10.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- **ORDER NOW**
  - Call Toll Free 1-800-828-7422

**WIRE WRAP TOOL**

*For AWG 24-16 wire*

*Part Number W50-30*

- **$15.95 each**
- **$30.00 per dozen**

**DIODES**

- **100 MHz, 1N4007**
- **50 ohm COAX**
- **500 MHz, 1N4007**

**NEW HOUSE MARKED**

- **$1.50**
- **$2.95**
- **$6.00**

**POTS**

- **$0.75 each**
- **$3.00 per 10**

**NECKLACE**

- **$7.95 for 52.95**

**TAPES**

- **$1.50 each**
- **$15.00 per 15**

**REELS**

- **$2.05 each**
- **$30.00 per 500**

**SOLDER**

- **$1.00 per 1000**
- **$4.95 per 10000**

**TOOL**

- **$58.50 each**

**NO COMPROMISE!**

- **FULL 2KW, 3 to 30 MHz, 1:1 or 1:4 ratios.**
- **Special TEFLOW insulated wire windings.**
- **May be used with tuned matching lines or antenna tuners. Withstands accidental high VSWR, great for antenna experimentation.**
- **Built-in hang-up and dipole center insulator.**
- **Totally weatherproofed by encapsulation, silver plated SO-239 coax connector input, and brass terminal output.**

Balance your antenna, end radiation from coax, improve beam patterns, and lower receiving noise pick-up. Free literature upon request. Available at your dealer or order direct:

**ONLY $11.45 ppd. (specify ratio)**

**K. E. ELECTRONICS**

130A North Sherman Avenue
Corona, CA 91720
Tel. No. (714) 734-3820
### EXCITING NEW PRODUCTS

**RAP-200**

A Complete Autopatch facility that requires only a repeater and a telephone line. Features include single-digit access/disconnect, direct dialing from mobile or hand-held radios, adjustable amplifiers for transmitter and telephone audio, and tone-burst transponder for acknowledgement of patch disconnect.

- **RAP-200 P. C. Card**: $199.50
- **RAP-200 Rack Mount**: $249.50

**DATA TONE TO DIAL PULSE CONVERTER**

The Data Tone to Dial Pulse converter Model DPC-221 provides full compatibility between Touch-Tone encoders and rotary dial-pulse telephone exchanges. Two separate outputs for the * and # digits provide remote control operation, and a cancel function permits the caller to automatically stop and reset the converter's dialing circuits.

- **DPC-221 P. C. Board**: $219.00
- **DPC-221 Rack Mount**: $299.00

### MIGHTY MOS

Complete C-MOS keyer, versatile controls allow wide character-weight variations, speeds from 5 to 50-wpm plus volume and tone control. Solid state output switching transistors are compatible with both grid-block and solid-state transmitters. Unit also available in kit and wired p.c. board only versions.

- **MIGHTY MOS**
  - **P. C. Card - Wired**: $39.50
  - **P. C. Card - Kit**: $19.95

**TTP-1**

**TTP-2**

**UNIVERSAL TOUCH-TONE ENCODERS**

The Data Signal TTP Series of keyboard encoders is used to generate the standard 12 or 16 DTMF digits. The encoders provide fully automatic transmitter keying and feature a delayed Transmit Ready light, an interdigit timer, and a built-in audio monitor. Features also include all solid-state, crystal-controlled, digitally-synthesized tones and an optional internal mount Automatic Number Identifier (ANI).

- **TTP-1 (12-digit)**: $59.00
- **TTP-2 (16-digit)**: $69.00

**SME**

**SUB-MINIATURE TOUCH TONE ENCODERS**

MODEL SME — Smallest available Touch Tone Encoder. Thin, only .05" thick, keyboard mounts directly to front of handheld portable, while sub-miniature tone module fits inside. This keyboard allows use of battery chargers. Price $34.50, with your choice of keyboards.

**DATA SIGNAL AND DIGITRAN KEYBOARDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>&quot;#&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Touch-Tone is a registered trade name of AT&T.

Ask About Our Deluxe Receiver Preamplifier For HF & VHF

and

Send For Free New Catalog

---

**DATA SIGNAL, INC.**

2403 COMMERCE LANE
ALBANY, GA. 31707, 912-883-4703

---
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We have DenTron's New MLA-1200

The MLA 1200 is a compact KW designed to fill the gap between your barefoot transceiver or transmitter and a full power 2 KW amplifier. A single 8875 external-anode ceramic/metal triode, (the same revolutionary tubes that power the MLA 2500) yields 1200 Watts PEP SSB and 1000 Watts DC CW with as little as 70 Watts drive. (An automatic swapping circuit prevents damage to the final if more than 100 Watts drive is applied to the MLA 1200.)

There are scores of features common to both the MLA-1200 and MLA 2500, like forced air cooling, all metal chassis construction with tight fitting black wrinkle finish cabinetry, a plug-in PC board for metering, ALC, and mandatory warm-up timing. The MLA 1200 is the same size as our Super Tuner (just 10" W x 6¾" H x 10" D), and weighs only 10 pounds! Twin outboard power supplies are available for AC or DC operation, with the MLA-1200's low filament current drain characteristics allowing for standard 6 foot cabling between units. Both supplies are constructed of high quality, high current components, and are designed for a lifetime of trouble-free operation.

- 80 thru 10 meters
- 1200 Watts PEP input on SSB
- 1000 Watts DC input on CW, RTTY, or SSTV
- Forced Air Cooling System
- AC or DC Outboard Power Supplies (AC-1200, DC-1200)
- EIMAC 8875 external-anode ceramic/metal triode operating in grounded grid

MLA-1200 - $399.50
AC-1200 - $159.50
DC-1200 - $199.50

Communications Division
1320 Grand Ave. San Marcos, CA.
(714) 744-0728
92069

Astral Electronics Corp.
321 Penn Ave. P.O. Box 707
Linden, New Jersey 07036
201-486-3365

Prime Quality Tubes, Semiconductors, IC's, LED's

If you don't see it, Send a SASE and we will quote.

Free Catalog With Order
WE PAY POSTAGE
N.J. RES. ADD 7% SALES TAx
Send Stamp For Free Catalog

Westcom

Ten-Tec

Model KR50

- Superficial "feel"
- D and D programming
- Direct Keying
- Direct Band Change
- Individual Band Selector
- RF Level Monitoring
- Full 1000 Watt Output
- Price: $695.00

Model KR20-A

- Paddle has "feel" principle with excellent feel for rhythmic CW. Checklists are self-correcting, Bit-weighting is optimized for normal speed.
- Price: $795.00

Model KR20-B

- Similar to the KR20-A but without manual variator and 60 watt supply. A great value for the AC-1200 operation. Price: $395.00

Model KR3A

- Similar to the KR20A but without variator and 60 watt supply. A great value for the AC-1200 operation. Price: $395.00

KR2-A

- Similar to the KR20A but with a dual paddle for simplex or split operation. Price: $395.00

Elmac 8875 external-anode ceramic/metal triode operating in grounded grid.
You’ve requested it, and now it’s here! The CT-50 frequency counter kit has more features than counters selling for twice the price. Measuring frequency is now as easy as pushing a button, the CT-50 will automatically place the decimal point in all modes, giving you quick, reliable readings. Want to use the CT-50 mobile? No problem, it runs equally as well on 12V dc as it does on 110V ac. Want super accuracy? The CT-50 uses the popular TV color burst freq. of 3.579545 MHz for time base. Tap off a color TV with our adapter and get ultra accuracy — .001 ppm! The CT-50 offers professional quality at the unheard of price of $79.95. Order yours today!

CT-50, 60 MHz counter kit ................................................. $79.95
CT-50 WT, 60 MHz counter, wired and tested ................. 119.95
CT-600, 600 MHz prescaler option for CT-50, add ........... 29.95

**NEW Frequncy Counter**

**$79.95 kit**

**UTILIZES NEW MOS-LSI CIRCUITRY**

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **Sensitivity:** less than 25 mv.
- **Frequency range:** 5 Hz to 60 MHz, typically 65 MHz
- **Gatetime:** 1 second, 1/10 second, with automatic decimal point positioning on both direct and prescale
- **Display:** 8 digit red LED 4" height
- **Accuracy:** 10 ppm, .001 ppm with TV time base
- **Input:** BNC, 1 megohm direct, 50 Ohm with prescale option
- **Power:** 110 V ac 5 Watts or 12V dc @ 1 Amp
- **Size:** Approx. 6" x 4" x 2", high quality aluminum case
- **Color burst adapter for .001 ppm accuracy available in 6 weeks.**

- **CB-1, kit .............................................................. $14.95**

**CLOCK KIT**
6 digit 12/24 hour

Want a clock that looks good enough for your living room? Forget the competitor's kludges and try one of ours! Features: jumbo 4" digits, Polaroid lens filter, extruded aluminum case available in colors, PC quality circuitry, and super instructions. All parts are included, no extras to buy. Fully guaranteed. One to two hour assembly time. Colors: silver, gold, black, blue, gray (specify)

- **Clock kit, DC-5 ......................................................... $22.95**
- **Alarm clock, DC-8, 12 hr only .................................. 24.95**
- **Mobile clock, DC-7 .................................................. 25.95**
- **Clock kit with 10 min ID timer, DC-10 .................. 25.95**
- **Assembled and tested clocks available, add $10.00**

**CHEAP CLOCK KIT $8.95**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DC-4 Features</th>
<th>Does not include</th>
<th>include board</th>
<th>Transformer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BNC or 90°transformer</td>
<td>$2.95</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
<td>$1.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**600 MHz PRESCALER**

Extend the range of your counter to 600 MHz. Works with all counters. Less than 150 mv sensitivity. Specify 10 or 100 Wired, tested, PS-19 ............... .99

**LINEAR**
5214 Clock $2.95
7400 $556
740112 $556
7447 $567
7473 $1458
7475 $560
7490A $99
74143 $75491

**REGULATOR**
30 watt Power Amp

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Amp</th>
<th>$1.49</th>
<th>$1.49</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 meter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TRANSISTORS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MFZ 208/20V</th>
<th>$1.99</th>
<th>$1.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPN 2N3904</td>
<td>Type 10 $1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP 2N3906</td>
<td>Type 10 $1.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPN Power Tab 40V</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP Power Tab 40V</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPN 2N2956</td>
<td>Type 2 $2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP 2N2956</td>
<td>Type 2 $2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2N3055 NPN Power</td>
<td>$75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LED DISPLAYS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Displays</th>
<th>$75</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FND 359</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL 707</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 770B</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Polaron Filter</td>
<td>4.25 x 1.125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FERRITE BEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ferrite Beads</th>
<th>$5.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>with info and specs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 PIN</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 PIN</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 PIN</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 PIN</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SOCKETS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sockets</th>
<th>$5.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14 PIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 PIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 PIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 PIN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 hole 400 Balun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 hole 3802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 hole 3802</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DECADE COUNTER PARTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade Counter Parts</th>
<th>$3.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes: 7490A, 7451, 7447, LED readout, current limit resistors, and instructions on an easy to build low cost frequency counter. Kit of parts, DCU-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SIREN KIT**

Produces upward and downward wall characteristic of police siren. 5 watts audio output, runs on 3-9 volts, uses 8-45 ohm speaker. Complete Kit, SM-3 .................. $2.95

**FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT**

Transmit up to 300' to any FM broadcast radio, uses any type of 2.4 kHz to 3 kHz VHF. Kit FM-2 has added super sensitive mike preamp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FM WIRELESS MIKE KIT</th>
<th>$2.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete Kit, BN-9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COLOR ORGAN/MUSIC LIGHTS**

See music come alive! 3 different lights flicker with music or voice. One light for bass, one for the treble, and one for the highs. Each channel individually adjustable, and drives up to 300 watts. Great for parties, bout music, etc. Use the Complete Kit, ML-1 .................. $7.95

**LED BLINKY KIT**

A great attention getter which alternately flashes 2 Jumbo LEDs. Use for name badges, buttons, or warning type panel lights. Runs on 3-9 volts. Complete Kit .................. $2.95

**POWER SUPPLY KIT**

Complete triple regulated power supply provides 5 to 200v ac and 5 to 15 volts at 1 Amp, 500 ma load regulation on linear filtering and small size. Kit less transformers. Requires 220 or 110 V AC @ 50/60 Hz. Complete Kit, PS-31T .................. $6.95

**SIREN KIT**

Produces upward and downward wall characteristic of police siren. 5 watts audio output, runs on 3-9 volts, uses 8-45 ohm speaker. Complete Kit, SM-3 .................. $2.95

**DECADE COUNTER PARTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decade Counter Parts</th>
<th>$3.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Includes: 7490A, 7451, 7447, LED readout, current limit resistors, and instructions on an easy to build low cost frequency counter. Kit of parts, DCU-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Superior Quality and Construction at a price you can afford.

Tristao is a pioneer. Years of designing and manufacturing show in structural performance and practical pricing. Certified welded construction; sandblasted surfaces; hot-dipped galvanized; heavy duty for capacity, strength, safety. Send for FREE Catalog.

Dealer Inquiries always invited.

Self-supporting or Guedy
TOWERS

CZ SERIES Self-supporting 38' to 84' for most tri-band beams in 60 mph winds. Equipped with heavy duty winch.

CFL SERIES Guedy crank-up 18' thru 105' for tri-band beams to 8 sq. ft. Takes COR HAM II and similar rotors. Complete installation packages available.

TRISTAO CAST MAST
Self-supporting Rotating - Crank-up

SUPER AND STANDARD MINI-MASTS Supports 18 sq. ft. antenna in 50 mph winds. Self supporting With winch and cable Models from 40' to 67'

FULL LINE OF MINI MAST ACCESSORIES

NEW EXCLUSIVE ROTOR BASE For standard CQE in other including HAM II. Each mast is rotated from ground level.

CUSTOM TOWERS TO SUIT YOUR SPECIFICATIONS

Masts priced from $108 50

All masts available on request.

TRISTAO TOWER
Division of Palmer Industries, Inc.

415 E. 5th St. - P.O. Box 115
Hanford, CA 93230 / Ph. (209) 582-9016
Send me your complete catalog.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________ Zip

C W Operators using Drake and Kenwood!

Finally! Superior 8-Pole CW Selectivity for Drake TR-4, TR-4C, TR-4 CW
600 Hz at 6db, 900 Hz at 4db; CCA QRM. More selective than Drake CW filters on new TR-4C, which is 600 Hz at 2db, and 2000 Hz at 6db; CT-3000 $100.00. Switch and mounting kit $15.00.

At Last! Superior 8-Pole CW Selectivity for Kenwood TS-820
600 Hz 8-Pole First-IF Filter for Drake R4C
600 Hz 6-Pole First-IF Filter for Drake R4C

Rugged...compact (10' x 17.5' x 4.5')...lightweight (17.5 lbs.)

An extraordinary world of DX from your mobile station with the

All Solid State Metron 1000

No tuning or adjustment whatever over 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meters

- For direct use with standard automobile battery/alternator
- Base station with optional 13.6V power supply
- Fully remote controlled
- Suitable for use with any transceiver in the 100W class
- Heatsink convector-cooled and thermostatically controlled
- 8 power transistors of latest stripline RF linear devices; rated for operation at infinite VSWR
- Meets all applicable specifications

Power input 13.6V DC 1000W
Power output 13.6V DC 600W PEP typical
Harmonics 50dB all amateur bands
Drive level 60W PEP 50 ohms

For further details, send for free informative brochure. Dealer inquiries invited.

MAGNUS ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
5715 Lincoln Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60659
Phone (312) 334-1502 • Telex 253503 MAGNUS CGO
Have you been thinking about a wonderful Florida vacation, to places such as Disney World, Cypress Gardens, Sea World, the famous East and West coast beaches, and many of our other near by attractions???

NOW, think about combining that vacation with one of the South's greatest Hamfest...
See Erickson for all your Amateur Radio needs!

WB9EBP, WB9JKT, WB9VIK serving you with...

- Ameco • ASP • Atlas
- Belden • Bird • CDE
- CES • Collins • Cushcraft
- Dentron • Drake • HAL
- Hy-Gain • Icom • KLM
- Kenwood • Larsen • MFJ
- Midland • Mosley • NPC
- Newtronics • Nye
- Regency • Shure • Swan
- Standard • TPL • Tempo
- Ten-Tec • Wilson • Yaesu

DIPOLE ANTENNA CONNECTOR

See our HAM MART listings to find the Amateur Radio dealers nearest you.

ALL-MODE VHF amplifiers
FOR BASE STATION & REPEATER USE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>INPUT</th>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V70</td>
<td>10-20W</td>
<td>60-70W</td>
<td>$929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V71</td>
<td>1-5W</td>
<td>60-70W</td>
<td>$929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V130</td>
<td>25-40W</td>
<td>110-130W</td>
<td>$989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V131</td>
<td>1.5W</td>
<td>110-130W</td>
<td>$949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V135</td>
<td>5-10W</td>
<td>110-130W</td>
<td>$949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V180</td>
<td>10-15W</td>
<td>180-200W</td>
<td>$525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Universal 19" Rack Mount $925

Only two things are needed to put this power house on the air with your handy-talky or mobile transceiver: a two foot piece of coaxial cable and a 115 or 230 volt AC outlet. That's all. You do not need anything else. The mobile transceiver can be powered directly from the accessory socket located in the rear panel of the RFPL amplifier. It puts out + 13.5 volts at 3 amperes. This is sufficient for powering most 15 watt transceivers.
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**Did Somebody Mention Parts? Well, Here Are Just A Few Of The Items We Have. All Parts Are Prime & Guaranteed!**

**160W NPN Darltons**

HOUSE NO. 2N6283 TO-3 Power Transistors with Hfe of over 5,000! 80V Vceo. Outperforms MJ3001.

Limited Qty! - $1.00

**PICK A PAIR!**


Buy a Pair for $3.00!

**ZENER Special!**

ALL UNITS PRIME!

Overstocked on these units:

1N3300 1W 27 volt

House no. 1N4W 5.4V

House no. 3W 12.6V

9 for $1.00 (Same type)

**MC1351P FM IF, Limiter, Discriminator & AF Pre-Amp**

14 PIN IC, COMPLETE FM SOUND SUB SYSTEM USES MINIMUM EXTERNAL COMPONENTS. COMPLETE SPECS AND APPLICATIONS INFORMATION.

House # - 5/$1.00

**General Purpose NPN**

2N3569 Fairchild Vceo = 60V Hfe to 300 200MA power, epoxy TO-5. Limited Qty!

6 for $1.00

**Wideband AMP IC, High Gain**

100Khz to over 20MHz. Good for 1W to low frequency Complete Spec!

CA3011 50c each

**Quad Matched Diodes**

Four closely matched 1N914 type diodes for balanced bridge or modulator circuits.

One set - $1.00

**MULTICOLORED 26 CONDUCTOR**

Ribbon Cable No. 28 wire with a woven bender for easy seperation. Super flexiblility! Compare our price!

10' Roll 19.95
50' Roll $9.95

**2N5590**

RF POWER TRANSISTOR

Just what you've been looking for! 10 Watts with 13.5VDC supply. Frequencies to 300 MHZ. Limited Quantity!

$3.95

**MC1469R**

VOLTAGE REGULATOR IC

Monolithic 500MA regulator is adjustable with a single external resistor from 3 to 20 volts. Provides for current limit and remote shutdown. Complete specs and application notes are included. $12.25 each or 10/$110. External sense pins will provide current limits to 20 amps.

**Heatshrink Tubing**


Price $4.95

**#30 Silver Plated**

Wirewrap wire with Ky- nar® jacket. 4 colors available, 100 ft. of each color.

$4.95 (400')

**WE ALSO SELL A GROWING LINE OF QUALITY KITS. WE HAVE SHIPPED 1000's!**

**PS-14 HIGH CURRENT REGULATED POWER SUPPLY KIT**

A low cost, no frills, heavy duty power supply. Designed for use and abused!

12V @ 15 CONTINUOUS p\c

Initial Cost $39.95

Tip voltage is adjustable from 3 to 60VDC. Externally set and limits the output to protect equipment. Should be used on units that are fused. 60VDC operation with the 50µA fuse provides a highly reliable power supply. Drilled and plated PC board. (Order QVP-1)

$6.95

**POWER SUPPLY ACCESSORIES**

Quality 3½" Meters for PS-14 (0.75A; 0.15VDC)

Individual Packaged. Not Surplus $12.50/kit

**OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION KIT**

Provides cheap insurance for your expensive equipment. Tip voltage is adjustable from 3 to 60VDC. Externally set and limits the output to protect equipment. Should be used on units that are fused. 60VDC operation with the 50µA fuse provides a highly reliable power supply. Drilled and plated PC board. (Order QVP-1)

$12.95

**MINI GRANDFATHER CLOCK KIT**

Just the thing to improve the look of any room in Siam, we will tell you one more thing that BULLET has the ONLY Completely Electronic Grandfather Clock Kit in the world that has all the below listed features. The biggest secret we have is to try and describe how unique and fascinating this clock really is! The swinging pendulum Pendulum and matching Teak-tock sound are available only on our clock. In addition the electronic chime sounds each hour (4 times for 3 hours). Housed in the optional SOLID HARDWOOD CASE, the unit is a beautiful addition to any room as well as a great gift.

- 4 digit LED readout
- Adjustable Tone & Duration on Chime
- AM/FM indication
- Simulated swinging pendulum uses LEDS
-谁都 CMOS construction
- All electronics, switches and transformers inc.
- Quality plated PC board (216.5") • 4 ½")

MG-01 $39.95

**BEAUTIFUL SOLID HARDWOOD CASE FOR MG-01: Case is cut, grooved and finished for quick easy assembly, requires only 4 screws inc. $19.95

**MK-05 MINI MOBILE CLOCK**

The smallest and best priced mobile clock kit on the market. Designed to be a clock mobile from the ground up. There has been no compromise on quality.

FEATURES:
- Quartz crystal timebase
- Tilted & damped noise with anti-vibration package
- Magnetically adjustable 5½" dial LED readout.
- Complete with prewirable 24 hr. alarm
- 12V (±4V) AC to 50mA
- Readouts can be suppressed
- EASY ASSEMBLY ASS'DLY
- All components required included (you supply the speaker)
- Top quality drilled and plated PC boards
- Clock board: 2½" x 2½"

$12.95

**MK-06 CLOCK/CALENDAR AUTO/HOME CLOCK KIT**

Nothing else to buy! Can be panel mounted. Great for Van & RV's!

We designed this to be a SUPER CLOCK with all the features you want. Quality double sided PC boards make assembly easy. Mobile (12VDC) or home (12VAC)

- Large ¾" LED Readout
- AM/FM indication
- Large 1½" calendar displays automatically or manually
- Display can be dimmed or blanked
- Flashing Colon counts the seconds
- Integral Timebase is adjustable
- Prewirable with Snooze Feature
- Remote power-on protection
- Model 051: Mobile only or for 110VAC input, 2½" x 2½"

$21.50 (CASE)

Additional Options 24 hour format. Add $2. 12VAC version for 110VAC operation and $1.75.
Flea market

RATES
Non-commercial ads 10¢ per word; commercial ads 60¢ per word both payable in advance. No cash discounts or agency commissions allowed.

HAMFESTS
Sponsored by non-profit organizations receive one free Flea Market ad (subject to our editing). Repeat insertions of hamfest ads pay the non-commercial rate.

COPY
No special layout or arrangements available. Material should be typewritten or clearly printed (not all capitals) and must include full name and address. We reserve the right to reject unsuitable copy. Ham Radio cannot check each advertiser and thus cannot be held responsible for claims made. Liability for correctness of material limited to corrected ad in next available issue.

DEADLINE
15th of second preceding month.

SEND MATERIAL TO:
Flea Market, Ham Radio, Greeneville, N.H. 03048.

MOBILE IGNITION SHIELDING provides more range with no noise. Most available engines. Many other sup.- pressors. Literature, Estes Engineering, 890 Marine Dr., Port Angeles, Wash. 98362.

YAESU EQUIPMENT OWNERS — Present or Prospective — Join the six-year-old, 2500 member, 42-country, International Fox-Tango Club. Members receive valuable monthly Newsletter, money-saving purchasing service, technical committee consultation, free ads, FT net, more. Back issues of Newsletter available from 1972. To join, send $5 for calendar year (includes 1977 issues of Newsletter) or $1 credit toward dues, for complete information and Sample Newsletter. Milton Lowens, WA2ASQ-N4ML, 244 Lake Drive, W. Palm Beach, Fl. 33411.

QRP TRANSMATCH with Preamp for HW7 Ten-Tec. Send stamp for details to Peter Meacham Associates, 19 Loreta Road, Waltham, Mass. 02154.

WANTED — Manual for Panoramic Electronics Model SPA-4 Spectrum Analyzer — Hudson Snyder, K2CCA, Petersburg, N.Y. 12138.

CANADIANS
1,000,000 surplus parts. Bargains galore. Free catalog. Etc-O-HR, Box 741, Montreal, H3G 2V2.

PORTA PAK the accessory that makes your mobile real portable. $67.50 and $68.00. Dealer inquiries invited. P.O. Box 67, Somers, Wisc. 53171.

TRAVEL PAK QSL KIT — Send call and 25¢; receive your call sample kit in return. Samco, Box 203, Wynantskill, N.Y. 12198.

MERRY XMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR from WBCUV. Now Using: KENWOOD TS-825S, DRAKE L-4B and TELREC Xmas Tree.

MULTIBAND INVERTED VEE 80-10m. Shorter than 75m “Y” GSVR plans $1. WB3EZH, 229 Noble, Souderton, PA. 18964.

QSL — BROWNE W3CJ — 3055B Lehigh, Allentown, Pa. 18103. Samples with call catalog 95¢.

VHF ENGINEERING COMPANY REPEATER 35 watt Power Amplifier, North Shore Technology Duplexer Power Supply All in one package — Operating Xtsas for 31-91. Ozone Amateur Radio Club, P.O. Box 553, Sildell, L.A. 70459.

NATIONAL NC-183 General Coverage receiver complete with manual. Poor condition as is $40. Steven Terhaar, WA4FXG, 606 Beech, Moorhead, Minn. 56560.

FOR SALE, Brand new boxed advance coax relays. 6, 12, 24, 100VDC. $117VDC. $15.00 with aux. contacts. $12.00 each. Note: Antlers & Roberts knobs (new) $60.00 each — total $3.00. $100,000.00 each — have three. Add $10.00 shipping. James Gysen WWVY, 530 Looft Street, Beverly, Mass. 01915.


MOTOROLA HT220, HT200, and Pageboy service and modifications performed at reasonable rates. WA4FRV (804) 320-4493, evenings.

AUTHORIZED DEALER for Dentron, KLM, Larsen, Bearcat, etc., Big Catalog 201-862-4695 Narwed Electronics, 61 Bellot Road, Ringwood, N.J. 07456.


PERSONALIZED CODE TAPES Specify: Speed (5-99 WPM), Corrective (Book, Combo, or Both), 60 minutes for $4.00. TRICOMM, P.O. Box 5036, Aloha, Or. 97005.


D & V RADIO PARTS — variable & trimmer capacitors, chokes, transformers, crystals, matched shipments, etc. First class stamp for flyer — 1280 W. Sarle Rd., R42, Freehold, Michigan 48623.

REGENCY: HR2A with SYN II, Synthesizer, P-107 Power Supply, all $1600.00 in mint condition. C. P. Gibson, 101 N. Hemingway, Lehighville, Pa. 18043.


BECKMAN/BERKELEY Counter manuals. Most models, $5.00 each postpaid. 5142, 4525, 6181T, $1.9600. W9AMZ, 2009 Hopi, Mont Prospect, Ill. 60056.

HAM RADIO HORIZONS, a super new magazine for the Beginner, the Novice and anyone interested in Amateur Radio ... What it’s all about, How to get started, The fun of ham radio. It’s all here and just $10.00 per year. HURRY! HURRY! Ham Radio HORIZONS, Greeneville, Tenn. 03048.

FOR SALE: Send long, stamped SASE for list of Radio and Optical parts. Fred Redburn, 3300 Hobbs #127, Amarillo, Tex. 79108.

TELETYPE FOR SALE: Model 28ASR’s, KSR’s, typing reports, and TD’s. New and used parts available including cabinets, tables, mod kits, gears and gearshifts. Paper, ribbons, and supplies. Some S-Bee Model 33 and 35 equipment available. Send SASE for complete list and prices. K9WJB, Lawrence R. Pfieger, 2141 N. 52nd St., Milwaukee, Wisc. 53208.

BUY-SELL-TRADE: Write for free mailer. Give name, address and call letters. Complete stock of major brands new and reconditioned equipment. Call for best deals. We buy Collins, Drake, Swan etc. SSB & FM. Associated Radio, 8012 Coner Overlook S, Hank K6D0U.

LET’S TRADE. I have new HORNET ANTENNAS. 6-10.15 & 20 meter beams, 10 inch element 2-meter antenna systems; stacking kits, antenna hardware, etc. I need good clean transmitters, receivers, transceivers, test equipment. Jack WS2AJZ, Box 890, Duncan, Ok. 73533.

$5.50 ea. ppp.


Matching wire wrap 86 pin edge connector while supply lasts $2.50 ea. ppp.

40-DT Relay, 12VDC coil. Potter Brumfield, 5 amp contacts, factory new of course, a beauty $1.90 ea.

Mini-Toggle Switches, factory new and complete with all hardware. SPST 90¢ ea. ppp.

Jumbo LEDs. .2 inch diameter. Color-Red. Prime factory units. Not seconds or retests. 20¢ ea. ppp.

2” Square Speaker. 8 ohms. Mounting holes in the corners. Very nice unit and easy to mount. $1.00 ea. ppp.

6 foot AC Line Cords. 2 conductor heavy duty. Color white. 40¢ ea. ppp.

1/16” Copper Clad PC Board Material 3 x 3” — 2 for $2.50; 3” x 6” — 30¢ ea.; 6” x 6” — 75¢ ea.

16 pin Solder Tall IC Socket — for that memory chip 28¢ ea. ppp.

Ceramic Disc Capacitors all new full load fed .004 @ 1000 volts; .01 @ 12 volts; .02 @ 100 volts; .051 @ 100 volts; .05 @ 100 volts; Your choice 20 for $1.00

2-1/4” Round Speaker. 8 ohms — .3 watts. Factory new of course. $1.00 ea. ppp.

Resistor Assortment. All new FULL loads. Color coded. Some 1/8 - 1/4 - 1/2 watt. 100/$3.00 ppp.

88 mhy unpolitected toroids 5 for $3.30

2N3391A NPN plastic transistors 7¢ ea.

1N4148 diodes — cut and formed leads 100/$1.10

$12.50 ea.

Wire Wrap Sockets
8 pin .22 ea.
14 pin .28 ea.
16 pin .35 ea.
24 pin .70 ea.

8.0000 MHz Crystal —
HC6 holder .350 ea.

1000 volt PIV 2 amp diodes .10 ea.

ALL ITEMS PPD USA
SEND STAMP FOR LIST OF BARGAINS
PA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX
FONE 412-863-7006

Full Electronics
12690 Route 30
North Huntington, Pa. 15642

December 1977
STOP! Don't order that counter kit until you see what EEB has come up with.

The NEW B & K 1827, 30 MHz counter (assembled and tested), a famous pre-scaler kit, hardware and complete instructions to result in 250 MHz Counter. ALL FOR $129.95 postpaid!

Model 1827

- 30 MHz reading guaranteed, 50 MHz typical.
- Full 6-digit display with range switch allows 6-digit accuracy.
- 1Hz resolution — even at 30 MHz and beyond.
- Completely portable for use anywhere.
- Exclusive battery saver features auto-shutoff of display to reduce battery drain.
- Operating on 2 AA size batteries, AC with optional charger/adapter or 12VDC with optional power cord/adapter.

**SPECS:**

**FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS**
- Range: 10MHz to 30 MHz (guaranteed); 50 MHz typical. Activity: ± 1 count. Resolution: 1 PPM of ± 0.1% of reading.

**INPUT CHARACTERISTICS**
- Impedance: 10 kOhm, minimum. Connection: RCA Phone. Sine-wave Sensitivity: 100mV RMS; 20k Hertz to 30 MHz.
- Bandwidth: 100kHz to 200Hz.
- INTERNAL BASE CHARACTERISTICS
- Frequency: ± 0.05 PPM (± 0.1Hz). Temperature: Stability: Better than ± 0.001% (± 10 PPM) from 0-50°C ambient.

**Model 1827 only**
- Preselector Kit: $22.50
- Misc. & Instructions: $12.50
- **$154.95**

YOU PAY ONLY $129.95

AC Charger and NICADS $31.00

Test Antenna (BNC) $4.00

**NEW MS-15 MINISCOPE**

A Serviceman's Small Oscilloscope with Big, Big Performance and a Low, Low Price. The Model MS-15 by Non-Linear Systems, Inc.

**FEATURES**
- 15 megahertz bandwidth.
- External and internal trigger.
- Time base — 0.1 microsecond to 1 microsecond.
- Battery or line operation.
- Size: 2.7" H x 5.6" W x 1.75" D
- Automatic and linear scale modes.
- Power consumption less than 50 watts.
- Vertical Gain: 0.10 to 50 volts/div 12 settings.
- Weight is only 3 pounds.
- **$289.00**

**flea market**

**SELLING**
- 120 Hz sharpest CW filter for TS-820. New. $95. Yamada, Box 272, FPO, Seattle 98761.
- FREE Catalog: Solar Cells, Nicads, Kits, Calculators, Digital Watch Modules, Ultra sounds, Stereos, LDRS, Transistors, IC's, Unique Components. Chinnery's, Box 27038, Denver, Colo. 80227.
- **TELETYPE EQUIPMENT** for beginners and experienced operators. RTTY machines, parts, supplies. Beginner's special: Model 15 Printer and demodulator $139.00. Dozen black ribbon $5.50, case 40 rolls 11/16" tape $17.50. FOB. Atlantic Surplus Sales, 3730 Nautilus Ave., Brooklyn, NY. 11224. Tel: (212) 737-0349.

**KEYER** Micro-T0 MXII PC boards, parts. K3CPU, 5414 Old Branch, Washington, DC 20031.

**MOBILE BONDING STRAPS** under 50¢ each. Literature. Estes Engineering, 930 Marine Drive, Port Angeles, Wash. 98360.

**COLLINS CW Filter. 300Hz bandwidth X454KF300. For use in 7553, 7553B and 7544a receivers. See Sept. 1975 H.R. for article. $60.00 postpaid. W1EBC, Gary Firthik, 40 Pilgrim Trail, Woodbury, CT. 06796.**

**FERRITE BEADS**: specification and application sheet - 10510. Assorted PC pots. $5.00. Mystery mic trimmers. 3.40 p. - $1.00. Price includes latest catalog. Like new catalog alone. CPO Surplus, Box 189, Brain tree, MA 02184.

**THE "CADILLAC" of QSL's! New! Samples: $1.00 (Refundable) - MAC'S SHACK, Box 117-D, Garland, Texas 75050.**

**CASH** for any Collins unit. 618, 490, modules, parts, accessories. Air Ground Electronics, P.O. Box 416, Kearny, N.J. 07032.

**TELETYPewriter PARTS**, gears, manuals, supplies, tools, tools. SASE to: MAC'S SHACK, Box 117-D, Garland, Texas 75050.

**EXCLUSIVELY HAM TELETYPewriter 23rd year, RTTY Journal articles, news, DX, VHF, classified ads. Sample 35¢. $3.00 per year. 1150 Arden Drive, Encinitas, Calif. 92024.**

**FIGHT TVI with the RSO Low Pass Filter. For brochure write: Taylor Communications Manufacturing Company, Box 125, Agincourt, Ontario, Canada M1S 3B4.**

**RUBBER STAMP**. Name/Call/OTH $2.50 p.p. (CA residents add tax). LWM Press, Box 22161, San Diego, CA 92122.

**COMPUTER HOBBIESTS** — Classified advertising newsletter. Ads, New Products, etc. Every 3 weeks. — Since Jan 76. $3.75/year. Free Sample. Class. - $240 South Cruz Hwy., Los Gatos, CA 95030.

**FOR SALE:** Cleaning our garage and store room. Many choice items. SASE for large list. W9ZPP 2824 Forest Ave., Evansville, Ind. 47712.

**FOR SALE:** GE TPL rear mount 60 watt RE73 130-150 MHz. 2-line transceivers. No accessories. $40 each. W9ZPP 2824 Forest Ave., Evansville, Ind. 47712.

**TRANSFORMER** Brand new with application note 115V Primary, Dual Secondaries each 18VCT at 4 amperes. $24.00 NY Residents add 8% Tax. Inquiries Invited. Classical Electrical Laboratories, PO Box 190, Jackson Heights, NY 11372.

**WANTED:** HRO dial wideband. 455 kHz. SSB/CW filters. Thurlte, Rte #1, Paw Paw, MI 49079.

**TOROID CORES** 20 for $8.00. Various sizes. SASE Catalog. OK Electronics, Box 291, Onalaska, WI 54650.

**WANTED:** 40 Channel SSBBAM CB Transceiver with Antenna, ATLAS 180120215X TRADE or SELL. New Television Camera with Zoom lens, SLR viewfinder, 2.1 interface, OR HW-2021 Handytalky 2M Transceiver. W6DOD, 6017 Majorca Ct., San Jose, Calif. 95120 (408) 995-2012.

**OLD TELEPHONE WANTED** Handheld upright with or without dial. Also Old spring suspended microphone & Old Key. Del Popwell, K4BEN, Box 23413, Jacksonville, Fla. 32217.

**QSL forwarding service** — 30 cards per dollar. Write: QSL Express, 30 Lockwood Lane, West Chester, PA 19380.

**ELECTRONIC PARTS** — Service supplies. Talk to me! Free list — Tommy, WD4EKI, Comm-Tech, 104 North Third Street, Richmond, Kentucky.

**IF WE WERE YOU**

the indispensable BIRD 43 THRULINE® WATTMETER

I'D BUY FROM US

YOUR INQUIRY OR ORDER WILL GET OUR PROMPT ATTENTION

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

WEBSTER COMMUNICATIONS

115 BELLARMINE

ROCHESTER, MI 48063

CALL TOLL FREE

800-521-2333

MICHIGAN 313-375-0420

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
NEW! IC KEYER

The World's Greatest Sending Device

Adjustable to Any Desired Speed

Now available from Palomar Engineers - the new Electronic IC KEYER, highly prized by professional operators because it is EASIER, QUICKER, and MORE ACCURATE.

It transmits with amazing ease CLEAR, CLEAN-CUT signals at any desired speed. Saves the arm. Prevents cramp, and enables anyone to send with the skill of an expert.

> SPECIAL RADIO MODEL <

Equipped with large specially constructed contact points. Keys any amateur transmitter with ease. Sends Manual, Semi-Automatic, Full Automatic Dot Memory, Squeeze, and Lambo - MORE FEATURES than any other keyer. Has built-in sidetone, speaker, speed and volume control. AND IT'S EASIER TO OPERATE; heavy shielded die-cast metal case. FULLY ADJUSTABLE contact spacing and paddle tension. The perfect paddle touch will AMAZE you.

Every amateur and licensed operator should know how to send with the IC KEYER - EASY TO LEARN. Sent anywhere on receipt of price. Free brochure sent on request.

Send check or money order. IC KEYER $97.50 postpaid in U.S. and Canada. This is the postpaid price. IC KEYER LESS PADDLE and non-skid base $67.50. Add 6% sales tax in California.

Italy write i2VTT, P.O. Box 37, 62209 Cassano.

Fully guaranteed by the world's oldest manufacturer of electronic keys. ORDER YOURS NOW!

PALOMAR ENGINEERS

BOX 455, ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
Phone: (714) 747-3343

flea market

ELECTRONIC Voltage Regulators for Automobile Alternators. Available for most cars. Free literature. Send $14.95 (ppd) to SOLID STATE DEVELOPMENT CO., P.O. Box 108, Clarkson, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada LS3X9

ELIMINATE QRN and QRN problems with our superior CW and SSB Filters. Also CW keyers, speech compressors, power supplies, teletype converters, and multi-band antennas assembled in kits. Dealer discounts. Dynamic Electronics, Box 896, Hartsville, S. Carolina 29550. (205) 773-2756

EZ does it best. Deals that is, on Yaesu, ICOM, Drake, Swnin, Cushcraft, Larsen, KLM, Dentron, VHF Engineering and Wilson. For new or used gear call, see or write WBEZ, Bob Smith Electronics, 12 So. 21st St., Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501. (515) 571-3866

WANTED General Electric Mastic Pro Mobile Radio, High band for 2 meters. Must be late model, clean and in good operating condition. SID PURVIS, 1306 Sioux Dr., Jacksonville, N.C. 28540. (919) 455-2080.

LOOKING for a used fax-equipment suitable for amateurs. H. Ch. Aile, Stierwerldweg 7, 6800 Mannheim 31, W. Germany.

STOP LOOKING For a good deal on amateur radio equipment — you've found it here — at your amateur radio dealers headquarters in the heart of the Midwest. We are factory authorized dealers for Kenwood, Drake, Collins, ICOM, Ten-Tec, Atlas, Hallicrafters, KLM, Wilson, Regency, Tempo, Swin, Midland, Alpha, Standard, Denton, Hy-Gain, Mosley, Cushcraft, and CDE, plus accessories. Thousands of thrifty hams from coast to coast already know us and we invite you to join them by writing or calling us today for our low quoted and trying our personal and friendly Hoosier service. HOOSIER ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 2001, Terre Haute, Indiana 47802. (812) 238-1456

TECH MANUALS for Govt. surplus gear — $6.50 each: SP-600UX, URM-250, CS-8AU, TS-175U. Thousands more available. Send 50c (coin) for 22-page list. W3HD, 7218 Roane Drive, Washington, D.C. 20001


WANTED: Riders TV, Sams Photosfacts #605-#1000, RAYLEX, 1940's and 1950's SWL club bulletins, ARRL handbooks, 1930's Catalogs, and anything else for radio library. Swap or buy. State price and condition. Don Erickson, 6059 N. Essex Street, Riverside, California 92504. (714) 687-5910

OLD GOSTS WANTED, also HT-100, W1B1 AI Blank, 727 Pine St., Bristol, CT. 06010

GALAXY V, with AC power supply, calibrator, VOX, $200.00. James Honey, WA6ZCQ, (618) 667-1837.

HEATH HW-16, with MFJ audio filter and Accu-Keyer, $125.00. James Honey, WA6ZCQ, (618) 667-1837.

Coming Events


THE ANNUAL FORT WAYNE WINTER HAMFEST is at Shiloh Hall, North of Fort Wayne, on January 22 from 8 AM until 4 PM local time. Early parking is available and 2988 and S252 will be monitored. This yearly event is sponsored by the Allen County Amateur Radio Technical Society (ACAGTS). Admission is $2.00 at the door. Table space is available at $1.50 per half table (about 4 feet). For information or table reservations (held until 9 AM) write Hamfest Chairman, ACAGTS, P.O. Box 342, Fort Wayne, Ind. 46801.

WANTED FOR CASH

$4CX150 4CX1000 4-65 4-250
$4CX250 4CX1500 4-125A 4-400
$4CX300A 4CX3000 4-1000
$4CX350A 4CX5000 304TL

4CX10,000 4CX15000

Other tubes and Klystrons also wanted. See last month for other items available.

GROTH-Type

COUTS & DISPLAYS YOUR TURNS

-99.99 Turns
-One Hole
-Panel Mount
-Handy Logging Area
-Spinner Handle Available

Case: 2x4": shaft ¼"x3"
Model TC2: Skirt 2-1/8".
Model TC4: Skirt 3-1/8".
Model TC3: Skirt 3/8".

PRICES

Model TC2: $2.1-3/8".

Model TC4: $2.1-3/8".

R. H. BAUMAN SALES

P.O. Box 122, Itaska, Ill. 60143

IMPROVES ALL

SSB & CW STATIONS

PR-1000

VARIABLE AUDIO FILTER

Greatly improves reception and audio selectivity of even the best ham receiver. Easy to operate and quickly connects between any ham receiver, transceiver or SWL receiver and speaker (or headphone). Provides variable selectivity bandwidth of 40 Hz to 3000 Hz with selectivity skirts a minimum of 800Hz. Sharp 70dB variable notch rejects nearby CW stations as close as 100 Hz. For applications the latest electronic audio filtering circuitry. Five (5) integrated circuits with self-contained 110 volt AC power supply and one-watt audio amplifier. Includes low profile eggshell white cabinet with walnut-like sales.

PRIME ELECTRONICS, INC. Dept. HR

221 West Market St. Derby, KS 67507

□ Please send me more information
□ Rush me PR-1000 Variable Audio Filters @ $59.95 each plus $1.50 postage & handling. Check or M.O. enclosed.

Name ____________________________
Address ________________________________
City_________________ State____ Zip____

Distributor and dealer inquiries invited.

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
flea market

LAPORTE ARC'S WINTER HAMFEST, Sunday, February 26, 1978 at the LaPorte Civic Auditorium, 50 miles southeast of Chicago. Plenty of room, free tables, good food. Donation $2 at gate. Talk in on 0161 and 52 simplex. LPAREC Box 30, LaPorte, IN 46350.

RICHMOND, VIRGINIA WINTERFEST — 18 January 1978, Box Air Community Center, sponsored by The Richmond Amateur Telecommunications Society. Talk in 28-88 and 52 simplex, ARRL coordinated. Technical symposium, drawing, home brewer contest — 2 divisions, over 18 and under — with framed certificate to winners with Most Original Idea, Best Mechanical and Best Electrical Construction. FCC exams will be administered, starting at 10:00 AM, to take exam, mail Form 610 at least five days prior to Fest to address below. Send self-addressed, stamped envelope if you need Form 610. Commercial Exhibits, Indoor Flea Market, $2.00 (table included), Outdoor Frost Bite Tail Gate Flea Market, $1.00. Admission $2.00, children under 12 free. R.A.T.S. members excluded from contest and drawing. Bring the family and spend the weekend in beautiful historic Richmond. Richmond Amateur Telecommunications Society, Post Office Box 1076, Richmond, Virginia 23208.

Stolen Equipment

DRAKE ML-2, 5N 11546, with 34/94, 94/94, 16/76, 76/26, 22/82, and 25/86 crystals installed. Stolen from Tom Fraser, W9QGT, Colorado Springs, Colorado, 32020, 635-8911, Ext. 3874. Anyone desiring to list stolen amateur radio equipment please send information to Colorado Council of Amateur Radio Clubs, C/O Charles E. Myers, W9RTN, 1120 Yosemiti Drive, Colorado Springs, Co. 80901. Please include as much identification information as possible. Free distribution will be made to all amateur radio magazines and Colorado Amateur radio clubs. Funds for postage and printing will be greatly appreciated.

ATLAS 350 XL with D06-XL Digital dial Ser. #67/025.


RF POWER COMPONENTS (715) 532-3971

ALDELCO SEMI-CONDUCTOR SUPERMARKET RF DEVICES

2N3055 74 400 MHz...$1.50 2N6000 49 175 MHz...$1.50
2N3066 74 400 MHz...$1.70 2N6060 49 175 MHz...$1.70
2N3067 74 400 MHz...$1.70 2N6061 49 175 MHz...$1.70
2N3090 101 175 MHz...$2.20 2N6090 49 175 MHz...$2.20
2N3091 101 175 MHz...$2.20 2N6091 49 175 MHz...$2.20
2SC117...3.95 2SC1207 8...10 2SC1226...1.35
2SC1306...4.30 2SC1309...2.05

NOW! NEW IMPROVED DIGITAL ALARM CLOCK KIt! Hours + Minutes + Seconds displayed on 7-Big 0.5" Flanged 7 Segment Display LED! 12 Hour Format 24 hour alarm with snooze feature plus elapsed time indicator and freeze feature. Eight pages of instruction and instructions. NO on-board power transformer and circuitry for optional remote base with simulated wood grain cabinet. $39.95

12/24 Hour Clock Kit $4.50. 5 LEDs Freds clock feature with simulated wood cabinet. $39.95

COMBINATION DIGITAL CLOCK AND FREQUENCY COUNTER KIt 6 digit 40 MHz and 12/24 hour clock kit. Battery operated with 110v charger. $7.95. Complete Kit! $11.95

Assembled unit complete for $13.95. ASSEMBLED KIT! $11.95

VARIABLE POWER SUPPLY KIT 500 Mu. 5 15 VDC. $6.95

220VAC 20 A

NOW! Dual Digital 12-24 hour clock kit MODEL ALD04

Six big, 5 display LEDs on an attractive black plastic cabinet with a red hood filter. Great for a home or broadcast station. Set one clock to GMT and the other to local time. Or have 24 hour format on one clock and 12 hour on the other. Batteries life the clock for 3 to 6 months. Each clock is controlled separately. Cabinet measures 3 x 9 x 4 1/2". Complete Kit $44.95.

We have 1980 latest IC's and stamp for catalog. Add $5 for shipping. Add $10 to orders under $10. Out of USA send Certified Check or Money Order. Include postage.

ALDELCO

221TH Babylon Tppl., Merrick, NY 11566

(516) 378-4556

NEW ELECTRONIC PARTS

IC'S - TRANSISTORS - PROTOBOARDS - RESISTORS - CAPACITORS - DIODES - SWITCHES - CONNECTORS - VOLTAGE REGULATORS - CABINETS - HEAT SINKS - FUSES & MUCH MORE - STAMP BRINGS CATALOG

SPECIALS

KEYBOARD ENCLOSURES

TWO SIZES W D H PRICE

14 8.3 3 $13.50

14 11.3 3 $14.50

BLU WST BONED

BREADBOARD KIT 10.75

2 X 6

SPEARING INCLUDED

NuData Electronics

104 & EMERSON ST. MOUNT PROSPECT, ILLINOIS 60056
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Advance Registration $14.00 per person; with Hotel Sahara Late Show and two drinks $28.00 per person or with Hotel Sahara Congo Dinner Show (entree Cornish Hen), no drinks $35.00 per person. Tax and Gratuity included.

Entertainment in Hotel Sahara's Congo Room has not been selected at press time.

Advance Registration must be received by **FAROC** on or before December 22, 1977.

The NATION'S ANNUAL LAS VEGAS PRESTIGE CONVENTION

**SAROC**

HOTEL SAHARA'S CONVENTION SPACE CENTER

January 5-8, 1978

**SAROC** Registration includes: registration tickets, admission to technical sessions, Friday cocktail party hosted by TRI-EX Tower Corp.; Saturday cocktail party hosted by Ham Radio Magazine; Hotel Sahara Buffet Brunch on Sunday. Tax and Gratuity.

Hotel Sahara room rate for **SAROC** registered delegates $22.00 per night plus room tax, single or double occupancy.

Hotel Sahara room reservation request card will be sent only to **SAROC** registered delegates and exhibitors only until December 22, 1977.

Send your check or money order to **SAROC**, P. O. Box 945, Boulder City, NV 89005
This is easy—anyone can solder—
WITH KESTER SOLDER

Handymen! Hobbyists!
DO-IT-YOURSELFERS!

Let Kester Solder aid you in your home repairs or hobbies. For that household item that needs repairing—a radio, TV, model train, jewelry, appliances, minor electrical repairs, plumbing, etc.—Save money—repair it yourself. Soldering with Kester is a simple, inexpensive way to permanently join two metals.

When you Solder go “First Class”—use Kester Solder.

For valuable soldering information send self-addressed stamped envelope to Kester for a FREE Copy of “Soldering Simplified”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOROID CORES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All the popular sizes and mixes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Service. Same day shipment via first class mail or air.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No minimum order.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IRON POWDER TORIDS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE SIZE</th>
<th>MIX 2</th>
<th>MIX 6</th>
<th>MIX 12</th>
<th>PRICE USA $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-200</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-106</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-80</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-68</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RF FERRITE TORIODS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE ID</th>
<th>MIX @ 1000</th>
<th>MIX @ 10 1500</th>
<th>PRICE USA $</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F-105</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-125</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-87</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-37</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-33</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Chart shows uH per 100 turns.

FERRITE BEADS: 4x

$2.00 DOZEN WIDE BAND CHOKE:

2x

95¢ EACH

TO ORDER: Specify both core size and mix for toroids. Packing and shipping 50 cents per order USA and Canada. Californians add 6% sales tax.

Fast service. Free brochure and winding chart on request.

PALOMAR ENGINEERS
BOX 455, ESCONDIDO, CA 9295
Phone: (714) 747-3343

ENERGY CRISIS SOLVED!

Personal energy crisis? Get precious RF on DX with World Record Breaking antenna that won WSTFY the DRP ARC 1,000,000 dollars award.

THE JOYSTICKY VFA

Variable freq. and gain low angle omnidirectional harmonic free radiation on all bands 160 thru 10! MARS and receive on all BC & SW.

1000’s of glowing reports in our files of the VFA in use often in poor QTH’s and under DRP, contacts etc.

SYSTEM 'A' $75.00

SYSTEM 'B' $99.00

5000W P.E.P. & Improved G-facto Receiving military not in receiver (complete) 1000 watts to every band-made for you...

RADIO WORLD
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PAKSTES STREDS
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Everybody likes power and nowhere can you get more of it for $349.95 than with our Cygnet 1200X linear amplifier.

With 100 watts of driving power you’re on the air with a solid 1200 watts PEP input and most people won’t be able to tell you from somebody operating full bore.

Linearity on the 1200X is excellent, efficiency is outstanding, 117/230 A.C. power supply is built in, and features like provision for external ALC give you the flexibility you need to get the most out of your rig.

Mark II for power and glory, too. But if you’ve got your heart set on block-buster power we’ve also got the right linear amp for you. It’s the Mark II, the proven unit everybody thinks of when you talk about workhorse linear amplifiers.

The Mark II dominates the bands with all the power that’s allowed—2000 watts PEP—and a clean, linear signal that’s music to your ears.

The Mark II features a separate, matching power supply, big, quiet blowers for both the RF deck and the power supply, all bands from 10 to 80 meters and all you need to enjoy it is 100 watts driving power.

Get a Swan 1200X or Mark II linear amplifier today and stop letting people shout you down. Use your Swan credit card. Applications at your dealer or write to us.

Cygnet 1200X 1200-watt linear amplifier complete with built in 110/220V power supply ........ $349.95

Mark II 2000-watt linear amplifier complete with separate 117/230 VAC power supply and two 3-500Z tubes .................... $849.95

(Prices FOB Oceanside, CA)

Dealers throughout the world or order direct from

Swan Electronics
A subsidiary of Calab Corporation
305 Airport Road, Oceanside, CA 92054

---

SWAN 1200X LINEAR AMPLIFIER.
TALK LOUD FOR A SONG.
$349.95
Comprehensive
Sentry's Quartz Technology Manual

One reference does all this:
- Takes the mystery out of understanding and using quartz crystals
- Specifies what you need for commercial two-way, marine, aircraft, public service, ham and monitor radio
- Gives the most complete military specifications ever published
- Shows how to convert your 23-channel CB to 40 channels
- Explains how to understand and use digital quartz clocks

Never before has so much information been compiled under one cover . . . for the low price of $2.95. If your profession or hobby involves a working knowledge of crystals, everything you need is here . . . in an easy-to-find, easy-to-assimilate form. The first printing is just 20,000 copies. To assure a first edition copy, send your check or money order today, or call toll free 1-800-654-8850.

Two New Wattmeters for the radio amateur

HAM-MATE

The 4360, 4362 HAM-MATE Directional Wattmeters are insertion type instruments for measuring forward or reflected power in 50-ohm coaxial transmission lines. They are direct descendants of the original 43 THRULINE® Wattmeter—the professional standard of the industry—and will accurately measure RF power flow under any load condition.

HENRY RADIO
IS THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR

BIRD
Ham-Mate™

Available at select dealers throughout the U.S.

Sentry Mfg. Co.
Crystal Park.
Chickasha, Oklahoma 73018

Please rush my copy of Sentry's comprehensive 150-page Quartz Technology Manual today. Enclosed is my check or money order for $2.95, which includes postage and handling.

Name
Address
City State Zip

See our HAM MART listings to find the Amateur Radio dealers nearest you.

$289.
The Bearcat 210 super synthesized receiver scans and searches over 16,000 different frequencies without expensive crystals. The Bearcat 210 covers 32-50, 146-174 & 461-512 MHz, and has AC/DC operation. Save over $60.00 now by ordering on our 24 hour toll-free credit card order line 800-521-4414. In Michigan and outside the U.S. call 313-994-4441. Add $5.00 for shipping in the U.S. or $9.00 for air UPS to the west coast. Charge cards or money orders only. Foreign orders invited.
An exciting new era in amateur radio is about to begin... the era of AMSAT PHASE III OSCAR satellites.

Many of you are familiar with the benefits of the AMSAT OSCAR satellites, notably OSCAR 6 and 7. These satellites, with a combined total of over 8 years in orbit, have provided communications between amateurs throughout the world. They have also provided a capability for an educational program in space sciences and many interesting experiments.

AMSAT, with members and contributing groups worldwide, and headquarters in Washington, D.C., has been responsible for our current satellite program. Many people feel that perhaps the greatest value of the amateur satellite program is the dramatic demonstration of amateur resourcefulness and technical capability to radio spectrum policy makers around the world.

The value of this aspect of amateur radio as we prepare for the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) is enormous.

The AMSAT PHASE III satellite program promises a continuing demonstration that amateur radio is at the forefront of modern technology. PHASE III satellites will routinely provide reliable communications over paths of up to 11,000 miles (17,600 km) for 17 hours each day. You can think of them as a resource equivalent to a new band.

The cost of these PHASE III satellites is a projected $250,000. Commercial satellites of similar performance would cost nearly $10,000,000.

Your help is needed to put these PHASE III OSCAR satellites in orbit.

Your valued, tax-deductible contribution can be as small as one of the 5000+ solar cells needed. A handsome certificate will acknowledge the numbered cells you sponsor for $10 each. Larger components of the satellites may also be sponsored with contribution acknowledgements ranging to a plaque carrying your name aboard the satellites. Call or write us for the opportunities available.

Your membership in AMSAT is important to the satellite program, and will give AMSAT a stronger voice in regulatory matters concerned with satellites. At $10 per year or $100 for life, you will be making a most significant contribution to the satellite program and the future of amateur radio. You will also receive the quarterly AMSAT newsletter.

Clip the AMSAT PHASE III coupon below and send your support today, or call 202-488-8649 and charge your contribution to your BankAmericard (VISA) or Master Charge card.
### Alabama

**LONG'S ELECTRONICS**  
2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH  
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202  
800-633-3410  
Call us Toll Free to place your order

### Arizona

**HAM SHACK**  
4506 A NORTH 16TH STREET  
PHOENIX, AZ 85016  
602-279-HAMS  
Serving all amateurs from beginner to expert.

**Masters Communications**  
7025 N. 57th DRIVE  
GLENDALE, AZ 85301  
602-939-8356  
Rohn tower distributor, Atlas, Icom, Tempo, HyGain & service.

**Power Communications**  
6012 NORTH 27th AVE.  
PHOENIX, AZ 85017  
602-262-3280  
Arizona's #1 Ham Store.

### California

**C & A ELECTRONICS**  
2529 EAST CARSON ST.  
P. O. BOX 5232  
CARSON, CA 90745  
213-834-5868  
Not the biggest, but the best — since 1962.

**Carson Electronics**  
12010 EAST CARSON ST.  
HAWAIIAN GARDENS, CA 90716  
213-421-3786  
Dealing exclusively in ICOM communications equipment.

**Communications Center**  
705 AMADOR STREET  
VALLEJO, CA 94590  
707-642-7233  
Who else has a Spectrum Analyzer?

**Ham Radio Outlet**  
999 HOWARD AVENUE  
BURLINGAME, CA 94010  
415-342-5757  
Visit our stores in Van Nuys and Anaheim.

**Quement Electronics**  
1000 SO. BASCOM AVENUE  
SAN JOSE, CA 95128  
408-998-6900  
Serving the world's Radio Amateurs since 1933.

### Colorado

**C W ELECTRONIC SALES CO.**  
1401 BLAKE ST.  
DENVER, CO 80202  
303-573-1386  
Rocky Mountain area's complete ham radio distributor.

**Mile-Hi Communications, Inc.**  
1970 SOUTH NAVAJO  
DENVER, CO 80223  
303-936-7108  
Rocky Mountain's newest ham store. Lee Tingle KE9L.

### Connecticut

**Arecomm Electronics**  
2865 MAIN STREET  
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06606  
Come on in, Tues. thru Sat. 10:00 - 6:00

**Audiotronics Inc.**  
18 ISAAC STREET  
NORWALK, CT 06850  
203-838-4877  
The Northeast's fastest growing Ham Dept. dedicated to service.

### Florida

**AGL Electronics, Inc.**  
1800-B DREW ST.  
CLEARWATER, FL 33755  
813-461-HAMS  
West Coast's only full service Amateur Radio Store.

**Central Equipment Co.**  
18451 W. DIXIE HIGHWAY  
NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL 33160  
305-932-1818  
Specializing in Amateur, CB & Marine Equipment.

**Ray's Amateur Radio**  
1590 US HIGHWAY 19 SO.  
CLEARWATER, FL 33751  
813-535-1416  
West coast's only dealer: Drake, Icom, Cushcraft, Hustler.

### Illinois

**Erickson Communications, Inc.**  
5935 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVE.  
CHICAGO, IL 60646  
312-631-5181  
Hours: 9:30-9 Mon. & Thurs. 9:30-5 Tues., Wed., Fri. 9-3 Sat.

**Klaus Radio, Inc.**  
8400 NORTH PIONEER PARKWAY  
PEORIA, IL 61614  
309-691-4840  
Let us quote your Amateur needs.

**Spectronics, Inc.**  
1009 GARFIELD STREET  
OAK PARK, IL 60304  
312-848-6777  
Chicagoland's Amateur Radio leader.

### Indiana

**Hoosier Electronics**  
P. O. BOX 2001  
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802  
812-238-1456  
Ham Headquarters of the Midwest. Store in Meadow Shopping Center.

**Kryder Electronics**  
2810 MAPLECREST RD.  
FORT WAYNE, IN 46815  
219-484-4846  
We service what we sell. 10-9 T, TH, F; 10-5 W, SAT.

### Iowa

**Bob Smith Electronics**  
12 SOUTH 21ST STREET  
FT. DODGE, IA 50501  
515-576-3886  
For an EZ deal.

### Kansas

**Associated Radio**  
8012 CONSER P.O.B. 4327  
OVERLAND PARK, KS 66204  
913-381-5901  
Amateur Radio Dealer

Kentucky

COHOON AMATEUR SUPPLY
HIGHWAY 475
TRENTON, KY 42286
502-886-4535
Yaesu, Ten-Tec, Tempo, Dentron. Our service is the BEST.

Maryland

COMM CENTER, INC.
9624 FT. MEADE ROAD
LAUREL PLAZA RT. 198
LAUREL, MD 20810
301-792-0600
New & Used Amateur Equipment. Wilson, Ten-Tec, R. L. Drake, Tempo

Nebraska

COMMUNICATIONS CENTER, INC.
2226 NORTH 48 ST.
LINCOLN, NE 68504
800-228-4097
Yaesu, Drake, Tempo, Swan, HyGain - call Toll Free

New Hampshire

EVANS RADIO, INC.
BOX 893, RT. 3A BOW JUNCTION
CONCORD, NH 03301
603-522-9961
Icom, Dentron & Yaesu dealer. We service what we sell.

New Jersey

ATKINSON & SMITH, INC.
17 LEWIS ST.
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724
201-542-2447
Ham supplies since "55".

New Mexico

ELECTRONIC MODULE
601 N. TURNER
HOBBS, NM 88240
505-397-3012
Yaesu, Kenwood, Swan, Dentron, Tempo, Atlas, Wilson, Cushcraft

New York

ADIRONDACK RADIO SUPPLY, INC.
185 W. MAIN STREET
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
518-842-8350
Yaesu dealer for the Northeast.

Pennsylvania

ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE
136 N. MAIN STREET
SUDBERTON, PA 18964
215-723-1200
New & Used Amateur Radio sales and service.

HARRISON
"HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA"
ROUTE 110 & SMITH STREET
FARMINGDALE, L. I., N. Y. 11735
516-293-7990
Since 1925 . . . Service, Satisfaction, Savings. Try Us!

RADIO WORLD
ONEIDA COUNTY AIRPORT TERMINAL BLDG.
ORISKANY, NY 13424
315-337-2622
New & used ham equipment. See Warren K2IXN or Joe WB2GJR

Universal Service
114 N. THIRD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
614-221-2335
Give U.S. a try when ready to buy.

RADIOS OF THE WORLD
800-325-3636
See Our Ads In This Issue.

MIDCOM ELECTRONICS, INC.
2506 SO. BRENTWOOD BLVD.
ST. LOUIS, MO 63144
314-961-9990
At Midcom you can try before you buy!

TUFTS RADIO ELECTRONICS
209 MYSTIC AVENUE
MEDFORD, MA 02155
617-395-8280
New England's friendliest ham store.

Radio Supply & Engineering
1207 WEST 14 MILE ROAD
CLAWSON, MI 48017
313-435-5660
10001 Chalmers, Detroit, MI 48213, 313-371-9050.
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South Carolina

AMATEUR RADIO ELECTRONICS
100 STATE ST.
WEST COLUMBIA, SC 29169
803-796-7957
Featuring Swan Equipment

Tennessee

GERMANTOWN AMATEUR SUPPLY
3203 SUMMER AVE.
MEMPHIS, TN 38112
800-238-6168
No monkey business. Call Toll Free.

J-TRON ELECTRONICS
505 MEMORIAL BLVD.
SPRINGFIELD, TN 37172
615-384-3501
Ten-Tec dealer — call or write for best trade.

Texas

AGL ELECTRONICS
3068 FOREST LANE, SUITE 309
DALLAS, TX 75234
214-241-6414 (within Texas)
See the Drake UV-3 Brochure NOT RETURNING NECESSARY

HARDIN ELECTRONICS
5635 E. ROSEDALE
FT. WORTH, TX 76112
817-461-9761
Your Full Line Authorized Yaesu Dealer.

Wisconsin

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY, INC.
4828 WEST FOND du LAC AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
414-442-4209

Open Mon & Fri 9-9, Tues, Wed, Thurs, 9-5:30, Sat, 9-3.

Washington

AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLY CO.
6213 13TH AVENUE SOUTH
SEATTLE, WA 98108
206-767-3222
First in Ham Radio in Washington
Northwest Bird Distributor

Wyoming

DENCO COMMUNICATIONS CENTER
1728 EAST 2ND STREET
CASPER, WY 82601
307-234-9197
Sales, Service to Wyoming and the Northern Rockies.

Western Sales and Service Center, 2020 Western Street, Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 • 702/382-9470

The R.L. Drake Company is pleased to report that the

Drake UV-3
Multi-Band FM Transceiver
covers the new FM Repeater
Sub-Band expansions

See the Drake UV-3 Brochure for complete specifications.

Planet XP-7 Calling Earth

Takes you "to the exciting frontiers of astronomy, with a sense of great adventures to come"

Disab Mocbi THE PHYSICS TEACHER

"Lively, human, thought-provoking"
Ron Bracewell IEEE SPECTRUM

"An inspiration to any young scientist"
Bernard Burke PHYSICSTODAY

A fascinating, popular, personal insight into the exploration of the cosmos by radio and the discovery of the oldest signals in the universe (12 billion years) coming from the greatest distance, leading to the search for signals from extraterrestrial civilizations.

228 pages Illustrated

Cygnus Quasar Books, Box 80, Powell, Ohio 43065
$3.50 paper, $6.50 hard, postage

Tone Encoder Pad

Model TTP-03

$54.95

Postpaid in U.S.A.

Texas Residents add 5% Sales Tax

See up-coming ad for new automatic unit: ATO-70

2 Numbers, Field Programmable

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Clegen Electronics Company
Box 12171 Dallas, Texas 75225

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

- DIGITRAN® Keyboard
- Output Level Set Pot
- Crystal Controlled-Digitally Synthesized Tones
- Strapping for Hi-Low Z Output
- Internal 5 V Regulator
- Supply Voltage Range 7 to 24 V.
- RFI Suppression
- Velcro and Case Included
- Size 2.80 - 2.00 - 0.60 Inches
Tropical Hamboree
ARRL Southeastern Division
CONVENTION
FLAGLER DOG TRACK
(37th Ave. at N.W. 7th St.)
MIAMI, FLA.
Jan. 21-22, 1978
FREE PARKING INCLUDING OVERNIGHT SPACE FOR COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED RV'S
Pre-Registration $2.50
FOR SPECIAL HOTEL RATES AND FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE:
P.O. BOX 350045
RIVERSIDE STA.
MIAMI, FLA. 33135

WESTCOM POWER
the new 2 meter VHF amplifier from Westcom.
- An add-on unit, no internal connections or adjustments required to associated equipment
- Standard Amplifier Models operate FM. Linear Models operate all modes: SSB, FM, AM, RTTY, CW, etc.
- "Microstrip" design provides high stability and optimum performance over wide bandwidth
- Factory adjusted, no tuning required
- Mobile mounting bracket included
- RF sensing T/R switching, adjustable dropout delay
- Remote keying capability
- Thermally coupled biasing
- Reverse Voltage protected and fused
- Conservatively rated with oversized heat sink
- Red LED indicators for monitoring DC and RF
- VSWR protected
- Ninety day material and workmanship warranty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO.</th>
<th>INPUT POWER (watts)</th>
<th>NOM OUTPUT (watts)</th>
<th>NOM CURRENT 13.8 VDC</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2M 3X30</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$72.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M 2X30L</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$82.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M 10X40</td>
<td>2-12</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$77.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M 15X50L</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$94.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M 15X80</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M 15X80L</td>
<td>5-15</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$139.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Linear: AM, CW, FM, SSB, RTTY
Size: 4 1/8 x 5 1/8 x 2 1/2
technical specifications and data subject to change without notice

Call your local dealer, or write direct:
WESTCOM ENGINEERING
1320 Grand Avenue  San Marcos, California 92069  (714) 744-0700
APOLLO PRODUCTS

by “Village Twig”

1500X-2
Rotary Antenna Switch
Single pole, 3 position Antenna Switch • Low SWR • Use up to 30 MHz, 500 Watt handling capacity. Shipping Front Console Cab.
$14.95

45X5-S Antenna Switch
3 Position Side Switch. Low Loss - Walnut-grain Finish Chassis - Gold Cover.
$7.95

“TM” “Trans-Systems - Tuner” or Homebrew Enclosure. Order Either! Machined.
$38.50

1700X-2 Vertical/Horizontal Antenna Switch
Allows operator to select any one of 3 antennas or dummy load. 3 antennas can be switched in simultaneous. Shipping Front Console Cab.
$14.95

2100X-2 SWR Bridge
Large Meter
Sagging Panel Cabinet - Rubber Feet - Keep in Antenna Line up to 1 Kilowatt.
$37.59

900X-2 Wattmeter
Measures RF in 2, 50, 125, 250 and 500 watts. 50 Ohm input.
$35.50

Radio Amateur Labels

Radio Amateur Labels
FOUR DESIGNS SIX COLORS

For Samples and Prices Write To:
Artistic Label Co.
P.O. Box 1662
Englewood, Colo. 80110

I PAY CASH
for your military surplus.
If you have or know of availability: TT-96 TT-78 Teletypewriter AM-013 p TRC-24, PRM-31 phone me collect Dave — (213) 760-1000

Apollo Products-Little Giant Trans Systems Tuner Kit — $122.50

Designed and engineered after “Apollo” “Little Giant” 2500X-2 for an “engineered performance” Trans Systems Tuner and Adjusters of the Lew McCoy Transmatch, with power handling at the KW plus level!

Kit includes:
1 heavy inductance for 10-15-20-
40-80 watts.
6 pvc stand-offs, 4 for condensers and 2 for inductance.
1 H2 switch for band tuning.
1 thru 80 meter coverage.
1 pkg 18-gauge stranded wire.
Cabinet included — Apollo “Shad-
box Cabinet”. M Kit includes sche-
matic. Recommend parts layout.
INFO NOTE: +600 Ohm “Open wire spaced ladder line” or dielectric.
*53” wire, *84” wire, *20” wire.
info only — not supplied.

Apollo Products, Box 245, Vaughnsville, Ohio 45893 419-646-3495
Subsidiary “Little Giant Antenna Labs”

CALL FOR QUESTIONS ON:

- YAESU FT301D, FT301, KEN-WOOD TS520S, TS820S, TS600A, TR7400A, TR7500A, FT101E & ETO-ALPHA. ALL IN SEALED CARTONS. CALL FOR QUESTIONS ON ITEMS NOT LISTED.

CALL FOR FAST QUOTE, OR WRITE AND INCLUDE TELEPHONE NUMBER. IF YOU HAVE YOUR BARGAIN, WE'LL CALL YOU PREPAID.

TerMs: All prices FOB Houston. Prices subject to change without notice. All Items Guaranteed. Subject to change without notice. Send listing for Amateur dealers price list. Texas residents add 5% tx. Please add postage estimate.

MADISON

ELECTRONICS SUPPLY, INC.
1508 McKinney Houston, Texas 77002
713/658-0268

KITS 10-40 $94.50

LITTLE GIANT MODEL 100X1000-40
Other models available for 10, 15 & 20 meters

Add $3 kits.

Little Giant Antenna Labs, Box 245, Vaughnsville, Ohio 45893
Subsidiary “Apollo Products” Village-Twig Co.
419-646-3495

a NEW antenna principle

PROVEN IN EXACTING TESTS AND MANY YEARS ON THE AIR AT WABM - KAST - KEBYR

THE LITTLE GIANT BEAM ANTENNA
A COMPLETELY NEW ANTENNA
Here is an ultra compact beam antenna which can be tuned to any frequency between 7.0 and 145 MHz. Weighing only 18 lbs, this antenna may not outperform a full sized beam but it sure will give you your share of DX and stateside contacts. Will handle 1 KW over a 100 MHz bandwidth.

• Fully weatherproof
• HI-Q, attenuates harmonics
• Coaxies assembled & tested

KITS 10-40 $94.50

$149.50

Add 3 kits.
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More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
NOW YOU CAN RECEIVE THE WEAK SIGNALS WITH THE NEW AMECO PREAMPLIFIER

Model PT-2 is a continuous tuning 6-160 meter preamp designed for use with a transceiver. It contains new sophisticated control circuitry that permits it to be added to virtually any transceiver with N0 modification. No serious ham can be without one! Other features include: * improves sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio. * Boosts signals up to 26 db. * For AM, SSB, or CW. * Dual gate FET amplifier gives superior cross modulation protection. * Simple to install. * Improves immunity to transceiver front-end overload by use of its variable gain attenuator. * Provides master power control for station equipment. ~ $59.95

Model PLF-2 is similar to the PT-2, except that it is used for receivers only. Does not have gain control. ~ $49.95

At leading distributors or write to:
AMECO EQUIPMENT CO. Div. Ameco Publishing Corp.
275 Hillside Ave., Williston Park, N. Y. 11596

An invitation to join The "Argonaut Club"

Argonaut 509
Tired of push-button QSOs? Then the excitement of Argonauting is for you! A challenge?
Of course, The test of an operator? Perhaps. But above all it is the thrill of working the world with five watts.
The club is exclusive but if you enjoy the spirit of conquering distance with lower power, you are "in". There are no dues — just $359.00, the price of an Argonaut. Join more than two thousand fellow members with Argo fun. Your membership awaits you at most ham dealers.

Argonaut 509 ~ $359.00

SPECIFICATIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 206 - 100 kHz Crystal Calibrator</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 208 - CW Filter</td>
<td>$29.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 210 - One Ampere</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 215P - Ceramic</td>
<td>$29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone</td>
<td>$29.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model KRS-A - Keyer</td>
<td>$39.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACCESSORIES:

For further information, write:

TEN-TEC
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862
EXPORT 5758 LINCOLN AVE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60645

More Details? CHECK — OFF Page 150
transmission lines

Antenna-transmission line analog, part 1
74. May 77

Tower guying (HH)
W4GUY

Coax cable, homemade tilt-over
W6DRX

Coax cable, unbalanced (CAT)
WDITY

Coax cable, checking (letter)
W6OLU

Coaxial cable connectors (HH)
W1MAK

Coaxial-cable fittings, type F
K2MDQ

Coaxial cable supports (HH)
W6GA

Coaxial cable, what you know about
W9ISB

Coaxial connectors can generate rf
W6OLY

Coaxial feedthrough panel (HH)
WJURE

Coaxial line loss, measuring with reflectometer
W2CVI

Data, low-cost (HH)
K6BJ

Coaxial transmission lines, underground
W6FCH

Impedance transformer, non-synchronous (HH)
W6PSTK

Comments, WDVC
W6JMY

Open wire feedthrough insulator
W6WIL

Remote switching multiband antennas
G3LTZ

Single feedline for multiple antennas
K2ISP

Solenoid rotary switches
W8EY

Transmission line calculations, using your pocket calculator for
p. 36, Apr 77

Audio

Audio amplifiers and squelch circuit
W6AJF

Audio filter
W6DI

Audio filter, tunable, for weak-signal communications
K6CNP

Audio filters, aligning (HH)
W4ATE

Audio filters, inexpensive
W8BF

Audio filter mod
K6HNI

Audio mixer (HH)
W6KNE

Audio module, a complete
K4HCD

Audio-oscillator module, Cordover
W6GQY

Audio-power integrated circuits
W3HJO

Audio transducer (HH)
W8DOP

Binaural CW reception, synthesizer for
W6NRW

Comment
W8DUEY

Compressor, dual channel
W6ZZEY

Distortion and splitter
K5LI

Dynamic microphones (C&T)
W6YDJ

Filter for CW, tunable audio
W1AJSM

Filter-frequency translator for CW reception, integrated audio
W2EJ

Filter, lowpass audio, simple
ODSCG

Filter, simple audio
W4VKN

Filter, tunable peak-notch audio
W3ZEEY

Filter, variable bandpass audio
W3AEX

Gain control IC for audio signal processing
W4GR

Hang arc circuit for ssb and CW
W1ERJ

Headphone cords (HH)
W6NOY

Headphones, lightweight
K6KA

Impedance match, microphone (HH)
W5JJ

Increased flexibility for the MFJ Enterprises CW filters
K8NE

Intercom, simple (HH)
W4AVY

Microphone preamplifier with agc
Bryn

Microphone, using Shure 401A with the Drake TR-4 (HH)
G3XOM

Microphones, muting (HH)
W6JNY

Notch filter, tunable RC
WASS

Oscillator, audio, IC
W6GQK

Oscillator-monitor, solid-state audio
W1AJSM

Phone patch
W6BGR

Pre-emphasis for ssb transmitters
H0CD2

RC active filters using op amps
W54C, Oct 76

Receivers, better audio for
K7GZ

Rf clipper for the Collins S-line
K6JYO

Rf speech processor, ssb
W2MB

Speaker driver module, IC
W3AEGC

Speakers, amplifiers, curing distortion
Allen

Speech clipper, IC
K6HTM

Added notes (letter)
W6DI

Speech clippers, rf
G3KN

Added notes, p. 26, Nov 77
p. 12, Dec 77
p. 22, Jul 77

Speech clipping in single-sideband equipment
K7DW

Speech clipping (letter)
W3ED

Speech compressor (HH)
W3EJ

Novotny
W7DOT

WIDTY

Speech processing, principles of
K1BN

Added notes, p. 75, May 75
p. 64, Nov 75

Speech processing technique, split audio band
WIDTY
W6DI

Speech processor, audio-frequency
K3PDD

Short circuit
W6DI

Speech processor for ssb, simple
K6KN

Speech processor, IC
W5GQK

Speech processor, logarithmic
W3FHY

Squelching, audio-actuated
K4MGO

Synthesizer-filter, binaural
W6EN

Tape head cleaners (letter)
K4MGS

Tape head cleaning (letter)
Buchanan

Voice-operated carbon for microphone suppression
W6GQK

commercial equipment

Alliance rotator improvement (HH)
K6JVE

Alliance T-45 rotator improvement (HH)
W6AYM

CDR AR-22 rotator, fixing a sticky
WA1ABP

Clegg 27B, S-meter for (HH)
W6AYD

Collins KWM-2/KWM-2A modifications (HH)
W6ASL

Collins KWM-2 transceivers, improved reliability (HH)
W6ASL

Collins R590 rf transformers, repairing (HH)
W6ASU

Collins receivers, 300-Hz crystal filter for
W6DIY

Collins S-line, improved frequency readout for the
W6PCG

Collins S-line power supply mod (HH)
W6JU

Collins S-line receivers, improved selectivity
W6FR

Collins S-line, reducing warm-up drift
W6FR

Collins S-line, rf clipper for
K6OLU

Correction
K6JYO

Collins S-line spinner knob (HH)
W6VFR

Collins S-line, syllabic vox system for
W6JU

Collins S-line transceiver mod (HH)
W6VFR

Collins 325 series ALC meter improvement (HH)
W6FR

Collins 325-3 audio (HH)
K6KA

Collins 325-1 CW modification (HH)
W6FR

Collins 513 PTO restoration
W6IL

Collins 7012 PTO repair (HH)
W6RIH

Collins 70K-2 PTO, correcting mechanical backlash (HH)
K6W1H

Collins 75A4 ave mod (letter)
W6JU

Collins 75A4 letters (HH)
W6GQK

Collins 75A4, increased selectivity for (HH)
W6DIY

Collins 75A4 modifications (HH)
W3AS

Collins 75A4 noise limiter
W6DIY

Collins 75A4 PTO, making it perform like new
W3AFM

Collins 75A4 receiver, improving overload response in
W6Z0

Collins 75A5 frequency synthesizer
W6B1I

Collins 75-series crystal (HH)
W6K6

Collins R-388(S1), inter-band calibration stability
W6CQZ

Collins R390A, improving the product detector
W7DI

Collins R390A modifications
W6ASU

Collins R392, improved ssb reception with
W3ELF

Condol speech processor, increasing the
V57

Cornell-Dubilier rotators (HH)
K6KA

Cornell-Dubilier rotators, simple tune-up for
W6DIN

Drake R4 receiver frequency synthesizer for
W6BNI

Microphone (letter)
W6DIN

Drake R4C, electronic bandpass tuning in
W6DIN

Drake R4R, using the Shure 401A
W6DIY

microphone with (HH)
W6GQK

Drake W-4 directional wattmeter
W6DIN

DSB chip and drift (HH)
W6GQK

EX Crystal and oscillator
W6EUG

Galaxy feedback (HH)
W6F7K

Genaral transceivers, S-meter for (HH)
K9QXX

Hallicrafters HT-37, increased sideband suppression
W3CM

Ham M-2 modification (HH)
W72QK

Ham-M rotor automatic position control
W6GQK
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construction techniques

AC line cords (letter)
WSEG
A dab of paint, a drop of wax (HN)
VE3BUE
Alumina's new face
W4BRS
Aluminum tubing, clamping (HN)
W6AHV
Antenna insulators, homemade (HN)
W7ZQ
APC trimmer, adding shaft to (HN)
W1ETY
Blower-to-chassis adapter (HN)
K6JO

BNC connectors, mounting (HN)
WKUJ
Capacitors, custom, how to make
K4EUS
Capacitors, oil-filled (HN)
W2OLU
Cathode follower, dipole
W4ALBP
Circuit boards with terminal inserts (HN)
W7ZP
Coaxial cable connectors (HN)
W6CDF
Coax connectors, repaired broken (HN)
W6JFK
Coax receiver coils, other use (HN)
KQVQ
Coils, self-supporting
W4JL
Cold galvanizing compound (HN)
V5UNF
Color-plotting pads (HN)
W7A8PO
Component marking (HN)
W1JE
Deburring holes (HN)
W2D8H
Drill guide (HN)
W6OC
Drilling, aluminum (HN)
W6L
Enclosures, homemade custom
W4YLU
Etc.
W9HUC
Exploding diodes (HN)
VE1FE
Ferrite beads
W5JSJ
Filter cleaning (HN)
W4L
Waltton
Ferrite beads, how to use
K1ORV
Filter choking, unwound
W4DI
Grommet shock mount (HN)
VE3BUE
Grounding (HN)
W5KXK
Hams, headache of (HN)
W2A2W
Homebrew art
WP8EM
Hot etching (HN)
W1JE
KBEKG
Hot wire stripper (HN)
W6D8T
IC holders (HN)
W3HUC
IC lead former (HN)
W6GIC
Indicator circuit, LED
W4BF
Inductance, toroidal coil (HN)
W3JWL
Inductive, graphical aid for winding
W4POG
Industrial cartridge fuses, using (HN)
VE3BUE
Magnetic fields and the 7360 (HN)
W7IYD
Metal connector versus screw and wire size
W7YDI
Miniature sockets (HN)
W8IFG
Mobile installation, putting together
W7F8H
Mobile mount bracket (HN)
W4NDF
Mobile converter, 144-MHz
W6DVU
Neutralizing tip (HN)
ZB12C
Noisy fans (HN)
W6DS
Correction (letter)
W4L
Nuiser heater sockets (HN)
W6Q2K
Parasitic suppressor (HN)
W5AISU
Password
W2AC
Printed-circuit boards, cleaning (HN)
W6BVF
Printed-circuit boards, how to clean
K6PMA
Printed-circuit boards, low-cost
W6CMQ
Printed-circuit boards, practical
W8YFB
Printed-circuit boards, practical phosphatization of
W4CJ
Printed-circuit labels (HN)
W4D8K
Printed-circuit standards (HN)
W6JE
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Repeater installation
Repeater control with simple timers
Tone-burst keyer for fm repeaters
Repeater problems
Touch-tone decoder, multi-function
Repeaters, single-frequency
Repeater, receiving system degradation
Squelch circuit, another
S-meter for
S-meter, audible, for repeaters
W8GRG
WA4YAK
K5ZBA
W3CIX
WB4WSU
Correction
WAZYUD
WB6GTM
KQPHF p. 57. Jul 76
W3OCT
p. 32, Apr 77
Transmitter for two meters, phase-modulated
W6AOI
Transmitter for two meters, phase-modulated
W6AFJ
Tone-burst receiver, multifunction
W6KDF, WAOUZD
Two-tone decoder, three-digit
W6AYZ
Two-tone decoder, hand-held
K7YAM
Two-tone handset, converting slim-film
K2YAH
p. 23, Jun 75
Integrated circuits
Amateur uses of the MCI1530 IC
W3EEY
Amplifiers, broadband IC
W6GNX
Applications, potpourri of W3BQU
Audio-power ICs
W3FQJ
Balanced modulator, an integrated circuit
K7QQR
Cmos logic circuits
W3FQJ
Counter gating sources
K6K
Counter reset generator (HN)
W3KBM
C7 logic circuit
WIDT
Digital counters (letter) W4GIG
Digital ICs, part ii W3FQJ
Digital ICs, part II W3FQJ
Correction
Digital mixers
W8BFA
Digital multivibrators
W3FQJ
Digital oscillators and dividers W3FQJ
Digital readout station accessory, part ii K5KA
Digital station accessory, part ii K5KA
Divide-by-n counters, high-speed W1OOP
Electron counter dials, IC K8KA
Electronic keyer, cosmos IC W820FA
Short circuit
Emitter-coupled logic W3FQJ
Flip-flops
W3FQJ
Flip-flop, using (HN)
W20FM
Function generator, IC W3IDT
Function generator, IC K4HDC
Gain control IC for audio signal processing
IC power (HN) W3KBM
IC-regulated power supply for ICs W6GNX
IC-tester, TTL W4MLC
In circuits, part I W3FQJ
In circuits, part II W3FQJ
In circuits, part III W3FQJ
IL logic circuits W4JTY
Logic families, IC W6GNX
Logic monitor (HN) WAWSAF
Logic selection
Logic test probe VE6RN
Logic test probe (HN) Rosman
Short circuit
Lowest linear ICs WAT9RE
Moss ID K5KA
Modular modulos
W3FQJ
Motorola MCI1530 IC, amateur uses for W3EEY
Motorola integrated circuits
W3FQJ
Motorola LM373, using in ssb transceiver WBSAA
p. 32, Nov 73
Op amp (741) circuit design W3EY
Operational amplifiers
p. 6, Nov 69
Phase-locked loops, IC W3FQJ
Phase-locked loops, ICs, experiments with W3FQJ
Plessey SL600-series ICs, how to use W3GTV
p. 25, Feb 73
Removing ICs (HN) W3NIF
Seven-segment readouts, multiplexed WSNPD
Sub-transistor, IC (HN) K4ODS
Correction (letter)
Sync generator, IC, for ATV W3FQJ
Transmitter, 9-MHz ssb, IC W3IDT
Circuit change (letter)
TTL sub-series ICs, how to select W3GTV
p. 26, Dec 77
U/A, how it works W3EEY
p. 58, Feb 76
Using ICs in a nbfm system W6AFJ
Using ICs with single-polarity power supplies W3EEY
Using integrated circuits (HN) W9KXJ
p. 35, Sep 69
Voltage regulators W8GNX
p. 55, Jan 77
Voltage regulators, IC W7LC
p. 22, Oct 70
Voltage-regulator ICs, adjustable WB9KEY
p. 36, Aug 75
Voltage-regulator ICs, three-terminal WB5EMI
pad note (letter)
Vttm, convert to an IC volt transmitter K5IC
p. 42, Dec 74
Timing and control
Accu-Milt, keyboard interface for the Accu-Keyer W9NOVY
p. 26, Sep 76
ASCII-to-Morse code translator Morley, Schramm
p. 41, Dec 76
Automatic beeper for station control WHIRHH
p. 38, Sep 76
Break-in circuit, CW WB5SK
p. 40, Jan 72
Break-in control system, IC (HN) W9ZTK
p. 68, Sep 70
Bug solid-state K2FY
p. 50, Jun 73
Carrier-operated relay WB9FA, WAOUZD
p. 18, Feb 70
Contactor key (HN) K2UBC
p. 79, Apr 70
Context key, programmable WB9SK
p. 10, Apr 76
CW reception, enhancing through a sidetone-slicer technique W4JTD
p. 61, Oct 74
CW regenerator for interference-free communications Lewand, W2BEAX
p. 54, Apr 74
measurements and test equipment

Absorption measurements, using your signal generator for W2OUX
Ac current monitor (letter)
WBSMAP
Ac power-line monitor
WZOLU
AFSK generator, crystal-controlled K7BT
AFSK generator, phase-locked loop K7ZOF
Amateur frequency measurements K6GA
Antenna gain, measuring K6JYD
Antenna switch W4SD
Antenna transmission line measurement techniques W4DQ
Base step generator WBY4DZ
Beta meter, the K8ERF
Bridge for antenna measurements, simple WZCTK
Bridge, noise, for impedance measurements Y8JLM
Bridge, noise, for impedance measurements Added notes 66, May 74
Bridge, rf noise W8GEZ
Calibrating ac scales on the vtm, icvm and fet voltmeter W7KQ
Calibrators and counters K6GA
Calibrator, plug-in IC K6CA
Capacitance meter, digital K4DHC
Cassette, noise for impedance measurements K5A9E
Converter, mosfet, for receiver instrumentation WAC0XT
Counter, compact frequency K4EEU
Counter, digital frequency K4EEU
Counter gating sources K6GA
Counter readouts, switching (H) K6CA
Counter reset generator (H) WZKBM
Continuity bleeper for circuit tracing G3SBA
Converter, mosfet, for receiver instrumentation WAC0XT
Counter, compact frequency K4EEU
Counter, digital frequency K4EEU
Counter gating sources K6GA
Digital station accessory, part II K6GA
Digital station accessory, part III K6GA
Dipper detector W6DOB
Dipper without plug-in coils W6AZL
Dummy load and rf wattmeter, low-power WZOLU
Dummy load low-power vhf W8BDNI
Dummy loads W8BDNI
Dynamic transistor tester (H) VETE6BR
Electronic capacitors, measurement of W2NA
Frequency measurement (letter) K5ZBA
I'm deviation measurements W7CTK
FM frequency meter, two-meter WA4JAZ
Short circuit
Frequency, counted (H) WAC0XT
Frequency, general coverage WSUQS
Frequency, high, how to design W3AEK
Frequency counter, CMOS W6DKKO
Frequency counter, divide-by-ten K4EEU
Frequency counter, divide-by-ten W8PBC
Frequency counter, divide-by-ten Added comments (letter) W4OKW
Frequency-counter improvements for W8PBC
Frequency counter, all-frequency WA4JAZ
Frequency counter, 50-MHz W6BYB
Frequency counter, 500-MHz WZKBM
Frequency counter, 50-MHz WZKBM
Function generator, ic W6IDY
Function generator, ic K4DHC
Function generators, compact K6GA
Gate-dip meter W6XZ
Go, new use for K2Z3X
Ground current measurement in grounded-grid amplifiers W8RQ
Ground-dip oscillator, solid-state conversion of W6AJZ
Harmonic generator (H) W5GQ
If alignment generator 455-kHz W5GQ
If sweep generator K6CA
Impedance bridge (H) K6KZ
Impedance bridge, low-cost RX W8YFB
Impedance, bridge simple W6QUP
Impedance, measuring with swr bridge W8H4W
Impulse generator, pulse-snap diode Siegel, Turner
Instruments and the ham VE3GFL
Resistor decades, versatile
Noise figure
Meters, testing unknown
Makeshift test equipment
Reflectometers
Regenerative detectors and a vhf
Pre-scaler, vhf
Monitorscope, miniature
Multimeter, how to use
Wattmeter, electronic
Noise generator, 1296-MHz
Oscillator, troubleshooting amateur
Power meter, direct reading and expanded scale
Spectrum analyzer, wide range
Noise bridge, antenna
Permeability meter
Wattmeter, convert to an
Vacuum tubes, testing
Terminal shorts
Troubleshooting transistor ham gear
Allen
Troubleshooting turnoff timer for portable equipment
Uhf tuner tester for tv sets (HN)
Suction, testing high-power (HN)
Wattmeter, vhf
Pre-scaler, improvements for
Volttmeter, improved tester, part 1
Voltmeter, transitor, part II
Mold
Volttmeter, added uses for (HN)
Watt
VSWR indicator, computing
Circuit
Vttm modification
Wattmeter, indicating
Wattmeter, amatuer applications for
Wattmeter, vhf
Zener tester, low-voltage (HN)

microprocessors, calculators, computers and

accumulator I/O versus memory I/O

Data converters

Wattmeters

Decision, how does a microcomputer make a

Device-select pulses, generating input/output

How microprocessors fit into scheme of

Interfacing a digital multimeter with an

8080-based microcomputer

Troubleshooting turnoff timer for portable equipment

Troubleshooting turnoff timer for portable equipment

Uhf tuner tester for tv sets (HN)

Suction, testing high-power (HN)

Wattmeter, vhf

Pre-scaler, improvements for

Volttmeter, improved tester, part 1

Voltmeter, transitor, part II

Mold

Volttmeter, added uses for (HN)

Watt

VSWR indicator, computing

Circuit

Vttm modification

Wattmeter, indicating

Wattmeter, amatuer applications for

Wattmeter, vhf

Zener tester, low-voltage (HN)

miscellaneous technical

Admittance, impedance and circuit analysis

Admittance, impedance and circuit analysis

Anderson

Altar wet basement (HN)

Wattmeter

Short circuit

Antenna mats, design for pipe

Wattmeter

Added design notes (letter)

Antennas and capture area

Radio station

137
receivers and converters

general

Antenna impedance transformer for receivers (HN) p. 70, Jan 70
Antenna tuner, miniature receiver (HN) W4NNV p. 72, Mar 69
Audio & receiver methods W1FJQ p. 50, May 71
Attenuation pads, receiver (HN) W1VUQ p. 69, Jan 74

Audio auto amplifiers W4NRT p. 32, Dec 73
Audio processing and preamplifiers W5SNZ p. 28, Jun 71
Audio preamplifier and squelch circuits W6JAF p. 36, Aug 68
Audio filter for CW, tunable W5OO p. 34, Aug 70
Audio filter frequency-tuner for CW receiver W3EVE p. 24, Jun 70
Audio filter mod (HN) p. 60, Jan 72
Audio filter, simple W4NNV p. 44, Oct 70
Audio filters, CW (letter) 6YSS p. 56, Jun 75
Audio filters for SSB and CW recepiors W5DXX p. 18, Nov 76
Audio filters, incompressible WB2YF p. 24, Aug 72
Audio filter, tunable peak-notch W2EY p. 22, Mar 70
Audio filter, variable bandpass W3AX p. 36, Apr 70
Audio, improved for receivers W5CO p. 74, Apr 77
Audio module, complete K4DHC p. 18, Jun 73
Bandspreading techniques for resonant circuits Anderson p. 46, Feb 77
Short circuits batteries, how to select for portable equipment W1AAG p. 69, Dec 71
Bfo multiplier for a multimode detector W3AYJQ p. 50, Oct 75
Calibrator crystals (HN) K6GA p. 66, Nov 71
Calibrator, plug-in frequency K6KA p. 22, Mar 69
Calibrator, simple frequency divider using mos ICs W6GKN p. 30, Aug 69
Communications receivers, design ideas for W3KXW p. 12, Jun 74
Communications receivers, designing for strong-signal performance Moore p. 6, Feb 73
Converting a vacuum-tube receiver to solid-state W10GQP p. 26, Feb 69
Counter diode, electronic W3AK p. 46, Sep 70
Crystal-filter design, practical Y2P2C p. 34, Nov 76
CW filter, adding (HN) W2OUX p. 66, Sep 73
CW monitor, simple W4QHYR p. 65, Jan 71
CW processor for communications receivers W5RMW p. 17, Oct 71
CW reception, enhancing through a simulated-stereot technique W4LNK p. 61, Oct 74
CW reception, noise reduction for WE2EY p. 52, Sep 73
CW regenerator for interference-free communications Lewand, Lichtenhewk p. 54, Apr 74
CW selectivity with crystal bandpass WE2EY p. 52, Jun 69
CW transceiver operation with transmit-receive office W1DAX p. 56, Oct 74

Digital frequency display WB3NVK p. 26, Sep 76
Diode detectors W6GKN p. 28, Jan 76
Comments p. 77, Feb 77

Diversity receiving system W5EVE p. 12, Dec 71
Double-balanced mixer, active, high- frequency range DJ5LR p. 90, Nov 77
Filter alignment W7UC p. 61, Aug 75
Filter, vari-Q WISNN p. 62, Sep 73

Frequency calibrator, how to design W3AXE p. 54, Jul 71
Frequency calibrator, receiver W5OQG p. 28, Dec 71
Frequency-marker standard using emos W4YB p. 44, Aug 77
Frequency measurement of received signals W4A4D p. 38, Oct 73
Frequency spotter, general coverage W5JJ p. 36, Nov 70
Frequency standard (HN) W2A4J p. 69, Sep 72
Frequency standard, universal K4EU p. 40, Feb 74
Short circuit p. 72, May 74
Hang arc circuit for sbb and CW W1CRA p. 50, Sep 72
Headphone cords (HN) W2OLU p. 62, Nov 75
If amplifier design DJ5LR p. 10, Mar 77
Short circuit p. 94, May 77
If cathode jack W5PHW p. 28, Sep 68
If detector, receiver module K5SDX p. 34, Aug 76
If system, multimode W5AIKL p. 39, Sep 71
Image suppression (HN) W3NIF p. 68, Dec 72
Intelligibility of communications receivers, improving W3ARQ p. 53, Aug 70
Interference, electric fence K6KA p. 68, Jul 72
Interference, hi-fi (HN) K6KA p. 63, Mar 75
Interference, rf W5KDI p. 12, Dec 70
Interference, rf W3KPA p. 30, Mar 73
Interference, rf, its cause and cure G3LIL p. 26, Jun 75
Intermodulation distortion, reducing in high-frequency receivers WB4ZNY p. 26, Mar 77
Local oscillator, phase-locked V5ESF p. 69, Dec 77
Local oscillator waveform effects on spurious mixer responses Robinson, Smith p. 44, Jun 74
Mixer, crystal W2L7F p. 38, Nov 75
Monitor receiver modification (HN) W5CNQ p. 72, Feb 77
Noise blanker K4DHC p. 38, Feb 73
Noise blanker design W7C7 p. 26, Nov 77
Noise blanker, hot-carrier diode W5CRA p. 16, Oct 69
Short circuit W7C7 p. 76, Sep 70
Noise blanker, IC W5EVE p. 52, May 69
Noise effects in receiving systems DJ5LR p. 70, Nov 73
Noise figure, the real meaning of K5MIO p. 26, Mar 69
Panoramic reception, simple W5EVE p. 14, Oct 68
Phase-shift networks, design criteria G3RNM p. 34, Jun 70
Preamplifier, wideband W1A0Z p. 60, Dec 74
Product detector, hot-carrier diode VE3GPN p. 12, Oct 69
Radio-direction finder W5GT p. 38, Mar 70
Radio-frequency interference W3A3FNP p. 30, Mar 73
Radiotelegraph translator and transmitter W7CJU, K7KFAW p. 8, Nov 71
Eliminating the matrix KEHAP p. 60, May 72
Receiver impedance matching (HN) W2Z7W p. 79, Aug 68
Receiver spurious response Anderson p. 82, Nov 77
Receivers — some problems and cures WB2JGP, K8RHR p. 10, Dec 77

Receiving RTTY, automatic frequency control for W5NPD p. 50, Sep 71
Reciprocating detector as fm discriminator WISNN p. 18, Mar 73
Reciprocating-detector converter WISNN p. 58, Sep 74
Resynching-old receivers K4IPV p. 52, Dec 76
RF amplifiers for communications receivers Monroe p. 41, Sep 77
RF amplifiers, isolating parallel currents in G3IPV p. 40, Feb 77
RF amplifier, wideband W4KBSK p. 58, Apr 75
Receiver readings (HN) W1DTY p. 55, Jun 68
Selectivity and gain control, improved W5EGFN p. 71, Nov 77
Selectivity, receiver (letter) W5YAS p. 68, Jan 74
Sensitivity, noise figure and dynamic range W1DTY p. 8, Oct 75
Signals, how many does a receiver see DJ5LR p. 58, Jun 77
Comments p. 101, Sep 77
Sine-curve, solid-state KGSDX p. 20, Mar 75
Signal analyzer, four channel W9IA p. 6, Oct 72
Squelch, audio-actuated W5KAO p. 52, Apr 72
Sub signals, monitoring WW6FR p. 36, Mar 72
Superregenerative detector, optimizing Ring p. 32, Jul 72
Superregenerative receiver, improved JAIHG p. 68, Dec 70
Threshold-gate/limiter for CW reception W3WEBL p. 46, Jan 72
Addend notes (letter) W2ELV p. 59, May 72
The phasing the dead receiver K4IPV p. 56, Jun 76
VI converter (HN) W5DPPU p. 69, Jul 76
Weak signal reception in CW receivers Z5ABF p. 44, Nov 71
WWW receiver, five-frequency W5GKN p. 36, Jul 76

high-frequency receivers

Bandpass filters for receiver preselectors W2ZOI p. 18, Feb 75
Bandpass tuning, electronic, in the Drake R-4C Horner p. 58, Oct 73
BC-603 tank receiver, updating the W5AIGK p. 52, May 68
BC-1206 for 7 MHz, converted W6FHN p. 30, Oct 70
Short circuit Collins 75A4 hints (HN) W5FR p. 68, Apr 72
Collins 75A-4 modifications (HN) W5SDX p. 67, Jun 71
Communications receiver, five band KGSDX p. 80, Dec 73
Communications receiver for 80 meters, IC W3LBP p. 6, Jul 71
Communications receiver, micropower W5BPFC p. 30, Jun 73
Short circuit Collins 75A4, custom CS6LX p. 38, Dec 73
Communications receivers, miniature design ideas for K4DHC p. 18, Apr 76
Communications receiver, miniaturized KGSDX p. 74, Sep 74
Communications receivers, optimum design for DJ5LR p. 10, Oct 76
Communications receivers, solid-state ISTDJ p. 32, Oct 75
Correction W5KDI p. 59, Dec 75
Converter, all-mode WISNN p. 18, Mar 73
Converter, hi-solid state VE3GFP p. 32, Feb 72
Converter, tuned very low-frequency OWKOT p. 49, Nov 74
Converter, very low frequency receiving W2MBM p. 24, Nov 76
Controlled-Phase locked oscillator WV3F p. 58, Dec 77
Direct-conversion receivers W3FQJ p. 59, Nov 71
Direct-conversion receivers PA5SE p. 44, Nov 77
Direct-conversion receivers, improved sensitivity K6BIU p. 32, Apr 72
Direct-conversion receivers, simple active filters for W3ZDEN p. 12, Apr 74
Double-conversion hf receiver with mechanical frequency readout Perelo p. 26, Oct 76
1.9 MHz receiver
W3WNO p. 6, Dec 69
7-MHz direct-conversion receiver
W0YMB p. 16, Jan 77
7-MHz ssb receiver and transmitter, simple
VE3SD p. 6, Mar 74
28-MHz superregenerative receiver
K25Q p. 70, Nov 68

vhf receivers and converters
Converters for six and two meters, mostef
W1IEZ p. 27, Dec 70
Cooler preamplifier for vhf-uhf
WA5BDF p. 36, Jul 72
Fet filters for 50, 144, 220 and 432 MHz
WA6AJ p. 20, Mar 68
Filter preamplifiers for 50 and 144 MHz
etched
W5KNT p. 6, Feb 71
Fm channel scanner
W2PFF p. 29, Aug 71
Fm communications receiver, modular
KBAUH p. 32, Jun 69
Correction
K7LJ p. 71, Jan 70
Fm receiver frequency control (letter)
W3APN p. 65, Apr 71
Fm receiver performance, comparison of
VE7AK p. 68, Aug 72
Fm receiver, multichannel for six and two
W5NWN p. 54, Feb 74
Fm receiver, tunable vhf
KBAUH p. 34, Nov 72
Fm receiver, uhf
W2QGCF p. 6, Nov 72
Fm repeaters, receiving system
degradation in
K3ZBA p. 36, May 69
HW-17A, perking up (HN)
W2RGEZ p. 70, Aug 70
Improving vhf/uhf receivers
W1JAA p. 44, Mar 76
Interguided preamplifier and combination
bandpass filter for vhf and uhf
WSKHT p. 6, Aug 70
Interference, scanning receiver (HN)
K2YAH p. 70, Sep 72
Monitor-receiver, two-meter fm
W5BEMI p. 34, Apr 74
Overload problems with vhf converters,
solving
W6OOP p. 53, Jan 73
Receiver alignment techniques, vhf
K3PZI p. 14, Aug 75
Receiver, modular two-meter fm
W2AGC p. 42, Feb 72
Receiver, vhf fm
W2AGC p. 8, Nov 75
Receiving converter, vhf four-band
W3TQM p. 64, Oct 76
Scanning receiver for vhf fm, improved
W2ALC p. 26, Nov 74
Scanning receiver modifications,
vhf fm (HN)
WA5WDL p. 60, Feb 74
Scanning receivers for two-meter fm
K1P8Y p. 28, Aug 74
Six-meter converter, improved
K1IQ p. 50, Aug 70
Six-meter mosfet converter
W2BEGZ p. 22, Jun 68
Six-meter mosfet converter
W2BEGZ p. 34, Aug 68
Squelch audio amplifier for fm receivers
W4WUSL p. 68, Sep 74
Ssb transmitter
K1QB T p. 16, Oct 70
Terminator, 50-ohm for vhf converters
WA5JMM p. 26, Feb 77
Two-meter converter, 1.5 dB NF
WA5XCC p. 14, Jul 68
Two-meter mosfet converter
W2BEGZ p. 22, Aug 68
Neutralizing
W2BEGZ p. 77, Oct 68
Two-meter preamp, MM5000
W4KAE p. 49, Oct 68
Vhf converter performance, optimizing (HN)
K2FSG p. 18, Jul 68
Vhf fm receiver (letter)
K1H8Q p. 76, May 73
Vhf receiver scanner
K2LZG p. 22, Feb 73
Vhf superregenerative receiver, low-voltage
W5NNZ p. 64, Mar 74
Short circuit
W25J3 p. 48, Oct 75
26.3MHz preamplifier for satellite
reception (HN)
W1JAA p. 48, Oct 75
50-MHz preamplifier, improved
W2AGC p. 46, Jan 73
144-MHz converter (letter)
K2ZGY p. 71, Aug 70

receivers and converters, test and troubleshooting
Receiver alignment
W4IWB p. 64, Jun 68
Rf and rf amplifiers, troubleshooting
W4IWB p. 60, Sep 70
Signal injection in ham receivers
W4IWB p. 72, May 68
Signal tracing in ham receivers
W4IWB p. 52, Apr 68
Weak-signal source, variable-output
W2WJ p. 36, Sep 71
Weak-signal source, 144 and 432 MHz
W2WJ p. 58, May 70
Weak-signal source, 432 and 1296 MHz
K6RL p. 20, Sep 68

RTTY
AFSK, digital
W4VOS p. 22, Mar 77
Short circuit
W4VOS p. 94, May 77
AFSK generator (HN)
F8KI p. 69, Jul 76
AFSK generator and demodulator
W4RST p. 26, Sep 77
AFSK generator, crystal-controlled
K7WKM p. 13, Jul 72
AFSK generator, crystal-controlled
W4RST p. 14, Dec 73
W3VDS (letter) p. 59, Jul 74
AFSK oscillators, solid-state
W6EYL p. 28, Oct 68
Audio-frequency keyer, simple
W2LTJ p. 56, Aug 75
Audio-frequency shift keyer
K6FM T p. 45, Sep 76
Audio-frequency shift keyer, simple (C&T)
K4KTB p. 43, Apr 76
Audio-shift keyer, continuous-phase
W3FCP p. 10, Oct 73
Short circuit
W4IWB p. 64, Mar 74
Automatic frequency control for receiving RTTY
W5NDI p. 50, Sep 71
Added note (letter) p. 66, Jan 72
Automatic digital RTTY
K7K6E p. 6, Jun 73
Autostart monitor receiver
K7K6E p. 37, Dec 72
Controller intensity for RTTY
K4BZT p. 18, Jul 71
Carrier return, adding to the automatic
line-feed generator (HN)
K4KTB p. 71, Sep 71
Coherent frequency-shift keying, need for
K3WQ p. 30, Jun 74
Added notes (letter) p. 58, Nov 74
Crystal test oscillator and signal generator
W4M6T p. 46, Mar 73
CW memory for RTTY identification
W4VOS p. 6, Jan 74
DIODES
W2AGC p. 40, Jul 75
Conversion-mixer de modulator
K3WHV, K4OA H, WB4KUR p. 24, Mar 76
Short circuit
W6QET p. 85, Oct 76
transmitters and power amplifiers

general

Amplitude modulation, a different approach

Batteries, how to select for portable equipment

Blower maintenance (HN)

Blower-to-chassis adapter (HN)

Converting a power amplifier to ssb service

Efficiency of linear power amplifiers, how to compare

Electronic bias switching for linear amplifiers

Failsafe timer, transmitter (HN)

Filter converter, an up/down

Frequency multipliers

Frequency translation in ssb

Grid-current measurement in grounded-grid amplifiers

Intermittent voice operation of power tubes

Neutralizing tip (HN)

Parasitic oscillations in high-power transistor of amplifiers

Power amplifiers

Power supply for ssb

Power supplies for ssb

Precise tuning with ssb gear

Pre-emphasis for ssb transmitters

Ratings for tubes in linear amplifier service

RF clipper for the Collins S-line

RF clipper, transistor

RF diplexer, ssb

RF diplexer, parallel

RF diplexer, variable

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground

RF diplexer, variable ground
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RF diplexer, variable ground
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RF diplexer, variable ground
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RF diplexer, variable ground
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transmitters and power amplifiers, test and troubleshooting

Aligning vhf transmitters
Allen p. 58, Sep 68
Audio distortion, curing in speech amplifiers
Allen p. 42, Aug 70
Basic troubleshooting
James p. 54, Jan 76
Dc-dc converters, curing in trouble
Allen p. 56, Jun 70
Fet troubleshooting around
Allen p. 42, Oct 68
High-voltage troubleshooting
Allen p. 52, Aug 68
Logic circuits, troubleshooting
WB9CGR p. 56, Feb 77
Mobile power supplies, troubleshooting
Allen p. 56, Jun 70
Omnimeter troubleshooting
Allen p. 52, Jan 69
Oscillator, repairing
Allen p. 69, Mar 70
Oscillator troubleshooting (repair bench)
K4HPV p. 54, Mar 77
Oscilloscope, putting to work
Allen p. 64, Sep 77
Oscilloscope, troubleshooting amateur gear with
Allen p. 52, Aug 69
Power supply, troubleshooting
K4HPV p. 78, Sep 77
Recei~r alignment
Allen p. 64, Jun 70
Receiver alignment techniques, vhf fm
K4HPV p. 14, Aug 75
Receivers, troubleshooting the dead
K4HPV p. 56, Jun 76
Resistance measurement, troubleshooting by
Allen p. 62, Nov 68
Resistance measurement, troubleshooting by
James p. 58, Apr 76
Rf and tv amplifiers, troubleshooting
Allen p. 60, Sep 70
Signal injection testing in receivers
Allen p. 72, May 68
Signal tracing in amateur receivers
Allen p. 52, Apr 68
Speech amplifiers, curing distortion
Allen p. 42, Jul 70
Ssb transmitter alignment
Allen p. 62, Oct 69
Sweep generator, how to use
Allen p. 60, Apr 70
Transmitter amateur gear, troubleshooting
Allen p. 64, Jul 68
Transmitter circuits, troubleshooting
K4HPV p. 60, Sep 76
Transmitter testing
Allen p. 62, Jul 70
Tuning up ssb transmitters
Allen p. 62, Nov 69
Vhf transmitters, aligning
Allen p. 58, Sep 68
vhf and microwave general

Amateur vhf fm operation
W6AYZ
Artificial radio aurora, vhf
scattering characteristics
WB8KAP
A-m

Apex-6 transponder, notes on
W2OSA
Band change from six to two meters, quick
K0IYYQ
Bandpass filters, single-pole
WB6HPH
Bandpass filters, 25 to 2500 MHz
K6RIL
Bypassing, rf, at vhf
WB8BHH
Cavity filter, 144-Mhz
W6SIN
Short circuit

Coaxial filter, vhf
WB8AI
Coaxial resonators (HN)
WA7ARE
Coax-winding data, practical vhf and uhf
K5SCV
Crystal mount, untuned
WIDTY
Effective radiated power (HN)
VF7CB
Frequency multipliers
W6GZX
Frequency multipliers, transistor
W6AIF
Frequency selector, 500-MHz
W5URH
Frequency selectors, 1200-MHz
W6QEXK
Frequency synchronization for scatter-mode propagation
K9OVS
Frequency synthesizer, 220 MHz
W6GZX
Grided tubes, vhf/uhf effects in
W6UOV
Harmonic generator (HN)
W9SDQ
Impedance bridge (HN)
W6ZK
Improving vhf/uhf receivers
W1JAA
Inductive, sensitive rf
W9BNW
Klystron cooler, waveguide (HN)
WA14WDL
Lunar-path monograph
WA1ONC
Microwave communications, amateur standards for
K6HIJ
Microwave frequency doubler
W9BNZ
Microwave hybrids and couplers for amateur use
W2CTK
Short circuit

Microwave marker generator, 3cm band
HN
Microwave rf generators, solid-state
W1HR
Microwaves, getting started in
Roubal
Microwaves, introduction to
W9CIBY
Microwave solid-state amplifier design
WASUAM
Comment, V9KX, WASUAM
Moonbounce to Australia
WIDTY
Noise figure, meaning of
KOMIO
Noise figure measurements, vhf
WB8NMT
Noise generators, using (HN)
K7ZZO
Phase-locked loop, tunable 50 MHz
W1KNI
Phototube design
K6MBL
Power dividers and hybrids
W6DAX
Proportional temperature control for crystal
ovens
V5SFP
Radio observatory, vhf
HW.
Reflections, klystron, pogo stick for (HN)
WB8BPK
RF power detecting devices
K0JYO

Satellite communications
K7MA
Added notes (letter)

Satellite signal polarization
K6HUL
Solar cycle 20, vhf's view of
WSATYX
Spectrum analyzer, microwave
WASUAM
Tank circuits, design of vhf
K7UNL
Uhf dummy load, 150-watt
WB9QX
Uhf hardware (HN)
W8QOX
Uhf, high-stability vhf
OH2CD
Vhf beacon
K6EXD
Vhf beacons
W1QJI
Vhf circuits, eliminating parallel currents (HN)
G13P
Vhf bandwidth filter
W4EKO
Vhf frequency synthesizer
W1KNI
144-MHz fm frequency meter
W1JAZ
Short circuit
144-MHz frequency synthesizer
W84PDK
450-MHz frequency-synthesizer, one-crystal
W9KMW
220-MHz frequency synthesizer
W9GKN
432-MHz ssb, practical approach to
WA2ZXP
1296-MHz microstrip bandpass filters
WASUAM
2304-MHz bandpass filter
W84ADL, W8BJLM
40-GHz record
K7PMA

vhf and microwave antennas

Circularly-polarized ground-plane antenna for satellite communications
K4GSK
Feed horn, cylindrical, for parabolic reflector
WA9HUV
Feeding and matching techniques for vhf/uhf antenna
W1JAA
Ground plane, portable vhf (HN)
K9SHD
Log-periodic yagi beam antenna
K0IYYA
Correction
W1JAA
Matching techniques for vhf/uhf antennas
W1JAA
Microstrip swr bridge, vhf and uhf
W4GCG
Microwave antenna, low-cost
K6HUL
Parabolic reflector antennas
W0KX
Parabolic reflector element spacing
W5HUV
Parabolic reflector gain
W1QJI
Parabolic reflector, 16-foot homeblt
W8B8ON
Parabolic reflectors, finding focal length of (HN)
WA4WDL
Swe meter
W6WV
Transmission lines, uhf
W9AVTR
Two-meter antenna, simple (HN)
W6BLZ
Two-meter mobile antennas
W6BLZ
Vhf antenna switching without relays (HN)
K7ZQ
10 GHz, broadband antenna
WA4WDL, W8BLJLM
10 GHz dielectric antenna (HN)
W1JAA
50-MHz antenna coupler
K14K
50-MHz collinear beam
K6KJ
50-MHz cubical, quad, uhf
W6KDR
50-MHz J-pole antenna
K6KJ
50-MHz mobile antenna (HN)
W4PSJ
144-MHz antenna, ¼ wave vertical
KEKLO

144-MHz antenna, ½ wave vertical, build from CB mobile whips
WB4WSU
144-MHz antennas, simple
WA3NW
144-MHz antenna switch, solid-state
K7SSQ
144-MHz collinear antenna
W6JRQ
144-MHz collinear uses PVC pipe mast (HN)
K8LZL
144-MHz four-element collinear array
W1KLPF
144-MHz ground plane antenna, 0.7 width
W3WAZ
144-MHz moonbounce antenna
K5HPQ
144-MHz whip, 5/8-wave (HN)
V03DDD
432-J-pole corner reflector antenna
W1QJI
432-MHz high-gain yagi
K0IYYA
Comments, W0PW
432-MHz OSCAR antenna (HN)
W1JAA
50Mhz and 1296-MHz quad-yagi arrays
W1JAA
50Mhz and 1296-MHz quad-yagi arrays
W1JAA
50Mhz and 1296-MHz quad-yagi arrays
W1JAA

vhf and microwave receivers and converters

Audio filter, tunable, for weak-signal communications
K8GCP
Calculating preamplifier gain from noise-figure measurements
N6TX
Cooled preamplifier for vhf/uhf reception
WA2CZX
Double-balanced mixers, circuit packaging for
WASUAM
Fat converters for 144, 140, and 220 MHz
W4KMT
432 MHz
W4KMT
Hybrid preamplifier and combline bandpass filter for vhf and uhf
W4KMT
Microstrip amplifier design, solid state
WASUAM
Noise figure, sensitivity and dynamic range
WIDTY
Noise figure, estimating
WA9HUV
Overload problems with vhf converters, solving
W1OOP
Receiver, scanner, vhf
K2LZG
Receiver, superregenerative, for vhf
W9BNZ
Signal detection and communication in the presence of white noise
W6BN
Signal generator for two and six meters
W2IK
Single-frequency conversion, vhf/uhf
W3FQJ
Vhf converter performance, optimizing (HN)
K7ZQ
VHF
West signal source, stable, variable output
K6JOY
Weak-signal source, 144 and 432 MHz
K6JOY
Weak-signal source, 432 and 1296 MHz
K6JOY
10 GHz hybrid-tet mixer
K3VR
28-30 MHz low-noise preamp
W1JAA
40 GHz
W1JAA
8 GHz
debutfet mosfet converter
W2BEGZ
50-MHz etched-inductance bandpass filters and filter-preamplifiers
W5KHT
50-MHz mosfet converter
W2BEGZ
Short circuit
W2BEGZ
50-MHz preamplifier, improved
WA2CGF
134-MHz converter (HN)
K5VQY
144-MHz converter, high dynamic range
DJ2L
144-MHz converter, 1.5 dB noise figure
W8HSCX
144-MHz converters, choosing fins (HN)
K6JOY
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vhf and microwave transmitters

Aligning vhf transmitters

Converting the Swan 120 to two meters

External anode tetrodes

Inductively-tuned tank circuit

Lighthouse tubes for uhf

Pi networks, series-tuned

Input source for vhf, uhf transverters (Ht)

Transistors for vhf transverters

Vhf linear, 2 kW, design data for

Water-cooled 2C39 (HN)

2C9, water cooling

K6MY

50-MHz customized vhf transmitter

KIRAK

50-MHz heterodyne transmitting mixer

K2ISP

Correction

50-MHz kilowatt, inductively-tuned

9KDP

50-MHz 2 kW linear amplifier

W6UOV

50-MHz linear amplifier

KIRAK

50-MHz multimode transmitter

K2ISP

50-MHz transmitter, solid-state

W6UOV

50-MHz transverter

K0Q0, K0YTP

50-MHz transmitter

W6UOV

50-MHz tunnel-diode phone rig

K2SLO

50-MHz fm transceiver, compact

W6AI

50-MHz linear

K2SLO

50-MHz linear, 2kW, design data for

W6UOV

50-MHz low-drive kilowatt linear

W6HNN

50-MHz multimode transmitter

K2ISP

50-MHz phase-modulated transmitter

W6AI

50-MHz power amplifier, high performance

W6UOV

50-MHz power amplifiers, fm

W4CGG

50-MHz power amplifier, 10-kw, solid-state (HN)

W6DVT

50-MHz power amplifier, 80-kw, solid-state

Hatchett

50-MHz, stripeline kilowatt

W2GN

50-MHz transceiver, a-m

K6AO

50-MHz two-kilowatt linear

W6UOV, W6Z0, K6DC

44- and 432-MHz stripeline amplifier/tripler

K2UW

160-MHz exciter

W6DVT

200-MHz power amplifier

W6UOV

200-MHz rf power amplifier

W6DVT

200-MHz rf power amplifier, fm

K7UJ

32-MHz amplifier, 2kW

W6SAI, W6NLL

432-MHz exciter, solid state

W1OXP

32-MHz power amplifier using stripeline techniques

W6HUP

32-MHz rf power amplifier

K6U

32-MHz solid-state linear amplifier

W6QGF

32-MHz ssb converter

K6U

Short circuit

32-MHz ssb, practical approach

W2FQG

32-MHz stripeline tripler

K2UW

32-MHz 100 watt solid-state power amplifier

WATCPN

1150 to 2034-MHz power doubler

W6HUV

1270 MHz video-modulated power amplifier

W6Z0H

1296-MHz frequency tripler

K4SU, WAP1

1296-MHz high-power

W6G0M

Short circuit

1296-MHz power amplifier

W6C0H, W6CYY, W0JU, W6MU

1296-MHz ssb transceiver

W6UOV

1296-MHz transverter

K6Z0W

2304-MHz power amplifier

W6HUV
**There's nothing like it!**

**RADIO AMATEUR callbook**

Respected worldwide as the only complete authority for radio amateur QSL and QTH information.

The U.S. Callbook has over 300,000 W & K listings. It lists calls, license classes, names and addresses plus the many valuable back-up charts and references you come to expect from the Callbook.

Specialize in DX? Then you're looking for the Foreign Callbook with almost 300,000 calls, names and addresses of amateurs outside of the USA.

- U.S. Callbook $14.95
- Foreign Callbook $13.95

Order from your favorite electronics dealer or direct from the publisher. All direct orders add $1.50 for shipping. Illinois residents add 5% Sales Tax.

**Get the most from your antenna!**

With the Omega-t Antenna Noise Bridge you can test for resonant frequency and impedance... adjust and retest... until your antenna performs at its optimum. Use the Noise Bridge to trim RF lines for best performance, too.

This patented design uses your sensitive receiver as a bridge detector, outperforming more expensive test equipments.

Reduce power loss due to mismatch — now! Get more details or order today.

Model TE7-01... 1-100 MHz range: $34.95
Model TE7-02... 1-300 MHz range: $44.95

**Electrospace Systems, Inc.**

P.O. BOX 1325
RICHARDSON, TEXAS 75080
TELEPHONE (214) 231-9303

Sold at Amateur Radio Dealers or Direct from Electrospace Systems, Inc.
TS-1 MICROMINIATURE ENCODER-DECODER

- Available in all EIA standard tones 67.0Hz-2035Hz
- Microminiature in size, 1.25x2.0x.65" high
- Hi-pass tone rejection filter on board
- Powered by 6-16vdc, unregulated, at 3-9ma.
- Decode sensitivity better than 10mVRMS, bandwidth, ±2Hz max., limited
- Low distortion adjustable sinewave output
- Frequency accuracy, ±25Hz, frequency stability ±1Hz
- Encodes continuously and simultaneously during decode, independent of mike hang-up
- Totally immune to RF

Wired and tested, complete with K-1 element
$59.95
K-1 field replaceable, plug-in, frequency determining elements
$3.00 each

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALISTS
P.O. BOX 153
BREA, CALIFORNIA 92621
(714) 998-3021

The Leader in the Northwest!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATLAS</th>
<th>ICOM</th>
<th>KENWOOD</th>
<th>YAESU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOM Transceiver 2M FM SSB IC 211 $749.</td>
<td>IC 22S $299.</td>
<td>ICOM Transceiver 2M FM IC 245 $499.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other locations:
(Walk-in customers only)
Bellevue - 12001 N. E. 12th
Everett - 6920 Evergreen Way

ABC
COMMUNICATIONS
17550 15th Ave. N.E.
Seattle, Wash. 98155
206-364-8300

TO PLACE ORDER CALL TOLL FREE IN STATE OF WASH.
1-800-562-7625

More Details? CHECK-OFF Page 150 december 1977
AGL WANTS YOU TO BEGIN WITH THE BEST

As you develop your skills, increase your participation in Ham Radio activities, and add hardware for ever-increasing flexibility of operations, you'll come to know ICOM. Just ask any old Ham. ICOM is the quality name in VHF/UHF Amateur Radio equipment because it is simply the best. ICOM is the line you'll want to move up to for unequalled quality and features.

AGL has developed a new piece of hardware for your IC-211 and IC-245, the "AGL SCANNER II." It will allow you to use your transceiver to scan all 4 MHz in 5-kHz steps as the digital display in the radio tells you what frequency you are listening to. The "AGL SCANNER II" can be mounted inside or outside of your unit and has adjustable scan rate.

Don't delay in moving up. BEGIN WITH THE BEST: ICOM and AGL. "AGL SCANNER II"... $29.95

Both the IC-211 and IC-245 are available with SCANNER installed. Call or write for our quote.

CALL US TODAY TOLL FREE AT 1-800-527-7418
CALL 214-241-6414 (in Texas)

LARRY WASW PH ART K9TRG GORDON NSAU
MIKE WADUDB MIKE WS5ACM

TOM K5TMM BOB WSXCC

We service and repair all major lines of Amateur Radio equipment.

AGL Electronics
3068 FOREST LANE, SUITE 309
DALLAS, TEXAS 75234
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Please use before January 31, 1978

Tear off and mail to
HAM RADIO MAGAZINE — "check off"
Greenville, N. H. 03048

NAME:

CALL:

ADDRESS:

STATE:

ZIP:

*Please contact this advertiser directly.

Limit 15 inquiries per request.

December 1977

Please use before January 31, 1978

Tear off and mail to
HAM RADIO MAGAZINE — "check off"
Greenville, N. H. 03048

NAME:

CALL:

ADDRESS:

STATE:

ZIP:

*Please contact this advertiser directly.

Limit 15 inquiries per request.
These new CONVERTER KITS let you receive OSCAR signals and other exciting VHF & UHF activity on your present HF receiver.

either one
ONLY $34.95
including crystal

MODEL RF RANGE (MHz) IF RANGE

MODEL RF RANGE (MHz) IF RANGE

C50 50-52 28-30
C144 144-146 28-30
C145 145-147 28-30
C146 146-148 28-30
C220 220-230 28-30

Special Other rf & IF ranges are available on special request

An extruded aluminum case is available for vhf and uhf converters at $12.95, including connectors and hardware.

FREE 1978 CATALOG

Is yours for the asking. NEW 40 page catalog gives details on these and other kits, including scanner adapter, receiver multicoverters, NPC power supplies, M-Tech PA's, CES tone pads & mics, Hy-Gain HT's & hf dipoles & antennas. GET YOURS TODAY!

FREED SHEETING ON LARGE STOCK OF ANTENNAS!!! We now offer free delivery of Cushcraft, Larsen, & Hy-Gain antennas in the 48 states. Popular models such as Ringo Bangers, VHF & hf bands, magnet mount whips, hf verticals, rubber ducky, lightning arrestors, olympex traps, W2AU & Hy-Gain baluns. Call or write NOW! We'll be glad to send free catalogs.

IN CANADA: Send order to COMTEC, 5065 Westlake Ave.; Montreal, Que H4W 2N3 or call 514-458-5240. Add 28% to prices shown above to cover customs duty, exchange rate, and federal tax.

An extruded aluminum case is available for vhf and uhf converters at $12.95, including connectors and hardware.

RF POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

NO TUNING \* VSWR PROTECTED
\* COMPLETELY STABLE \* 150MW DRIVE

T80-150, 140-175 MHz, 20-25W output, wired and tested, simply connect your cables...

T80-450, 430-470 MHz, 13-15W......$79.95

200 MW EXCITER MODULE KITS

T40 Eleven Channel Exciter Kit for 2M or 6M band............................................$39.95

T20 Tripler/Driver Module Kit, 150 mW 2M input, 200 mW 450 MHz output ....$19.95

FM/CW TRANSMITTER KITS

These low noise Preamps let you hear the weak ones!

GREAT FOR OSCAR, 55B, FM, ATV. Over 8000 in use throughout the world.

P8 Kit $10.95
P16 Wired $21.95

Miniature model for tight spaces - only 1/2 x 2-3/8 inches

20dB gain \* Covers any 4 MHz band in range

MODEL RANGE

P8-LO 82-83 MHz
P8-HI 83-190 MHz
P8-220 220-230 MHz
P16 Wired Give exact band

P9 Kit $12.95
P14 Wired $24.95

Deluxe model for applications where space permits.

1-1/2 x 3 inches \* Covers any 4 MHz band in range \* Ideal for OSCAR \* Diode protection \* Connectors \* 20 dB gain

MODEL RANGE

P9-LO 24-88 MHz
P9-HI 88-172 MHz
P9-220 172-230 MHz
P14 Wired Give specific band

P15 Kit $18.95
P35 Wired $34.95

\* Covers any 6 MHz band in range in band of 380-520
\* 20 dB gain

Hamtronics, Inc.
182-A Belmont Rd, Rochester, NY 14612
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Buy the 599D's & get a Free gift

Call: 1-800-633-3410 for your FREE gift and 599D station from Long's

1023.00 FOR THE 599D STATION & YOUR CHOICE OF ONE FREE GIFT SHOWN BELOW

KENWOOD S-599D speaker
The S-599D speaker is designed specifically for the 599D series station. • Frequency range: 100 to 5000 Hz • Speaker diameter: 4½" • Dimensions: 5½" W x 5½" H x 7¼" D • Weight: 3.3 lbs.

KENWOOD R-599D receiver
R-599D: • Entirely solid-state • Covers 10-80 meters • Highly stable VFO • Oscillator for 5 fixed channels • Built-in crystal filters • Noise blanker • Squelch circuit • Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM • Power consumption: 15 watts.

KENWOOD T-599D transmitter
T-599D: • Solid-state, except driver and final stage • 10-80 meters • Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM • Effective 8-pole crystal filter • Antenna impedance: 50 to 75 ohms • Carrier suppression: 40 dB • Power consumption: 350 watts.

CUSHCRAFT ATB-34
10, 15, 20 meter antenna. List Price: 239.00

FREE GIFT NUMBER 1.

BIRD Model 43 THRULINE wattmeter
List Price: 120.00

FREE GIFT NUMBER 2.

HYGAIN 3806 handy-talky. List Price: 189.95

FREE GIFT NUMBER 4.

DENTRON 160-10AT super tuner
List Price: 129.50

FREE GIFT NUMBER 5.

KENWOOD TR-7200A
2m FM transceiver List Price: 189.00

FREE GIFT NUMBER 3.

REGENCY HRT-2 handy-talky. List Price: 179.00

FREE GIFT NUMBER 6.

Remember, you can call TOLL-FREE: 1-800-633-3410 in U.S.A. or call 1-800-292-8668 in Alabama for our low price quote. Store hours: 9:00 AM til 5:30 PM, Monday thru Friday.

Long's Electronics

MAIL ORDERS: P.O. BOX 11347 BIRMINGHAM, AL 35202 • STREET ADDRESS: 2808 7TH AVENUE SOUTH BIRMINGHAM, ALABAMA 35233
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YAESU PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE SENSATIONAL
SMART
NEW FT-901D—YEARS AHEAD WITH YAESU!

- Two rugged 6146B's in the final, with negative feedback
- A variable IF bandwidth that allows 100 Hz to 2.4 KHz selectivity at the turn of a knob
- IF rejection tuning to notch out interfering signals
- Optional synthesized VFO, or enlarged frequency memory bank
- Selectable AGC
- Built in speech processor
- Built in Curtis Keyer
- Full range 160-10M coverage
- Provision for new WARC frequencies
- Meets Part 97.73 of FCC requirements.

... at your dealers soon!

Design And Specifications Subject To Change Without Notice Or Obligation

 YAESU

The smart radio

YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP., 15954 Downey Ave., Paramount, CA 90723 (213) 633-4007
YAESU ELECTRONICS CORP., Eastern Service Ctr., 613 Redna Ter., Cincinnati, OH 45215
Look over DenTron's low profile, styled MLA-2500 amplifier. Two EIMAC high-mu 8875 power triodes are the heart of the modularized design. The combination of DenTron's cathode-driven circuitry and EIMAC's 8875s provides simplicity, economy and high power all in one compact package.

Unexcelled for rugged amateur service, the 8875 is a natural choice for DenTron, just as it and other EIMAC power tubes are the choice of most principal manufacturers of amateur, commercial and military communication equipment.

Whether you build or buy your equipment—go EIMAC. The EIMAC name is your assurance of power, dependability and quality. Send today for your free copy of the EIMAC Quick Reference Catalog which provides information on all popular EIMAC products. Write Varian, EIMAC Division, 301 Industrial Way, San Carlos, California 94070. Telephone (415) 592-1221. Or contact any of the more than 30 Varian Electron Device Group Sales Offices throughout the world.

Varian

EIMAC 8875s Power DenTron's MLA-2500 Linear Amplifier.
Send for your copy of the world's largest catalog of quality kit-form electronic products.

Yes! Please rush me my personal copy of the NEW Heathkit Catalog.
I am not on your mailing list.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: _____________________________
State: _____________________________
Zip: _____________________________
Dept. 122-38
Ham Radio
PC-124
Get your very own copy of the latest
HEATHKIT
MAIL-ORDER KIT CATALOG
FREE!

Kits for almost everything in electronics; auto and marine accessories, TV, stereo hi-fi, home products and much more. All are easy to build with crystal-clear, step-by-step Heathkit assembly manuals.

SEND FOR IT TODAY!